Harvey Nash Response
1.1.1.

Tenderers must provide a statement which demonstrates a clear understanding of the public sector
landscape in Scotland and the Framework Public Bodies who will use these services. You must
demonstrate you understand the demand Framework Public Bodies have for the services and how
Public Bodies will use those services, together with an understanding of how the services fit within
the legislative and regulatory contexts at European, UK and Scottish levels. (Question Weighting 100%)

Demonstrate clear understanding of the public sector landscape in Scotland
The Scottish Public Sector landscape is vast and diverse. The Public Sector in Scotland delivers a huge range of
public services to Scotland’s population and the efficiency and effective delivery of these public services is
essential Scotland’s economic development and continuing prosperity. Public Bodies deliver the priorities of
Ministers, or the Parliament, through promotion, delivery, funding and scrutiny of services or by providing
impartial, expert advice to Ministers, the Parliament, the public and those who deliver public services. They have
the specialist knowledge and skills to focus on specific issues. This provides them with authenticity and credibility
with stakeholders and helps them to reach and engage effectively with a wide range of interest groups every
public body has a clear Framework which balances operational autonomy and accountability to the public. The
Public Sector includes everything from large organisations such as the NHS to smaller organisations such as
Accountant in Bankruptcy and are to be found the length and breadth of Scotland in both urban and rural
locations. They provide a really wide range of services
Harvey Nash has built up a clear understanding of the public sector landscape in Scotland and some of the
Framework Public Bodies who will use these services over the last six years whilst delivering to the previous IT
and Interim Manager Frameworks. The previous Frameworks were used by in excess of 135 user organisations
across the Scottish Public Sector, and we gained an in-depth understanding of some of the drivers and challenges
facing these organisations. We will continue to build on this knowledge, as the public sector landscape is varied
and ever-changing. Hopefully, with further marketing, this new Framework will be used by even more
Framework Public Bodies who can benefit from cost savings offered through collaborative procurement.
At the last Scottish Government update published in September 2014 there were 2,614,000 people in
employment in Scotland with 544,100 people directly employed in the public sector (equivalent to 20.8%) This
is the lowest the % employed in Scotland’s Public Sector has been since recording in this series began in 1999
and conversely private sector employment is at an all-time high.
To maximise value for money, retain workforce flexibility and provide access to specialist expertise not available
in-house those direct employees are supplemented with temporary workers, interim managers, consultants,
contractors and temporary workers. For example, as at 31st July 2013 there were 486 temporary workers, interim
managers, consultants, contractors and other contingent workers registered on the Scottish Government
electronic HR system. All of these workers will be either self-employed or a direct employee of a contracted
supplier like Harvey Nash. The broader Public Sector will have many more temporary workers, interim managers,
consultants, contractors and other contingent workers.
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Public Sector Procurement
Public sector spending on goods and services across Scotland, in areas such as health and education services
amounts to over £9 billion per annum. Obviously, it is important that maximum value is achieved with taxpayers
money so there are strict procurement guidelines to govern the purchasing of goods and services.
Scottish Procurement is responsible for developing and advising on a range of procurement activity including
implementing policy and setting up contracts and Framework agreements for itself and the wider public sector
in Scotland.
The Public Procurement Reform Programme (PPRP) aims to drive up procurement standards ensuring value for
money for the taxpayer. In 2006 the public procurement reform group was established following John
McClelland’s report ‘Review of Public Procurement in Scotland’. This has been a driving force for change
promoting collaborative working across a wide range of procurement activities and practice, making a real
impact on public sector spending.
January 2010 brought about the second phase of the programme ‘Transforming Procurement: Accelerating
Delivery’. The revised strategy focuses on four key priorities:
 Efficiency and collaboration
 Deliver and highlight real cash savings
 Improve access to public sector contracts (SMEs)
 Making sustainable procurement business as usual
In addition to the priorities the programme is driving strategic objectives – the Seven C’s:
 Capability
 Competitiveness
 Capturing savings and benefits
 Coverage
 Collaboration
 Corporate social responsibility
 Communications
The procurement of this Framework is a good example of Collaborative Procurement. The importance attached
to collaborative procurement is a direct result of the Public Sector Procurement Reform Programme.
Collaborative procurement is about achieving value for money for the Scottish public sector through partnership
working between buying organisations, Centres of Expertise and suppliers. Scottish Procurement draw on
expertise across the public sector to leverage volumes and secure benefits from economies of scale through
harnessing combined sector purchasing power.
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The Scottish Government's Sustainable Procurement Action Plan was launched by John Swinney, Cabinet
Secretary for Finance and Sustainable Growth and has been endorsed by the Public Procurement Reform Board.
The public sector has been tasked with building sustainable procurement into their corporate culture, and to
take proper account of sustainability in procurement activity and to be able to demonstrate how this is being
achieved. Harvey Nash has taken this into account when developing our proposal for services.
Cost Savings
We are now facing the most serious budget reductions for at least a generation. Every public body in Scotland
has to deliver efficiency savings of at least 3% per annum during the course of the current spending review 201112 to 2014-15.
The 3% efficiency expectation will help Public Bodies to offset cost pressures and live within the budget
allocations they have been given, helping to protect services from the full impact of the fall in budget allocations
imposed by the UK Government.
Each individual public body is expected to report publicly on the efficiencies they have delivered.
Innovation and Reform
All public services are required to drive reform at a pace across mainstream services. In order to achieve the
outcomes which matter most to the people of Scotland, we urgently need to reform our public services. Public,
third sector and private organisations must work effectively in partnership with communities and with each
other to design and deliver excellent public services which meet the needs of local people. The overall aim is to
reduce inequalities, deliver improved outcomes whilst making optimal use of increasingly limited resources. The
services we deliver under this Framework can really help with innovation and reform and help implement the
lessons of the Christie Commission. The Scottish Government has set a strong focus on four pillars – a decisive
shift towards prevention, partnership between public services at local level, greater investment in people
delivering services; and a sharp focus on performance.
Well-run, cost effective public services are good for Scotland's competitiveness and overall economic
performance. Three years on from the landmark Christie Commission, which recommended wholesale changes
to the way services are delivered, The Scottish Government is committed to achieving more effective public
services for Scotland by removing unnecessary duplication and establishing structures which can support and
drive the delivery of better outcomes for Scotland's people. The Christie Commission called for services to
concentrate on preventative measures after warning that 40% of public spending in Scotland went on tackling
crime, social problems and ill health that could have been averted. It also said that public sector bodies must
work more closely together to counter deep spending cuts. The Scottish Government has streamlined the public
sector landscape by reducing the number of Scottish Public Bodies under its control from a base line of 199 in
2007 to 114 now. Many reforms have already been made including the integration of health and social care,
college reorganisation, the creation of national police and fire services and the innovative Early Years
Collaborative. However, the Confederation of British Industry Scotland (CBI) and Reform Scotland have called
for more radical reform, including merging some of the country’s 32 councils. Whilst none of us can be sure
exactly what the future holds for Public Bodies, it’s fair to assume that throughout the duration of this
Framework we can expect even more streamlining of Public Bodies in Scotland or the creation of shared service
centres to save money. We are likely to see further simplification of Public Bodies and the transfer of
functions/dissolution of bodies/delegation of functions or creation of entirely new bodies to achieve this.
Change is likely to be constant and innovation essential in Scotland’s Public Sector.
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Accountability
Public Bodies are subject to external scrutiny from a variety of organisations such as Accounts Commission for
Scotland, Auditor General for Scotland and Healthcare Improvement Scotland The Scottish Public Services
Ombudsman (SPSO) is the organisation which handles complaints about public services in Scotland. Information
held by Scottish public authorities is covered by Scotland’s own Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002. As
a result, it is imperative that as a supplier to Scotland’s Public Sector we understand what is required of us.
Public Sector Pay
Scottish Ministers are committed to firm and fair restraint of pay across the public sector in Scotland. Whilst
most policies such as The Public Sector Pay Policy for Staff Pay remits relate to permanent staff pay, the spirit
still impacts this Framework where day rates should be negotiated where possible to provide value for money.
Agenda for Change is the current NHS grading and pay system for all NHS staff, with the exception of doctors,
dentists and some senior managers. It covers more than 1 million people and harmonises their pay scales and
career progression arrangements across traditionally separate pay groups, in the most radical change since the
NHS was founded. This grading and pay system can affect the Framework and day rates on offer to candidates.
Digitalisation of Public Services
There are some really exciting and ground-breaking digital programmes taking place across Scotland’s Public
Sector. It’s agreed that Scotland’s public services should be shaped around people’s needs and easily-accessible,
whilst also being delivered effectively and efficiently during these difficult economic times. Digital technology
offers great potential for public organisations to deliver wide-ranging advances on both these fronts. The
Scottish Government has a Digital Strategy, “Scotland’s Digital Future: Delivery of Public Services” which was
jointly introduced by Ministers and CoSLA and published in 2012. Will working on the previous Frameworks we
have had the opportunity to support some of the individual digital projects such as Project Ginsberg, GLOW,
MyGov and one at NHS Education Scotland.
Demonstrate clear understanding of the Framework Public Bodies who will use these services
The Scottish public sector landscape is vast and diverse. With hundreds of bodies, authorities, services, boards
and directorates serving the country, ranging in size from a few people to the NHS, one of Scotland’s’ biggest
employers needs vary as do challenges.
Public Bodies play an important role in the delivery of public services in Scotland.
In short, this Framework can be used by Scottish Public Bodies and Scottish Third Sector Bodies which is
explained fully below:
This Framework agreement will be available for use by; the Scottish Ministers (including Agencies), Scottish NonDepartmental Public Bodies, offices in the Scottish Administration which are not ministerial offices, cross-border
public authorities within the meaning of section 88(5) of the Scotland Act 1998, the Scotland Office, the Scottish
Parliamentary Corporate Body, councils constituted under section 2 of the Local Government etc. (Scotland) Act
1994, the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service, the Scottish Police Authority, Scottish National Park authorities,
bodies registered as social landlords under the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001, Scottish health boards or special
health boards, Student Loans Company Limited, the Forestry Commission, the Commissioner of North
Lighthouse operating as the North Lighthouse Board, Scottish Futures Trust, Equality and Human Rights
Commission, Business Stream Ltd, the Business Gateway National Unit at the Convention of Scottish Local
Authorities, further or higher education institutions being fundable bodies within the meaning of section 6 of
the further and Higher Education (Scotland) Act 2005, any public body established by or under the Scotland Act
1998 or any Act of the Scottish Parliament, any association of or formed by one or more of the foregoing, bodies
financed wholly or mainly by one or more of the foregoing, bodies subject to management supervision by one
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or more of the foregoing and bodies more than half of the board of directors or members of which, or, in the
case of a group of individuals, more than half of those individuals, being appointed by one or more of the
foregoing. In addition to the contracting authorities listed, the Framework agreement will be available to
charities entered on the Scottish Charity Register and voluntary organisations entered on the Membership
Database of the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations.
Information about agencies of the Scottish Ministers and offices in the Scottish Administration which are not
ministerial offices is available at:
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/About/Information/FOI/19260/18085
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/About/Information/FOI/19260/18095
Scottish Non-Departmental Public Bodies are listed at:
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Government/public-bodies/about/Bodies
Detail of some different Framework Public Bodies:
The Scottish Government
The Scottish Government is the devolved government for Scotland and is responsible for health, education,
justice, rural affairs, housing, transport and the environment. The core Government consists of 6 Director
Generals: Enterprise, Environment & Digital, Finance, General Governance & Communities, Health & Social Care,
General Learning & Justice, Strategy & External Affairs. Essentially, The Scottish Government has a range of
functions aimed at enhancing and improving the quality of public services. It administers an annual budget of
more than £30 billion, which it distributes through local authorities and Public Bodies.
There are around 16,700 people working in the Scottish Government and it’s agencies, and around 14,000 staff
in devolved public bodies.
Key challenges within the Scottish Government include economic strategy, health improvement initiatives and
digitising public services to improve accessibility. Based on the referendum result the UK government have
pledged more powers to be devolved so a new challenge will be setting up additional directorates and the
services that they offer.
Scottish Ministers, Scottish Parliament, Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body and Scotland Office
Scotland has 129 Members of the Scottish Parliament known as MSPs. 73 MSPs represent individual
constituencies elected in the first past the post system and 56 MSPs are elected from 8 additional member
regions, each electing 7 MSPs. Scotland also has 59 Members of Parliament, MPs, who represent the country in
the House of Commons and are elected in a first past the post system.
Scotland’s politicians are supported by the Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body at and the Scotland Office
who help to facilitate devolution and represent Scotland at HM Government.
The Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body (SPCB) are responsible for ensuring that the Scottish Parliament has
adequate resources and covers areas such as staff, property, security and services.
The Scotland Office administer general reserved matters (such as defence, international relations, the
constitution, registration and funding of political parties, the Home Civil Service and treason) and specific
reservations under the 11 “heads” as outlined in the Scotland Act 1998 (financial and economic matters, home
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affairs, trade and industry, energy, transport, social security, regulation of the professions, employment, health
and medicines, media and culture and miscellaneous).

Local Authorities, the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities (COSLA) and other professional organisations
representing Local Authority Personnel
Scotland has 32 Local Authorities of varying population and geographic size employing thousands of staff
throughout the country:
 Aberdeen City Council
 Aberdeenshire Council
 Angus Council
 Argyll and Bute Council
 Clackmannanshire Council
 Dumfries and Galloway Council
 Dundee City Council
 East Ayrshire Council
 East Dumbartonshire Council
 East Lothian Council
 East Renfrewshire Council
 Edinburgh City Council
 Falkirk Council
 Fife Council
 Glasgow City Council
 Highland Council
 Inverclyde Council
 Midlothian Council
 Moray Council
 Na h-Eileanan Siar Council
 North Ayrshire Council
 North Lanarkshire Council
 Orkney Council
 Perth and Kinross Council
 Renfrewshire Council
 Scottish Borders Council
 Shetland Islands Council
 South Ayrshire Council
 South Lanarkshire Council
 Stirling Council
 West Dumbartonshire Council
 West Lothian Council
These local authorities consist of Councillors who are elected every four years by the residents of Wards. In
Scotland there are 1,222 councillors. Local Authorities are known as Councils and receive their funding from the
Scottish Government through Council Tax, set by the individual council, and Aggregate External Finance;
Revenue Support Grants, Non-Domestic Rates and Income Specific Grants. Each Council has a Convenor, in
Glasgow, Edinburgh, Aberdeen and Dundee this person is known as The Lord Provost. Every council has a Lead
of the Council who is elected from the largest political group in the council and a range of Officers who are the
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non-political staff and include the Chief Executive. Councils operate through a variety of Committees and SubCommittees.
Councils act in the best interests of local residents and are responsible for a range of services in their local area
such as Education, Social Work, Roads and Transport, Economic Development, Housing and the Built
Environment, The Environment, Libraries, Waste Management and Arts, Culture & Sport as well as Leisure
Services such as parks and swimming pools. The powers they have in these areas are determined by statute and
include mandatory powers in areas such as education for 5-16 year olds, fire & social work, permissive powers
over recreational services and economic development and regulatory powers such as environmental health and
licencing.
All 32 councils are represented by the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities (COSLA) who act as the national
voice for all local authorities and advocate on their behalf with the government in Scotland, Great Britain and
Northern Ireland and Europe. They have offices in Edinburgh, Glasgow and Brussels. COSLA also act as the
employers’ association and negotiate with Trade Unions.
Other professional organisations with stakeholders in Scottish Local Authorities include:
 Society of Local Authority Chief Executives and Senior Managers (SOLACE) a UK wide membership
organisation for Senior Managers and Chief Executives with members from Scottish Local Authorities.
SOLACE provides professional development opportunities and advice on policy.
 The Association of Directors of Education in Scotland (ADES) is a professional network for senior members
of staff working in education and children’s services. They work with local authorities providing advice on
policy and offer professional development opportunities.
 Social Work Scotland, recently known as The Association of Directors in Social Work (ADSW) lobby MPs,
MSPs and Councillors in Local Authorities.
 The Association for Public Service Excellence (APSE) is a membership organisation dedicated to providing
the best frontline services to local communities and cover a range of issues including but not limited to
street lighting, parks, roads, school meals and building maintenance.
 The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accounting (CIPFA) provide events, awards, training and
qualifications to members working in local authorities throughout Scotland and organisations who assist
them.
 The Chief Fire Officers Association protect the staff in UK fire and rescue services and lobby throughout the
public sector on their members behalf
 The Economic Development Association Scotland (EDAS) has strong membership in local authorities
throughout Scotland and promote networking, events and provide briefings on economic development
matters
 Heads of Planning Scotland (HOPS) is the new name for the Scottish Society of Directors of Planning and
represents senior planning officials in Scotland’s local authorities.
 The Local Authorities Research and Intelligence Association (LARIA) promote continuous improvement in
their field and have members from Scottish local authorities.
 The Scottish Assessors Association (SAA) is responsible for the valuation of all properties for local tax
purposes. There are 14 assessors covering 32 local authorities, 4 directly appointed by local authorities and
10 by joint valuation boards. In the City of Dundee and Fife the Assessor is also the Electoral Registration
Officer.
 The Scottish Council for Development and Industry (SCDI) is a not for profit seeking to influence local
authorities and government on a wide range of business issues.
 The Scottish Library and Information Council (SLIC) advise the Scottish Government on library services which
impacts local authorities and The Chartered Institute of Library and Information Professionals in Scotland
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(CILIPS) is the Scottish arm of CILIP. CILIPS provide professional development and lobby on behalf of library
and information professionals.
Trading Standards in Scotland are represented by the Society of Chief Officers of Trading Standards in
Scotland (SCOTSS) who liaise with local authorities and COSLA.
The Society of Chief Officers of Transportation in Scotland (SCOTS) represents the local authorities and
regional transportation partnerships.
SOCTIM is a professional body for people involved in IT leadership and digital services within the public
sector or working on citizen focused services. Senior members from local authorities IT departments in
Scotland have regional meetings.

Key issues within the local authority landscape include Audit Scotland, who having identified that they will need
to reduce costs as there are medium term funding gaps over the next few years, this will put pressure on
resources. The implications of welfare reform are huge with the Universal Credit replacing housing benefit and
local authorities adapting services to this. The formation of single police and fire and rescue services has
presented local authorities with challenges and opportunities and Community Planning Partnerships are an
opportunity to improve services and achieve better outcomes, but there is work to be done before their full
potential can be realised.
In addition to local authorities, the Scottish Public Sector consists of the Public Bodies and agencies detailed
below:
Health and Social Care, the NHS Regional and Scottish Health Boards and Scottish Government Health and
Social Care Directorates
Healthcare is a devolved matter; as such there are significant differences in how this is delivered from the rest
of the UK. For example primary and secondary care is integrated, NHS trusts do not exist so health is provided
by 14 regional health boards and prescriptions are free. The NHS in Scotland employs over 150,000 people, has
an operating budget of over £11 billion and funding is provided by Scottish Government Health and Social Care
Directorates.
The healthcare workforce consists of nurses, midwives, health visitors, nurse practitioners, doctors, consultants,
general practitioners, dentist, pharmacists, opticians and allied health professionals such as psychologists,
physiotherapists, radiographers and paramedics. This staffs are supported by a wide range of non-healthcare
professionals in areas such as HR, finance, IT and digital technology, administration, facilities and record
management as well as specialist technicians.
The Scottish Government Health and Social Care Directorates are responsible for NHS Scotland as well as policies
for the development and implementation of health and social care as well as funding.
The current Directorates plus an overview of their purpose and responsibilities:
 Health Finance and Information – ensure availability of resources and responsible for areas such as financial
balance, investment in services, measuring outcomes and reducing carbon footprint
 Health Workforce and Performance – ensure HR leadership and supporting ministerial targets and
responsible for HR issues, education, waiting times, and public accountability
 Health and Healthcare Improvement – ensure a range of agencies work together on health improvement
and quality of life and are responsible for quality strategy, NHS planning and pharmaceutical services
 Chief Nursing Officer, Patients, Public and Health Professions – ensure patient centred NHS care and
responsible for policy relating to patient support, professional leadership of Nursing, Midwifery and Allied
Health Professions
 Chief Medical Officer - Public Health – ensure clinical effectiveness of health services in Scotland and
responsible for the populations mental and physical wellbeing, reducing health inequalities, improving the
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status of health risk behaviours such as smoking, protecting the populace from communicable disease and
hazards, supporting improvements in healthcare and investment in research
Health and Social Care Integration – ensures care is provided in a home setting as required and responsible
for primary care, dentistry, mental health and social care services
Children and Families – ensure best possible care for children, young people and pregnant women as well
as developing social services and responsible for supporting and working across government and partners
looking at policy, priorities and services improvement for their demographic
Commonwealth Games and Sport – ensured delivery of Commonwealth Games and responsible for a lasting
legacy by improving health through sport and physical activity.

The Directorates are responsible for the following Special Health Boards as well as the 14 regional health boards.












NHS Health Scotland - the national health education and promotion agency
NHS Healthcare Improvement Scotland - implement government priorities, quality improvement,
inspections, clinical trial guidelines, advice on new medicines and treatments and patient safety
programmes
Mental Welfare Commission for Scotland – investigates mistreatment of people in mental healthcare
National Waiting Times Centre Board – 2 centres of excellence operating to reduce waiting times
NHS 24 – website and out of hours telephone triage service
NHS Education for Scotland – responsible for delivering education and training to all staff within the NHS
Scotland
NHS National Services Scotland – provide health and business support services (legal, procurement, IT,
fraud, conferences and registration services) to the NHS throughout Scotland including the National Blood
Transfusion Service and Health Protection Scotland
Scottish Ambulance Service– provide paramedic care and respond to 999 calls and provide patient
transportation services
State Hospital Board for Scotland – provide high security services for patients who pose a risk to themselves
or others

Regional Health Boards in Scotland are currently responsible for frontline health services in their area as well as
defending and bettering of their populations health. Current Regional Health Boards in Scotland include:
 NHS Ayrshire & Arran
 NHS Borders
 NHS Dumfries & Galloway
 NHS Fife
 NHS Forth Valley
 NHS Grampian
 NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde
 NHS Highland
 NHS Lanarkshire
 NHS Lothian
 NHS Orkney
 NHS Shetland
 NHS Tayside
 NHS Western Isles
Key issues facing the NHS include Agenda for Change, Delivering a Healthy Future, Waiting List Management,
Litigation and Ageing workforce.
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Agenda for Change was designed to create fair pay, standardise terms and conditions of employment and ensure
that employees understood the opportunities for career progression. Recent challenges this poses for the NHS
include the news some nursing staff now require back pay for holidays over several years taking into account
shift allowances.
The Scottish Government has set HEAT targets for the NHS in Scotland. These are monitored and performance
is published highlighting areas such as waiting list times and efficiencies. The aim of these targets is to improve
performance and to show progress against strategic health goals to ensure that Scotland is healthier. While
these directly affect frontline staff, support staff in areas such as IT and Finance needs to consider these when
making decisions especially related to efficiency. Creating stronger digital systems for staff to use on a daily basis
and to help educate staff in the NHS is important. Successful software roll outs and innovation in technology
can help to improve health, efficiency, access and treatment for patients.
Workforce planning is vital to the future of the NHS, one of the largest employers in Scotland, but also due to
the aging workforce. Litigation has risen against NHS departments so risk management is now being given a
higher level of visibility.
Education, Higher Education, Scottish Funding Council, Education Scotland, Learning Directorate, Care
Inspectorate, Skills Development Scotland and the Scottish Qualifications Authority
Education of 5-16 year olds is the responsibility of the 32 Local Authorities who have mandatory powers in this
area. The Scottish Parliament has legislative control over education. Qualifications at secondary school and
post-secondary school are governed by the Scottish Qualifications Authority (SQA). Education establishments
are inspected and audited by the Care Inspectorate. University level education is free in Scotland. Tuition fees,
research funding and Curriculum for Excellence are key issues for higher education in Scotland as are the
diversity of teaching staff in STEM subject areas.
The Scottish Funding Council (SFC) is the strategic body responsible for distributing funds for teaching and
research, distribute circa £1.5 billion to education establishments in Scotland. The SFC work closely with colleges
and universities to improve quality, support national priorities, facilitate mergers and collaborations between
institutions and to deliver functions such as payments and corporate services.
Colleges and Universities in Scotland employ a wide range of academic and support staff across administration,
facilities, finance and estates, procurement, record management, HR, IT services and faculty and education staff
across subjects taught. The most senior person in a college is the Principal. Colleges in Scotland covered by the
Framework include:
 Ayrshire College
 Borders College
 City of Glasgow College
 Dumfries and Galloway College
 Dundee and Angus College
 Edinburgh College
 Fife College
 Forth Valley College
 Glasgow Clyde College
 Glasgow Kelvin College
 Leith School of Art
 New College Lanarkshire
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Newbattle Abbey College
North East Scotland College
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
Scotland's Rural College (SRUC)
South Lanarkshire College
West College Scotland
West Lothian College

Scotland has 15 universities based in the country:
 Edinburgh Napier University
 Glasgow Caledonian University
 Heriot-Watt University
 Queen Margaret University
 The Robert Gordon University
 University of Aberdeen
 University of Abertay Dundee
 University of Dundee
 University of Edinburgh
 University of Glasgow
 University of St Andrews
 University of Stirling
 University of Strathclyde
 University of the Highlands and Islands
 University of the West of Scotland
Universities Scotland develops policy and represents 19 institutions providing university level education in
Scotland. In addition to the above list of institutes, the other four are Glasgow School of Art, Royal Conservatoire
of Scotland, Scotland’s Rural College (SRUC) and Open University in Scotland).
Education Scotland is an executive agency (it operates independently and impartially while remaining
accountable to the Scottish Government) tasked with improving the education system. It was established in
2011 and merged the responsibilities of HM Inspectorate for Education and Learning and Teaching Scotland.
The Care Inspectorate has involvement in education as it took over the child protection unit from HM
Inspectorate of Education.
The Scottish Qualifications Authority (SQA) is the executive non-departmental public body of the Scottish
Government responsible of accrediting awards. It is involved in Curriculum for Excellence. The SQA work with
schools, colleges, universities and training organisations to develop, deliver and assess a wide range of
qualifications. There is over 700 staff across business development, business systems, corporate services,
finance, operations and qualifications development.
Skills Development Scotland is also an executive non-departmental public body. They ensure that all 16-19 year
olds have access to education or training and work with partners to look at carer management, modern
apprenticeships and skills within the workforce, lifelong learning and Individual Learning Accounts. In short they
look at skills and training within the wider context of individuals, businesses and the economy.
Key issues include encouraging more people into STEM subjects, new qualifications, Curriculum for Excellence,
research funding, Athena SWAN
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Public Corporations - Caledonian Maritime Assets Ltd, David MacBrayne Ltd, Glasgow Prestwick Airport Ltd,
Highlands and Islands Airport Ltd, Scottish Canals and Scottish Water.
Scotland has several government owned corporations which employ a large number of staff. These include
Caledonian Maritime Assets Ltd, David MacBrayne Ltd, Glasgow Prestwick Airport Ltd, Highlands and Islands
Airport Ltd, Scottish Canals and Scottish Water.
CalMac Ferries Ltd operates ferries on the Clyde and Hebrides services as Caledonian MacBrayne and is a
subsidiary of David MacBrayne Ltd. Caledonian Maritime Assets Ltd was formed in 2006 and looks after the
vessels, infrastructure and harbours for both David MacBrayne Ltd and privately owned Argyll Ferries who look
after the Gourock to Dunoon route. This split was in order to comply with EU competition legislation that also
affects public corporations.
Glasgow Prestwick Airport Ltd was acquired by the Scottish Government in November 2013 for £1 as the loss
making airport had been up for sale since March 2012 with no buyer being found.
Highlands and Islands Airports Ltd operate eleven airports across the Scottish Highlands, Northern and Western
Isles. The ownership was transferred to Scottish Ministers upon devolution and the airports receive funds under
the Civil Aviation Act 1982.
Scottish Canals are responsible for managing inland waterways, specifically the Caledonian, Crinan, Forth and
Clyde, Monkland and Union Canals. At the moment the Scottish Government are considering how Scottish
Canals can work alongside Scottish Water to capture energy, heating, cooling, manage flood risk and create an
international market for water sales.
Scottish Water provides domestic water and sewage services to Scotland and are responsible for water quality.
They operate under the Ware Services etc. (Scotland) Act 2005. Scottish Water has over 3,000 employees. In
addition to working with Scottish Canals they are also working with Caledonian Maritime Assets to see how they
can achieve additional benefit from Scotland’s maritime infrastructure.
Business Stream Ltd is part of The Scottish Water Group and an independent company and a licenced provider
of water throughout the UK. These are separate companies to ensure there is competition within the nondomestic market.
Criminal Justice and Law Enforcement
Police Scotland is the primary police service of Scotland, formed in 2013 with the merger of all 8 territorial police
forces in Scotland and the specialist services of the Scottish Police Services Authority, including the Scottish
Crime and drug Enforcement Agency. Although not formally absorbing it, the merger also resulted in the winding
down of the Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland. Police Scotland is the 2 nd largest police force in the
UK (after the Met) in terms of officer numbers, and the largest in terms of area served. The Chief Constable is
responsible to the Scottish Police Authority, and the force is inspected by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of
Constabulary for Scotland.
The Crown Office & Procurator Fiscal Service is the independent public prosecution service for Scotland, and is
a Ministerial Department of the Scottish Government. The department is headed by Her Majesty’s Lord
Advocate, who under the Scottish Legal System is responsible for prosecution, along with the area Procurators
fiscal.
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The Scottish Court Service provides administrative support to Scottish Courts and the judiciary of the courts
including the High Court of Justiciary, Court of Session, Sherriff Courts and other Justice of the Peace Courts as
well as the Office of the Public Guardian and Accountant of Court. There are 6 Justices of the Peace Advisory
Committees and they have powers of punishment of up to 60 days imprisonment or a fine of up to £2,500 or
both as well as disqualification of drivers.
The Scottish Prison Service is an executive agency of the Scottish Government tasked with managing prisons in
Scotland and is head-quartered in South Gyle, Edinburgh. The Visiting Committees for Scottish Penal
Establishments deal with offenders during their period of incarceration and aim to support the reduction in reoffending.
HM Chief Inspector of Prosecution in Scotland are a notable public body in Scotland responsible for inspecting
the Crown Office and Prosecutors Fiscal Service (COPFS) and reporting to the Lord Advocate on any matters
related to the operation of the COPFS.
Key issues/drivers include; the i6 programme, standardising service and procedures across all recently merged
police forces, how best to measure trends using the Scottish Crime Survey, how to reduce alcohol/drug/youth
related crime, responding to needs of victims of domestic violence and racist crime.
Tribunals
Tribunals are a central part of the Scottish justice system and play a vital role in safeguarding the rights of the
people they serve.
The following tribunals are administered by the Scottish Tribunals Service:
 Additional Support Needs Tribunals for Scotland
 Lands Tribunal for Scotland
 Mental Health Tribunal for Scotland
 Parole Board for Scotland
 Private Rented Housing Panel
 Scottish Charity Appeals Panel
The Additional Support Needs Tribunal consider appeals made by parents and young people against decisions
of Education Authorities relating to placement requests, support plans and disability discrimination claims.
There have been an increase in disability discrimination claims and these are particularly complex. Focused on
dispute resolution they work within the context of “Getting It Right For Every Child”.
The Lands Tribunal for Scotland deal with disputes involving property or land such as issues around titles,
valuations and right to buy and work like a civil court.
The Mental Health Tribunal for Scotland provide independent and impartial services to help make decisions
regarding compulsory care of people with mental health disorders (compulsory treatment orders) in Scotland.
The bulk of members are due to be reappointed in March and October 2015 and the Health (Scotland) Bill is due
to receive Royal Assent in December 2014 so all members will require training on new legislation at this point.
The Parole Board for Scotland’s members are appointed by Scottish Ministers and while it has statutory
functions operates separately from the Scottish Government. The Parole Board operates under statue set out
in the Prisoners and Criminal Proceedings (Scotland) Act 1993 and the Management of Offenders etc (Scotland)
Act 2005. The Parole board for Scotland ensures that prisoners who are no longer presenting a risk to public
safety serve the remainder of their sentences under the supervision of social workers.
The Private Rented Housing Panel help to resolve disputes between tenants and landlords and enforce landlords
to do repairs when required. They deal with all issues covered by the previous Rent Assessment Committees
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and have new responsibilities under the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 and the Private Rented Housing Panel
(Applications and Determinations) (Scotland) Regulations 2007.
The Scottish Charities Appeal Panel deals with appeals against decisions made by the Office of the Scottish
Charity Regulator and is an independent body established by the Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland)
Act 2005. While the aim was to provide charities with a cheaper method of appealing decisions few appeals are
brought this method opposed to the Court of Session.
A key issue within the Tribunals sector over the next ten years is the implementation of a new tribunals system
as outlined in the Tribunals (Scotland) Act 2014. This will see the formation of new tribunals such as the The
Homeowner Housing Panel as per jurisdictions created in the Housing (Scotland) Bill. The Mental Health Tribunal
for Scotland, the Additional Support Needs Tribunal for Scotland, the Scottish Charity Appeals Panel and the
Lands Tribunal for Scotland will transfer-in by August 2019 and all other tribunals listed in the Act will transferin by 2023. The key impact of the Tribunals (Scotland) Act is the creation of a two tier system.
Commissioners and Ombudsmen
There are a number of different ombudsmen and commissioners in Scotland who can investigate complaints
about an organisation;








Commissioner for Ethical Standards in Public Life
Scotland's Commissioner for Children and Young People
Scottish Human Rights Commission
Scottish Information Commissioner
Scottish Public Services Ombudsman
Standards Commission for Scotland
The Scottish Legal Complaints Commission

The Commissioner for Ethical Standards investigate complaints against the conduct of MSP’s, Local Authority
Councilors and members of other Public Bodies as well as regulate how people are appointed to the boards of
Public Bodies. A key challenge for them highlighted by Audit Scotland recently was the increasing number of
complaints and investigations they have to deal with each year making it difficult to budget for their service in
future years.
Scotland’s Commissioner for Children and Young People was established under the Children and Young People
(Scotland) Act of 2003 and is responsible for reviewing legislation, policy and practice relating to the rights of
young people and children and reviewing these in regard to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child. The Children and Young People (Scotland) Act became law in March 2014 and increased their powers. A
key issue for them to consider at the moment is the impact of austerity.
The Scottish Human Rights Commission promote human rights in Scotland, their best practice and research in
the area and have the power of inquiry and can make recommendations in changes to legislation. The rights of
traveling communities, stop and search policies have been matters they have become involved in recently
however they have a broad remit covering health, education, and other areas. A key challenge for them could
be if the UK Government decides to repeal the Human Rights Act and risk expulsion from the European
Convention on Human Rights.
The Scottish Information Commissioner is responsible for enforcing The Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act
2002, The Environmental Information (Scotland) Act 2004 and INSPIRE (Scotland) Regulations 2009. They
investigate complaints and make legally enforceable decisions, promote best practice amongst Public Bodies
and provide the public with information.
The Scottish Public Services Ombudsman (SPSO) are the final stage for complaints made against the NHS in
Scotland, Local Authorities, Housing Associations, Education Establishments, Prisons and many Utility providers.
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The SPSO has responsibilities under the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman Act (2002). The demand for their
services has increased in terms of volume of complaints and complexity of matters, especially relating to the
NHS.
The Standards Commission for Scotland encourages ethical practice across all Local Authorities and 106
Devolved Public Bodies. Established under the Ethical Standards in Public Life etc. (Scotland) Act 2000 they are
supported by the Scottish Parliamentary Corporate Body under the Scottish Parliamentary Commission and
Commissioners etc. Act 2010.
The Scottish Legal Complaints Commission manages complaints about the service received from a legal
practitioner, share best practice and highlight concerns. Independent of the Scottish Government, Scottish Legal
Profession, the Law Society of Scotland, the Faculty of Advocates and Association of Commercial Attorneys they
investigate complaints and aim to resolve these and can award losses of up to £20,000. A key objective is to
reduce the timescale for complaint resolution.
Housing Associations
There are currently 147 Housing Associations in Scotland, these are social landlords under the Housing (Scotland)
Act 2001. These organisations are represented by the Scottish Federation of Housing Associations (SFHA) who
works with them to safeguard housing quality, income and ensure they are meeting needs. Key challenges in
this sector include the Bedroom Tax and availability of housing stock. Within the sector there are concerns
about the level of investment in housing and increase in rents in the private sector. Universal credit is seen as a
threat to income and other changes in the benefits system also pose a threat.
The 147 housing associations in Scotland include:
 Abbeyfield Scotland Ltd
 Aberdeen Soroptimist Housing Society Ltd
 Aberdeenshire Housing Partnership
 Abertay Housing Association
 Abronhill Housing Association
 Albyn Housing Society Ltd
 Almond Housing Association
 Antonine Housing Association
 Ardenglen Housing Association
 Argyll Community Housing Association
 Ark Housing Association Ltd
 Ayrshire Housing
 Barony Housing Association
 Barrhead Housing Association Ltd
 Bellsmyre Housing Association Ltd
 Berwickshire Housing Association
 Bield Housing Association
 Blackwood
 Blue Triangle (Glasgow) Housing Association Ltd
 Bridgewater Housing Association Ltd
 Broomhouse Housing Association (1986) Ltd
 Cadder Housing Association
 Cairn Housing Association
 Cairnbrook HA Ltd
 Caledonia Housing Association Ltd
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Cassiltoun Housing Association Ltd
Castlehill Housing Association Ltd
Castlemilk Tenants Housing Association
Cloch Housing Association
Clydebank Housing Association Ltd
Clydesdale Housing Association
Clydeside Tenant Partnership
Clydeview Housing Partnership
Compass LHO
Cordale Housing Association
Craigdale Housing Association
Crown Housing Association Ltd
Cunninghame Housing Association Ltd
Dalmuir Park Housing Association
Dumfries and Galloway Housing Partnership
Dunbritton Housing Association Ltd
Dunedin Canmore Housing Association Ltd
East End Community Homes
East Kilbride & District Housing Association
East Lothian Housing Association
Easthall Park Housing Co-operative Ltd
Eildon Housing Association Ltd
Elderpark Housing Association Ltd
Faifley Housing Association
Fife Housing Association Limited
For All Cranhill Tenants
Forth Housing Association Ltd
Fyne Homes Ltd
Gardeen Housing Association
Garscadden & Spiers LHO
Glasgow Housing Association
Glasgow West Housing Association
Glen Housing Association
Glen Oaks HA LHO (Darnley)
Glen Oaks HA LHO (Pollok)
Glen Oaks Housing Association Ltd
Grampian Housing Association Ltd
Great Western Tenant Partnership
Hanover (Scotland) Housing Association Ltd
Hebridean Housing Partnership
Hillcrest Housing Association Ltd
Hjaltland Housing Association Ltd
Home Scotland
Homes for Life Housing Partnership Limited
Horizon Housing Association
Hunters Hall Housing Co-operative Ltd
Irvine Housing Association
Kendoon Housing Association Ltd
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Kennishead Avenue Local Management
Key Housing Association Ltd
Keystone Tenant Managed Homes Ltd
Kincardine Housing Co-operative
Kingdom Housing Association Ltd
Kingsridge Cleddans Housing Association
Knightswood Housing Services Group
Knowes Housing Association Ltd
Lambhill Housing Association LHO
Langstane Housing Association Ltd
Larkfield Housing Association Ltd
Link Group Ltd
Linstone Housing Association
Lister Housing Co-operative Ltd
Lochaber Housing Association
Lochalsh & Skye Housing Association
Lochfield Park Housing Association Ltd
Loreburn Housing Association
Loretto Housing Association Ltd
Maryhill Housing Association Ltd
Melville Housing Association Ltd
Milnbank HA LHO
Milton Community Homes
Moray Housing Partnership
Moriehall HA LHO
Mosspark Housing Association Ltd
Muirhouse Housing Association Ltd
New Shaws Housing Organisation
Next Step Homes Ltd
ng Homes
North View Housing Association Ltd
Oak Tree Housing Association Ltd
Ochil View Housing Association Ltd
Orchard Grove Housing Association Ltd
Ore Valley Housing Association
Orkney Housing Association Ltd
Paragon Housing Association Ltd
Parkview LHO
Partick Housing Association Ltd.
Pentland Housing Association Ltd
Pineview Housing Association Ltd
Pollok Tenants\' Choice Ltd.
Port of Leith Housing Association Ltd
Queens Cross Housing Association
Royston Corridor Homes
Rural Stirling Housing Association Ltd
Rutherglen & Cambuslang Housing Association
Sanctuary Cumbernauld
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Sanctuary Scotland Housing Association Ltd
Scottish Borders Housing Association
Scottish Veterans Housing Association Ltd
South West Housing Association
Summerston Acre LHO
Tenant Controlled Housing
Tenant Managed Homes (Drumchapel)
Tenants First Housing Co-operative
Thenue Housing Association Ltd
Tighean Innse Gall Ltd
Tower Homes LHO
Trafalgar Housing Association
Trust Housing Association
Unity Homes Housing Association Ltd
West Granton Housing Co-operative Ltd
West Highland Housing Association Ltd
West Lothian Housing Partnership
West of Scotland Housing Association Ltd
Whiteinch & Scotstoun Housing Association Ltd
Whiteinch & Scotstoun Housing Association Ltd
Whiteinch & Scotstoun LHO
Whiteinch & Scotstoun LHO
Williamsburgh Housing Association Ltd
Wishaw & District Housing Association Ltd
Yoker Housing Association Ltd
Yorkhill Housing Association Ltd

Executive NDPBs
This Framework can also be used by non-departmental Public Bodies. NDPBs also include tribunals, public
corporations, health bodies, exec agencies, non-ministerial departments, commissioners and ombudsmen and
other significant national bodies. Executive NDPBs deliver a service overseen by a board rather than ministers,
and employ their own staff and budgets. These organisations make an important contribution to the delivery
of the Scottish Government’s objectives and NDPBs are a major source of employment and spending within the
public sector in Scotland.
In Scotland there are currently 34 Executive NDPBs who carry out work at arm’s length;
1. Accounts Commission for Scotland
2. Architecture and Design Scotland
3. Bòrd na Gàidhlig
4. Cairngorms National Park Authority
5. Care Inspectorate
6. Children's Hearings Scotland
7. Creative Scotland
8. Crofting Commission
9. Highlands and Islands Enterprise
10. Loch Lomond and The Trossachs National Park Authority
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

National Galleries of Scotland
National Library of Scotland
National Museums of Scotland
Police Investigations and Review Commissioner
Quality Meat Scotland
Risk Management Authority
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh
Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland
Scottish Agricultural Wages Board
Scottish Children's Reporter Administration
Scottish Criminal Cases Review Commission
Scottish Enterprise
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
Scottish Funding Council
Scottish Futures Trust
Scottish Legal Aid Board
Scottish Legal Complaints Commission
Scottish Natural Heritage
Scottish Qualifications Authority
Scottish Social Services Council
Skills Development Scotland
sportscotland
VisitScotland
Water Industry Commission for Scotland

Some of these organisations are major employers such as Scottish Environmental Protection Agency and Scottish
Natural Heritage. Organisations such as VisitScotland, Scottish Enterprise and Skills Development Scotland help
with economic development while other Executive NDPBs are responsible for cultural and conservation within
the country or managing complaints or upholding quality standards. Some of these organisations are based in
rural locations or have multiple sites throughout the country, therefore finding professional requires knowledge
of the local area and the ability and experience to sell these locations to the best talent.
The Scottish National Parks
Both of Scotland’s National Parks are central to rural economic development and recreation, sustainability, and
the conservation of their diverse natural habitats.



Loch Lomond and The Trossachs National Park Authority
Cairngorms National Park Authority

Advisory NDPBs
Advisory NDPBs are boards who advise ministers on policy. These organisations have a parent department and
are funded by that area.
There are 6 Advisory NDPBs in Scotland;
1. Judicial Appointments Board for Scotland
2. Local Government Boundary Commission for Scotland
3. Mobility and Access Committee for Scotland
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4.
5.
6.

Scottish Advisory Committee on Distinction Awards
Scottish Law Commission
Scottish Local Authorities Remuneration Committee

Non Ministerial Departments
Non Ministerial Departments are areas where political oversight is unnecessary. In particular the National
Records of Scotland, Scottish Court Service and Registers of Scotland are large employers who on occasion have
a need for IT staff. Key challenges within these organisations include the digitisation of records, bringing services
in-house from BT at Registers of Scotland and ensuring the quality and security of data.
In Scotland there are 5 Non Ministerial Departments;
 National Records of Scotland
 Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator
 Registers of Scotland
 Scottish Court Service
 Scottish Housing Regulator
Executive Agencies
In Scotland Executive Agencies carry out work in specific areas. They aim to provide a customer-focused
approach to their function so that their parent departments can focus on policy development. These
organisations often come under public scrutiny due to their customer facing nature.









Accountant in Bankruptcy
Disclosure Scotland
Education Scotland
Historic Scotland
Scottish Prison Service
Scottish Public Pensions Agency
Student Awards Agency for Scotland
Transport Scotland

Charities and Voluntary Organisations
The Third Sector makes a direct impact on the growth of Scotland’s economy, the wellbeing of its citizens and
the improvement of its public services. Charities in Scotland, Members of the Scottish Charity Register can use
this Framework.
The third sector organisations who can use this Framework are really varied – community groups, voluntary
organisations, charities, social enterprises, co-operatives and individual volunteers.
The Association of Chief Officers of Scottish Voluntary Organisations (ACOSVO) is a forum for Chief Officers and
Senior Managers in the third sector.
The Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO) is a national body representing the voluntary sector in
Scotland promoting best practice and delivery of sustainable services.
Other Notable Public Sector Organisations
Other Notable Public Sector Organisations who could use this Framework include;
 Student Loans Company Limited
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Forestry Commission
Northern Lighthouse Board
COSLA
Business Gateway National Unit
Audit Scotland
Court of Lord Lyon
Drinking Water Quality Regulator
Scottish Fire & Rescue Service
James Hutton Institute
Moredun Research Institute
Office of the Queens Printer
Scottish Road Works Commissioner

Student Loans Company is a large employer in Glasgow currently undergoing a business transformation as more
of their services are made digital. With a large number of technical staff, some with niche skills, a key challenge
in them achieving their objective to become a more customer centric organisations through online channels will
be talent.
Organisations such as the Forestry Commission and Northern Lighthouse Board may require support in finding
staff in rural areas from time to time as well as niche skills.
Many bodies will require support with corporate staff from HR, IT and Finance but also more specialist skills in
their areas such as experts in infrastructure for the Scottish Futures Trust, accountancy at Audit Scotland and
Scientists at organisations like the Drinking Water Quality Regulator, The Moredun Research Institute and The
James Hutton Institute.
Centralisation of services at Scottish Fire and Rescue has changed the way local authorities interact with them
and how IT and other corporate services operate, plus means that there are challenges around the unification
of processes and procedures. Previously there were eight former services until April 2013.
COSLA is the national voice of local government in Scotland and assist with policy development. The Business
Gateway National Unit is part of COSLA and offer information throughout Scotland to people thinking about
starting up a business. These are notable employers and

Demonstrate clear understanding of the demand Framework Public Bodies have for the services
This new national Framework for the provision of Interim IT Staff Services has an estimated annual spend of
£11,075,000 per annum based on historical spend patterns. This figure is provided for illustrative purposes only
and is no guarantee of future spend through this national Framework. However, continued financial constraints,
and restrictions on permanent staff recruitment throughout the Scottish Public sector suggests that the demand
of these types of services will remain beyond the expiry of the current Framework. There is a common
requirement for these services throughout the Scottish Public Sector, but there are natural peaks and falls in
demand due to a wide variety of factors (e.g. budgets, financial year end, project demands or changes to
legislation). We have delivered to the previous Framework, so are used to the varying levels of demand and
have a matrix team which can be scaled up or down to cope. We ensure that our business in Scotland is never
reliant on high demand in the Public Sector to remain profitable, and are careful to spread the risk by having a
wide range of clients.
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The Scottish Ministers (or “Authority”) will appoint 3 suppliers on a national basic to supply Interim Professional
Staff Services on behalf of Framework Public Bodies. We understand that the Authority does not guarantee that
any or all of the Framework Public Bodies will opt to use this agreement for Interim Professional staffing service
requirements on a national basis, nor does the Authority guarantee any volumes of usage or spend throughout
the life of this agreement.
This Framework Agreement does not bind any contracting authority to purchase goods, services or works. A
contracting authority can decide to use the Framework Agreement if it represents value for money but if a
contracting authority considers that the Framework Agreement does not provide value for money, it can choose
to award a contract outside the Framework.
This Framework Agreement is not mandated for use by public sector organisations in Scotland, however
contracting authorities will be encouraged by Scottish Procurement to utilise the Framework where it meets
their requirements.
Scottish Public Bodies and Scottish Third Sector Bodies may look to migrate to the new Framework Agreement
as and when they reach the conclusion of current contractual agreements. At their own discretion, Scottish
Public Bodies and Scottish Third Sector Bodies may opt to terminate their current contractual agreements early,
should they decide this to be in their best interests.
This Framework is new, and replaces the previous Temporary IT Staff Services Framework.
Demand will be for the following types of roles (although this is by no means exhaustive, and is just based on
historical data);
Interim Professional Staff Services roles – Historical data over 12 months (FY 2012/13)
Temporary Interim IT Staff Services roles – Historical data over 12 months (FY 2012/13)
Again, we fully understand that this information is provided for indicative purposes only and is no indication or
guarantee of future volumes or role requirements going forwards and should not be viewed as such.
Role

No of Roles

No of Days

7

132

6

219

Business Analyst

41

1,596

IT Support Officer

513

21,202

IT Team Leader

73

3,126

Service Desk Analyst
Desktop Support Analyst
Network Support Analyst
Helpdesk Analyst
Systems Analyst
Database Administrator
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Network Administrator
IT Security Officer
Helpdesk Officer
Systems Administrator
Others - IT Consultant, IT Auditor, VMWare
Specialist, Designer, Publisher, Technical
Architect, Technical Tester

76

2,733

Total

716

29,007

Due to the fact that this new Framework will have 3 suppliers, and the Framework it replaces had 6 suppliers we
expect the demand placed on each individual supplier to be higher so have increased the size of our core delivery
team accordingly.
The demand for services under this Framework could increase over the lifecycle as more Framework Bodies
become aware of it and gain confidence that it could meet their requirements in a cost effective manner. We
will work with other Framework suppliers and Scottish Procurement to market the Framework to new potential
users, helping achieve costs savings through the use of the collaborative procurement Framework.
Conversely, every public body in Scotland is tasked to deliver efficiency savings of at least 3% per annum during
the course of the current spending review 2011-12 to 2014-15. The 3% efficiency expectation will help Public
Bodies to offset cost pressures and live within the budget allocations they’ve been given, helping to protect
services from the full impact of the fall in budget allocations imposed by the UK Government. Each individual
public body is expected to report publicly on the efficiencies they have delivered. This may mean that future
demand through this Framework is not as high as historical data.
How Public Bodies will use those services
This Framework is one of 8 individual collaborative Frameworks created for the provision of Temporary & Interim
Staff Services. The agreement will be for an initial period of 3 years, commencing on 17 th December 2014. The
Framework can be extended for an additional 12 month period at the discretion of the Authority.
It is anticipated that there will be a maximum of 3 suppliers on this Framework, which should ease the
administrative burden and simplify processes for both users and suppliers.
Framework Public Bodies can choose whether to opt to using this Framework or not, it is not compulsory.
Assignments on this Framework are typically for single posts although on occasion Framework Public Bodies will
use the Framework to source multiple candidates for a specific project. Framework Public Bodies will normally
be looking for us to supply candidates to work on their premises. They look for suitably trained and experienced
temporary workers who are eligible to work in the UK. Depending on the role, Framework Public Bodies will
demand that candidates have BPSS and varying levels of Disclosure Scotland certificates.
Whilst the Framework Public Bodies will normally be able to give a number of days’ notice of the need for
temporary staff, sometimes they will ask us to deliver appropriately vetted and security cleared temporary
workers within 48 hours.
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Framework Public Bodies will generally use this Framework for assignments which range in duration from a
single day to 23 months. Any extension beyond this period will be at the discretion of each Framework Public
Body.
Prior to actually using this Framework, a Framework Public Body may decide that they intend to use this
Framework at some point in the future. As a result, they may arrange a meeting with the 3 Framework
contractors to discuss their individual organisational requirements before the 1 st order is placed. At these initial
meetings Framework Public Bodies will typically advise the Contractor of the following requirements for their
own organisation:
 Typical Job Roles;
 Timeframes of temporary staff requirements;
 HR policies, (including AWRs and living wage etc.);
 Security and Background check and Disclosure levels required;
 List of individuals who can place orders;
 Ordering procedures;
 Payroll and Invoicing procedures; and
 Management information required (type and frequency).
Framework Public Bodies and Contractors should agree the following:




Start date from when users will start placing orders;
Account Manager within the Contractor and main contact within the organisation; and
Escalation procedures for both parties

Framework Public Bodies have a number of ways they can fill temporary vacancies, including internal methods
such as flexible deployment of staff or external methods such as fixed term appointments or secondments. The
preferred solution will be determined by the Framework Public Body on a case by case basis. Permanent
recruitment, fixed term appointments and secondments are out with the scope of this Framework. If a
Framework public identifies the need for temporary & interim staff services that sit under this particular
Framework, they will carry out a mini-competition amongst the 3 Framework contractors in order to achieve the
highest quality and most economically advantageous candidate on the market.
A price/quality ratio will be set e.g. Price 40% / Quality 60% to ensure total value for money is achieved by the
mini-competition
The Framework public body will then complete Schedule 1 of the Order Form and send it to all Framework
contractors at the same time (this is normally done by sending an e-mail or fax directly to all 3 suppliers, or
through the Public Contracts Scotland portal).The schedule gives details of all pertinent information including
skills required, service requirements, duration of contract, budget, level of security clearance and any
occupational health considerations. It also incorporates the Framework Agreement Terms and Conditions. The
Framework Public Body will set a deadline for responses from all 3 suppliers. The response takes the format of
a completed Schedule 2 which includes a quotation or quotations (including CV or CVs) for suitable candidates
to meet Service Requirements.
Often further discussion between the Framework public body and the suppliers will happen at this stage. A
telephone, Skype or face-to-face meeting is often useful to help suppliers really understand the detail of the
requirement and enable them to find candidates of the highest possible quality.
Each Framework Contractor who that wishes to supply the services then sources suitable security cleared
candidates. They include the details of the 3 candidates who they believe provide the best price/quality ratio in
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Schedule 2 of the Order Form and send it by either e-mail/fax or through the Public Contracts Scotland portal
on or before the deadline for the receipt of responses.
The Framework Public Body will then analyse all responses following the price/quality ratio chosen and specific
evaluation criteria detailed below:

Quality - match with essential quality requirements (e.g. key skills, competencies, experience, relevant qualifications)
and any desirable qualities. (Weighting XX%)
Price - proposed charge rate (per day, including commission, excl. VAT ) (Weighting XX%)
The following criteria should be used to justify the scores awarded:
0 = Unacceptable. Candidate in no way meets requirements.
1 = Marginal. Candidate partially meets requirements.
2 = Acceptable. Candidate meets requirements.
3 = Exceeds. Candidate exceeds requirements.
4 = Exceptional. Candidate is exceptional and likely to add value.
The results of the price/quality ratio evaluation will reveal who has offered the most economically advantageous
tender i.e. scoring the highest mark
Often, the Framework Public Body will interview proposed Temporary Workers before completing the
price/quality evaluation.
Once the evaluation is complete, the Framework Public Body will notify the successful Framework Contractor
that their response has been accepted and the Service Contract will be formed on the Commencement date set
out in the Order Form. Normally at this stage the Framework Public Body will supply a PO number to be used on
invoices for the services.
At this stage, the Framework Public Body will let all Framework Contractors know the name of the successful
Framework Contractor.
The Framework Public Bodies will treat all Framework Contractors equally and without discrimination and act in
a transparent and proportionate manner.
At the end of each contract/assignment the Contractor will provide the Framework Public Bodies’ line
management with a standard exit report for completion on the performance of the Contractor’s staff.
The Framework Public Body will have regular meetings with Framework Contractors over the duration of the
Framework. As well as ad-hoc meetings to develop relationships, regular (at least quarterly) meetings will be
held between the Framework Public Bodies’s Contract Manager and the Contractor’s representative to review
the performance of their contract(s) under this Agreement against the agreed service levels as measured
through Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
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Our understanding on how the services fit within the legislative and regulatory contexts at a European, UK
and Scottish levels
Legislation, Directives and Regulations apply to Framework Pubic Bodies and to all suppliers to the Framework.
In order to ensure that the Framework operates within the confines of all legislative and regulatory requirements
we will ensure that at all times we maintain open communications channels with Scottish Procurement and the
Framework Public Bodies.
We recognise the importance of understanding the landscape in which Framework Public Bodies are required
to operate and in ensuring that consideration is given to this in all of our dealings with them.
We also recognise that due to the scrutiny under which Scottish Procurement and Framework Public Bodies
operate they require to have complete confidence in our compliance with all relevant legislation and regulations.
The Framework cuts across two very highly regulated areas; Public Sector Procurement legislation / Directives /
Regulations and Recruitment Regulations / Employment Law.
Legal compliance
Legal compliance and adherence to regulations are a top priority for us at all times. We don’t just talk about the
things we want to do, instead we make sure we implement and adopt best practice and good corporate
governance which is independently audited on a yearly basis. We take our legal & compliance responsibilities
very seriously and invest in the resources and training to ensure we fully understand all European, UK and
Scottish legislation relevant to the delivery of services under this Framework. We have delivered temporary IT
staff and interim managers to Scotland’s public sector for the past 6 years under the old Frameworks with no
breaches of any legislation or legal proceedings.
Harvey Nash keeps up to date with developments in legislation via our dedicated legal department having direct
access to (REDACTED) is a leading law firm focussed on delivering legal services to technology driven businesses.
In Scotland, we also use the services of (REDACTED). In addition we keep up to date with changes in legislation
via our membership of REC; the industry’s regulating body. Updates are communicated on their website, via
legal bulletins, at the monthly meetings or via specifically organised forums. We also regularly track the
Professional Agency Workers Group’s website (www.pcg.org.uk) which provides members with advice, support
and practical help with all aspects of running a freelance business, including legal and tax expertise.
Harvey Nash is an active participant and leader in a number of staffing industry associations (on a local and
national basis) that allow us to stay ahead of changes to industry regulations; as is outlined in the testimonial
below:
Retained recognised specialist legal expert: Harvey Nash has always retained the services of the UK’s leading
specialist legal firm in this area and the partner responsible will give a personal reference if requested. The Group
does not believe in attempting to save cash in the legal issues arising in relation to payrolling, employee and
agency rights but is always fully committed to obtain the very best advice in the client and the Group’s interest.
This knowledge has over the years formed the basis of day to day practical methodologies, workflows and
contracts with an emphasis on protecting the Group’s public company reputation and the reputation of its key
clients.
Harvey Nash has a strong working relationship with (REDACTED) in relation to UK employment law, trade union
law and agency responses to various European Directives.
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We also have in-house compliance teams within each country location who are fully compliant with all aspects
of the law in the countries where we have a presence.

Corporate Governance and Compliance
It is our experience that our clients’ interests are best served by suppliers which adopt and practice good
corporate governance, which is audited each year through an independent process.
As we are a global organisation we operate in a number of countries, including areas where we don’t have a
physical presence. Therefore we ensure we complete our due diligence and ensure that we are compliant with
a country’s legislative Framework before carrying out any services within that country.
Equality, Diversity and Discrimination
Harvey Nash is an Equal Opportunities employer and acknowledges its obligations under equal opportunities
legislation and endorses the codes of practice relating to laws.
Legislation that we fully comply with includes;























Equality Act 2010
Sex Discrimination Act 1975 and 1986
The Race Relations Act 1976
Sex Discrimination (Gender Reassignment) Regulations 2000
Employment Equality (Religion or Belief) Regulations 2003
Part time Workers (Prevention of Less Favourable Treatment) Regulations 2000
Equal Pay Act 1970
Disability Discrimination Act 1995
Disability Discrimination Act 2005
Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000
Human Rights Act 1998
Employment Equality (Sexual Orientation) Regulations 2003
Civil Partnership Act 2004
Gender Recognition Act 2004
Employment Equality (Religion or Belief) Regulations 2003
Employment Equality (Age) Regulations 2006
Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006 may apply to this Framework.
The Pensions Act 2008
Agency Workers Regulations 2010
Data Protection Act 1998 (Revised January 2008)
The Health and safety at Work Act 1974 and subsequent amendments,
The Asylum and Immigration Act 1996

We go into more detail on some of this legislation in the final part of our answer to this question (see below):
We understand that the Legislation, Directives and Regulations under which Framework Public Bodies have to
operate will directly impact on the way they use the Framework. We also understand that these will have been
primary considerations for Scottish Procurement for this tender process.
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Framework Public Bodies must be fully compliant with all regulatory and legislative requirements relating to the
EU and the UK and Scottish Governments. We recognise that there is a significant drive on procurement reform
within the public sector in Scotland as a result of the Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 2014 and the overall
Procurement reform agenda. We also understand that that public procurement in Scotland is governed by a
detailed and complex Framework of European law and that any Scottish legislation / regulations must be framed
within any existing and future EU legislation.

History of Procurement reform within the Public Sector in Scotland – McClelland Report
Public sector spending on goods and services across Scotland, in areas such as health and education services,
amounts to over £9 billion per year. Procurement guidelines govern the purchasing of these goods and services.
The reform of Procurement across the public sector in Scotland has it roots in the McClelland report. In March
2006, John F McClelland CBE published his report and recommendations following an extensive review of public
sector procurement in Scotland. The ‘Review of Public Procurement in Scotland’ report highlighted the
opportunity to deliver better value and increased efficiency through collaboration and improved procurement
practices.
The McClelland report has been a driving force for change promoting collaborative working across a wide range
of procurement activities and practice. It has made a real impact on public sector spending and will be a driving
consideration for Framework Public Bodies.
Procurement reform agenda / Public Procurement Reform Programme
The McClelland report was the first stage in the Procurement reform agenda in Scotland. In 2006 the public
procurement reform group was established following his report ‘Review of Public Procurement in Scotland’.
The Public Procurement Reform Programme (PPRP) has been a driving force for change, promoting collaborative
working across a wide range of procurement activities and practices.
In January 2010 the second phase of the Reform Programme ‘Transforming Procurement: Accelerating Delivery’
was released. The revised strategy focuses on four key priorities:





Efficiency and collaboration
Deliver and highlight real cash savings
Improve access to public sector contracts (SMEs)
Making sustainable procurement business as usual

In addition to the priorities the programme is driving strategic objectives – the Seven C’s:








Capability
Competitiveness
Capturing savings and benefits
Coverage
Collaboration
Corporate social responsibility
Communications
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The Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 2014
The Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act aims to establish a national legislative Framework for public sector
procurement in Scotland. Public procurement in Scotland is governed by a complex Framework of European law
and the Act is necessarily framed within, and will take account of, all existing and future EU legislation.
The Act aims to build upon the Public Procurement Reform Programme (PPRP) which has been a driving force
for change, promoting collaborative working across a wide range of procurement activities and practices. It will
establish the laws regarding sustainable public procurement, and allow the maximum economic benefit to be
brought to Scotland from effective and efficient public procurement activity.

The Act places procurement as an integral part of policy development and service delivery. It is a simple concept
- business friendly, socially responsible. Looking at outcomes not outputs, it uses the power of public spend to
deliver genuine public value beyond simply cost/quality in purchasing.
Under the Act, Scottish Ministers have powers to make Regulations and issue Statutory Guidance on a number
of specified issues. Most provisions of the Act did not, therefore, come into effect immediately. The ongoing
work to develop the Regulations and Guidance will be aligned to the work on the development of Regulations
to transpose all relevant EU Procurement Directives.
Framework Public Bodies will have to stay fully compliant with all new regulations and guidance and ensure that
these are built into their own procurement processes. The Act is focussed on a small number of general duties
for contracting authorities in relation to their procurement activities and some specific measures aimed at
promoting good practice.
These measures are designed to encourage local action within organisations with the aim of
building procurement capability and capacity and maximising public procurement‘s contributions to wider socioeconomic and environmental policy objectives.
Framework Public Bodies must ensure that their own strategies in relation to procurement activities take
account of the ongoing reform programme and that they remain vigilant to all new legal requirements in relation
the Procurement Reform (Scotland) 2014 Act.
The Act aims to establish a national legislative Framework for public procurement that supports
Scotland‘s economic growth by delivering social and environmental benefits, supporting innovation and
promoting public procurement processes and systems which are transparent, streamlined, standardised,
proportionate, fair and business friendly.
The 2014 Act together with all relevant EU Directives will provide the statutory foundations for the Scottish
Model of Procurement, simplifying, standardising and streamlining procedures for both businesses and Public
Bodies.
The new Regulations are expected to be in place towards the end of 2015 and Framework Public Bodies will be
required to ensure that adhere to this deadline.
Procurement Directives – EU
Public procurement in Scotland is governed by a detailed and complex Framework of European law and any
Scottish legislation / regulations must be framed within any existing and future EU legislation.
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The Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 2014 together with all relevant EU Directives will provide the statutory
foundations for the Scottish Model of Procurement, simplifying, standardising and streamlining procedures for
both businesses and Public Bodies.

On 28th March 2014 EU Procurement Directives were published in the Official Journal of the EU. These came
into force on 17th April 2014 and have been adopted by the EU Institutions. EU members now have 2 years to
implement them into national legislation.
The new Directives will directly impact on the Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act. This will impact directly on
the working practices of Scottish Procurement and the Framework Public Bodies.
The EU Directives cover:




Public Contracts
The Award of Concession contracts
Procurement by entities operating in water, energy, transport and postal services sector

The Directives aim to ensure that public purchases are made in the most rational, transparent and fair manner
in order to increase the efficiency of public spending and to enable small and medium-sized enterprises to
participate in public procurement.
EU Member States must transpose most of the provisions in the new directives in their national implementing
regulations. The EU procurement reforms require member states must transpose, or implement the Directives
into national law by 18 April 2016. This requires new Scottish Procurement Regulations which will replace:



Public Contracts (Scotland) Regulations 2012
Utilities Contracts (Scotland) Regulations 2012

The Scottish Government is fully committed to ensuring that it complements all EU legislation. Given the
complexity and breadth of the new EU Directives it is important that they are transposed into
Scots law as quickly as possible within the next two years in order that Scotland can benefit from the improved
flexibility that the Directives offer.
Scottish Ministers have confirmed that there will be a co-ordinated approach to the implementation of the
Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 2014 and the EU Procurement Directives. This will maximise the
opportunities for stakeholder engagement and ensure that a comprehensive suite of guidance supports the new
legislation.
Scottish Procurement and the Framework Public Bodies will be required to implement and comply with all new
regulations within the timescales that the Scottish Government sets.
Other Legislative and Regulatory considerations + Directives and Obligations
There are a number of other important Legislative and Regulatory considerations for Framework Public Bodies.
We have listed these below as well the various Directives and Obligations with which they are expected to
comply:
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Public Sector Equality Duty
We are fully aware of the public sector equality act in the Equalities Act 2010 which came into force in April 2011
and is often referred to as the general duty.
We understands the responsibility to ensure that all services delivered under this Framework must be done in a
way that demonstrates that “due regard” has been paid to the need to eliminate unlawful discrimination,
advance equality of opportunity and foster good relations.
Scottish Ministers made regulations in May 2012 placing specific duties on Scottish public authorities to enable
the better performance of the public sector equality duty. These are also known as the Scottish Specific Duties.
The next stage in this process was The Equality Outcomes and Mainstreaming Report which was published in
April 2013. It outlined the Scottish Ministers’ proposal to enable better performance of the Public Sector Equality
Duty. The report covers the period 2013 to 2017.
Framework Public Bodies will need to comply with this duty for any recruitment under the Framework
Agreement. Harvey Nash is fully compliant with all equality legislation.

Health & Social Care Integration
The Health and Social Care Integration Programme relates to the integration of health and social care services
across Scotland. It is the Scottish Government’s ambitious change programme aimed at improving services for
people who use health and social care services in Scotland
The integration will ensure that health and social care provision across Scotland is joined-up and seamless,
especially for people with long term conditions and disabilities, many of whom are older people. The Programme
will make Health Boards and Local Authorities jointly responsible for these services.
The Regulations and Guidance will support the arrangements for integrating health and social care, in order to
improve outcomes for patients, service users, carers and their families. This will enable Health Boards and Local
Authorities to work together effectively to deliver quality, sustainable care services.
The Public Bodies (Joint Working) (Scotland) Bill was granted Royal Assent on 1st April 2014 and puts in place:





nationally agreed outcomes, which will apply across health and social care, and for which NHS Boards
and Local Authorities will be held jointly accountable
a requirement on NHS Boards and Local Authorities to integrate health and social care budgets
a requirement on Partnerships to strengthen the role of clinicians and care professionals, along with
the third and independent sectors, in the planning and delivery of services
Partnerships will be jointly accountable to Ministers, Local Authorities, NHS Board Chairs and the public
for delivering the nationally agreed outcomes.

The Bill will require Health Boards and Local Authorities to work collaboratively and they may choose to engage
with the Framework Suppliers on a joint basis when releasing orders.
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Efficiency Savings
Framework Public Bodies, along with all other public sector organisations in Scotland, are required to deliver
efficiency savings of at least 3% per annum until 2014-15. This requirement has been in place since the start of
the current spending review in 2011/12.
The 3% efficiency expectation is designed to help Public Bodies to offset cost pressures and live within the budget
allocations they have been given. It is intended to help to protect services from the full impact of the fall in
budget allocations imposed by the UK Government.
Framework Public Bodies are required to report publicly on the efficiencies they have delivered. As efficiencies
have to be achieved year on year we recognise that there will be increasing pressure on users of the Framework
to achieve this target.
We will work with Framework Public Bodies to minimise their spend on temporary workers via the Framework
to support them in achieving their efficiency savings target.
Collaborative Procurement
The need for collaborative procurement was a key finding of the McClelland Report. Collaborative is about
achieving value for money for the Scottish public sector through partnership.
It relates to buying organisations working together using Centres of Expertise (CoEs) to engage with their
supplier base. The aim is to draw on expertise from across the whole of the public sector in Scotland to leverage
volumes and secure benefits from economies of scale through harnessing combined sector purchasing power.
There are three categories of procurement contracts that exist in relation to the public sector in Scotland:




Category A: National Contracts
Category B: Sectoral Contracts
Category C: Local Contracts

Category B contracts can be awarded by Scotland Excel, NHS National Procurement and APUC whilst
Category A, National Contracts are the responsibility of Scottish Procurement.
The Frameworks covered by this tender exercise are National Contracts and are therefore the responsibility of
Scottish Procurement.
We are aware that there are other Framework Agreements which relate to the provision of interim staff for
other public sector bodies which have been issued via Category B or category C.
Scottish Procurement has an opportunity to promote the new Frameworks to encourage the migration of these
agreements when the current contracts end. We will support Scottish Procurement in the promotion of the new
Frameworks to potential users.
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Improving access to public sector contracts for SMEs
The Scottish Government is committed to ensuring that small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) have fair
access to public sector contracts in Scotland. This is specified in their Economic Recovery Programme.
The Scottish Government recognises that SMEs, whether businesses, social enterprises or third sector bodies,
make a significant contribution to the delivery of public services in Scotland and to the supply of good and works
to the Scottish public sector. They recognise that SMEs are often ideally placed to provide innovative solutions
to public sector requirements and to deliver value for money, either individually or as part of a consortium.
Scottish Government’s Procurement Policy Handbook provides public sector buyers with guidance on working
with suppliers, and recommends that:



tender costs be kept to a minimum, and
barriers to participation by small firms, the self-employed and third sector are removed.

The Scottish Government has also produced a more detailed Buyers Guide to working with SMEs which outlines
the barriers that businesses face and how SMEs can be assisted in bidding for work to ensure that they are not
unduly discriminated against in the procurement process.
The Scottish Government has also outlined that it expects all Scottish Public Bodies to take the following six
steps:
1.

Adopt the “Suppliers Charter” which commits Public Bodies to improving the way they work with
businesses.

2. Use the Public Contracts Scotland advertising portal. Public Bodies should:




publish their "buyer profile" on the portal - to help suppliers find out quickly and cheaply whether a
public body is a potential customer
advertise as many contract opportunities as possible and publish contract award notices - to give
suppliers free access to contract opportunities across the Scottish public sector
use the 'quick quote' facility for very low value contracts - to allow suppliers to bid for very low value
contracts with the minimum of bureaucracy.

3. Review contract award procedures - to ensure that they place the minimum possible burden on suppliers,
for example through use of a core supplier questionnaire.
4. Use outcome based tender specifications wherever possible - to allow businesses to propose innovative and
alternative solutions to public sector business needs.
5. Include in their terms and conditions a requirement that contractors pay any sub-contractors within 30 days
of receipt of a valid invoice - to ensure that sub-contractors, as well as contractors, receive prompt payment.
6. Monitor the spend with SMEs - use data from the Scottish Procurement Information Hub to monitor spend
with SMEs. Monitoring spend by way of a Best Practice Indicator (BPI) will enable Public Bodies to demonstrate
the success of the other activities.
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We are aware that Scottish Procurement has complied with the recommendations in the Buyers Guide during
this procurement / tender exercise.
Supplier Engagement Working Group
The Supplier Engagement Group is made up of representatives from the public, private and third sector. The
purpose of the group is to develop practical measures to make doing business with the public sector easier and
to ensure that suppliers have a voice in the ongoing reform of public sector procurement in Scotland.
Some of the Framework Public Bodies will be involved with this group and this will assist the Framework
Suppliers in the implementation of and the delivery of services to the Frameworks.
Sustainable Procurement Duty & Sustainable Procurement Action Plan
Framework Public Bodies are subject to a general "sustainable procurement duty" under reforms to
procurement rules. As such they must fulfil the terms of a “sustainable procurement duty” and they may be
required to publish procurement strategies and annual reports.
The Scottish Government's Sustainable Procurement Action Plan aims to assist the public sector to build
sustainable procurement into their corporate culture, take proper account of sustainability in procurement
activity and to be able to demonstrate how this is being achieved.
This will impact on Framework Public Bodies.
The Streamlining of Scottish Public Bodies
The Scottish Government remains committed to continuing the streamlining of Public Bodies and to improving
the delivery of public services - removing areas of overlap and duplication.
Well-run, cost effective public services are good for Scotland's competitiveness and overall economic
performance and the Scottish Government is committed to removing unnecessary duplication and establishing
structures which can support and drive the delivery of better outcomes.
The Scottish Government has streamlined the public sector landscape by reducing the number of Scottish Public
Bodies under its control from a base line of 199 in 2007 to 114.
Over the course of the Framework Agreement this may affect some of the Framework Public Bodies who may
be merged or disbanded during this period.
The Living Wage
We are aware of the ANNEXE – THE LIVING WAGE IN PUBLIC PROCUREMENT CONTRACTS which covers the
Scottish Government’s “living wage”.
Due to a potential breach of European Law the Scottish Parliament was unable to make the Living Wage part of
all public sector contracts in Scotland. However, there is still an implied obligation on Framework Public Bodies
to encourage contractors to pay the “living wage” as part of their service delivery.
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Due to the nature of the Framework Agreement it is possible for the Framework Public Bodies to work with the
Framework Suppliers to ensure that no temporary worker is paid less than the Living Wage per hour.
Scotland’s Digital Future
Scotland’s Digital Future outlines the steps that are required to ensure Scotland is well placed to take full
advantage of all the economic, social and environmental opportunities offered by the digital age.
These four main themes to developing, refining and implementing the digital strategy:





Connectivity - future-proofed next generation broadband infrastructure in place across the whole of
Scotland
Digital Economy – to encourage a digital economy to ensure that Scotland remains an attractive
location for inward investment
Digital Public Services – providing public services online wherever possible
Digital Participation – ensuring that businesses and the people of Scotland can choose digital first

The effective use of technology is at the heart of procurement reform and Scottish Procurement is leading a
number of core initiatives to ensure that public procurement delivers value for money and contributes to the
Scottish economy.
The Scottish Government’s eCommerce Shared Service brings together all the steps involved in doing business
with the public sector in Scotland. It is a collaborative electronic environment that promotes improved capability
across public procurement in Scotland. As well as enabling business to be conducted more simply, consistently
and effectively, it plays a key strategic role in delivering and sustaining procurement benefits and best practices.
The use of technology presents greater opportunities for procurement managers to influence business by
streamlining and standardising procurement processes, delivering more effective contracts, monitoring
procurement activity and collaborating more effectively. This will impact on the procurement departments of
all Framework Public Bodies.
In addition the Scottish government has a digital procurement initiative which aims to make it easier for SMEs
to bid for public sector business.
We recognise that Scottish Procurement has embraced technology during the tender exercise for these
Frameworks

Agenda for Change
Agenda for Change was designed to create fair pay, standardise terms and conditions of employment and ensure
that employees understood the opportunities for career progression. Recent challenges this poses for the NHS
include the news some nursing staff now require back pay for holidays over several years taking into account
shift allowances.
We recognise that Agenda for Change may have an impact on the budgets that NHS Boards are able to offer to
temporary workers and we will work with our candidates to educate them on the rates available and the reasons
for this.
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Bribery Act 2010
The recruitment industry is a people business which involves a lot of networking. Contracts can also have a
significant financial value. It is therefore important for recruitment businesses to know what they can and cannot
do when meeting clients and candidates and what is acceptable hospitality versus downright bribery.
The guidance published by the Ministry of Justice states that gifts and hospitality given to improve business
relations and to network will not be considered to be a bribe under the Act if they are reasonable and
proportionate, are given for a bona fide business reason and are not intended to influence improper
performance of a function or activity.
We recognise that this is a very significant in relation to Framework Public Bodies and therefore we will commit
to not sending gifts or offering hospitality to anyone using or involved with the Frameworks.
Employment Legislation
There is a significant amount of legislation in relation to Employment. Given the nature of the Framework these
must be considered by both Harvey Nash and Framework Public Bodies.
Harvey Nash is a member of the Recruitment and Employers Confederation (REC) and work to their code of
conduct. As a professional organisation we take compliance with all laws and regulation seriously and are fully
conversant with IR35 legislation, the Conduct of Employment Agencies and Employment Businesses Regulations
2003 and the Agency Workers Regulation 2010. We have implemented a thorough program of compliance
across the business in response to the Conduct Regulations and AWR.
We are an active participant and leader in a number of staffing industry associations (on a local and national
basis) that allow us to stay ahead of changes to industry regulations, therefore the Framework Public Bodies and
Scottish Procurement can be confident that you are partnering with fully compliant organisation.
Earlier in our answer we listed the various pieces of legislation that we are required to comply with.
We have expanded on the main areas of legislation below.
We can confirm that we comply with the requirements of all of this legislation.
Equality Act 2010
Employees, workers, candidates looking for work and the general public are all entitled to protection under the
Equality Act 2010. There are nine “protected characteristics”:










Age
Disability
Gender reassignment
Marriage and Civil Partnership
Pregnancy and maternity
Race
Religion or belief
Sex
Sexual orientation

Recruiters obligations under the Equality Act 2010
As an employment service provider we must not discriminate against anyone:
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in the arrangements we make for selecting who to provide our services to or who to offer to provide
its services to;
as to the terms on which we provide or offers to provide our services;
by terminating the provision of services to a person or by subjecting a person to any detriment.
by not providing our services or by not offering to provide our services
by subjecting a person to any other detriment.

The Conduct Regulations 2003
The Conduct of Employment Agencies and Employment Businesses Regulations 2003 are one of the key pieces
of legislation governing the recruitment industry (the other being the Agency Workers Regulations 2010 relating
to equal treatment for agency workers).
The Conduct of Employment Agencies and Employment Businesses Regulations 2003 (the 2003 Regulations) are
statutory rules for the conduct of recruitment businesses operating within the UK. They supplement the
Employment Agencies Act 1973 (“the 1973 Act”), which defines employment agencies and businesses and
prohibits recruitment businesses from charging work-seekers for providing work-finding services.
The Conduct Regulations are enforced in England, Scotland and Wales by BIS and in Northern Ireland by the
Department for Education and Learning (Northern Ireland) (DELNI). BIS and DELNI have wide powers of entry
and inspection including the power to seize documents and evidence including records held by third parties.
Non-compliance with the Conduct Regulations may result in prosecution either in the Magistrates or the Crown
Courts depending on the severity of the offence and an unlimited fine. In extreme cases this may result in a
prohibition order preventing an individual from operating an employment agency or business.
The Conduct Regulations apply to the relationship between an employment agency or business and (a) its client
(the hirer) and (b) the work-seeker unless the work-seeker is a limited company work-seeker which has opted
out of the Conduct Regulations. All employment agencies and employment businesses operating within the UK
with a few exclusions must comply with the provisions of the Conduct Regulations.
We have implemented a thorough program of compliance across the business in response to the Conduct
Regulations. Our processes and procedures have been assessed, and modified where necessary to ensure that
we meet the requirements of the Conduct Regulations.
We have also updated our terms of business in accordance with the Conduct Regulations, and implemented a
process (REDACTED).
Agency Workers Regulations 2010
The Agency Workers Regulations came into force in England, Scotland and Wales on 1st October 2011 and in
Northern Ireland they came into effect on 1st December 2011.
The Regulations give agency workers the right to the same basic working and employment conditions they would
receive if they were engaged directly by an end user client to do the same job; this is limited to conditions that
relate to pay and working time.
It captures not just agencies, but consultancies, people paying others, receiving payment or forwarding on
payment for temps who are the control of the client.
Agency workers have a right to access client on-site facilities and to be informed of job vacancies applying from
day one of an assignment (day 1 rights), however the additional rights to equal pay and working conditions will
only apply to agency workers who “qualify” by working for a qualifying period of 12 weeks.
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Harvey Nash has put in place procedures and policies in the UK and Ireland to ensure we are fulfilling our
obligations under AWR.
To fulfil our obligations under AWR and to protect the Framework Public Bodies against AWR claims, each time
we make a placement we will ask the Framework Public Body to fill in a brief web form to collect the
comparator's equivalent salary as well as information about comparative working conditions e.g access to
facilities, job vacancies etc. We will store this information on (REDACTED).
(REDACTED)
Data protection
Recruitment businesses receive a lot of personal data from candidates and contacts, whether in person at the
office, via email, a jobs board or a third party. It is essential that the business knows what constitutes personal
data (and sensitive personal data) and what its obligations are under the law.
The eight principles of data protection are set out in the Data Protection Act 1998 (the DPA). These relate to the
collection, use and storage of data. In summary they are that personal data must:









be fairly and lawfully processed i.e. with consent or it is otherwise necessary for specific reasons;
be processed for limited purposes;
be adequate, relevant, and not excessive;
be accurate and kept up to date;
not be kept longer than is necessary;
be processed in accordance with the individual’s rights;
be processed securely; and
not be transferred to countries that do not have adequate levels of protection.

TUPE
The TUPE Regulations provide that where there is a transfer, all of the employees in the relevant business will
automatically transfer to the new owner AND all their terms and conditions of employment are preserved.
The Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006 (TUPE Regulations) replaced the
similarly named 1981 Regulations and implement the European Acquired Rights Directive No 77/187 (“ARD”)
into UK legislation.
TUPE was further amended on 31 January 2014. (the majority take apply from 31 January 2014). Where an
amended provision does not apply to a transfer, the transfer is described as a pre-January 2014 transfer.
In summary, TUPE provides protection to employees when the business that they are working for is transferred
(sold for example) to another owner. When a TUPE transfer occurs, the employment of the protected employees
transfers automatically from the outgoing owner (who is referred to as the transferor) to the incoming owner
(who is referred to as the transferee).
We will carry out due diligence with Framework Public Bodies when the contract is awarded but we do not
believe that TUPE will apply.
National minimum wage
All employees and workers are entitled to the national minimum wage (NMW). The rate payable depends on
the individual’s age and whether they are in training or doing an apprenticeship.
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The hourly rates of pay vary depending on the categories of workers who qualify for the National Minimum
Wage and are increased by the Government from time to time.
We can confirm that it is our intention to work with Framework Bodies to ensure that all temporary workers
engaged via the Framework are paid the living wage as defined by the “LIVING WAGE IN PUBLIC PROCUREMENTS
CONTRACTS” ANNEXE.
Immigration, Asylum and Nationality Act 2006 (the 2006 Act)
This Act covers the law on preventing illegal working . The relevant sections pertaining to this are set out in
sections 15 to 25 of the above legislation. Further changes to the acceptable documentation came into force
in May 2014.
We follow the Home Office’s prescribed 3 step checks on all contractor Right to Work documentation.
IR35 and employment status
Employment status is relevant for two reasons:
(1) to establish what level of tax and national insurance an individual should pay (i.e. for tax purposes)
(2) what worker or employee rights an individual may have (i.e. for employment purposes)
An individual’s employment status, i.e. whether s/he is employed or self-employed, is not a matter of choice. It
depends on the terms and conditions of the relevant engagement that they are working on. HMRC has
developed a series of tests and introduced legislation to deal with the avoidance of tax and NICs by individuals
who claim to be self-employed but who in reality are not.
IR35 refers to Inland Revenue press release no. 35 which sets out details of new legislation relating to
intermediaries (including personal service companies or other companies or partnerships), and which came into
force on 6 April 2000.
Prior to the legislation an individual might be paid via dividend from the intermediary, and thus could avoid
payment of tax and national insurance contributions (NICs). The aim of the legislation was to eliminate the
avoidance of tax and NICs through the use of intermediaries, in circumstances where, if the intermediary did not
exist, an individual would be regarded:



as the client’s employee (for tax purposes); and
as an “employed earner” (for NICs purposes).

An individual who is “within IR35” does not meet the IR35 criteria i.e. is not deemed to be self-employed for tax
purposes, and therefore should pay tax and NICs as if they were an employee (the intermediary must deduct
these at source). An individual who is “outside IR35” is deemed to be self-employed for tax purposes and thus
is subject to tax and NICs at self-employed rates.
The MSC legislation:
In 2007, HMRC introduced the “Managed Service Company” (MSC) legislation which applies to individuals
providing their services through an intermediary which meets the definition of a Managed Service Company. An
intermediary must first consider whether the MSC legislation applies, if it does, then it does not need to consider
IR35. If the MSC legislation does not apply, then the intermediary must consider IR35.
We use IR35 contracts to allow Limited company contractors to opt out of IR35.
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April 2014 - False self employment and overseas intermediaries legislation






New legislation released in April 2014 which covers false self employment and offshore companies
The new measures are aimed at preventing employment intermediaries being used to avoid
employment taxes and obligations by disguising employment as self-employment
The legislation allows for any unpaid amounts to be reclaimed from an intermediary in the recruitment
supply chain
From 2015 the legislation introduces a requirement for recruitment businesses in relation to record
keeping and returns relating to the payments made to contactors
We thoroughly vet intermediaries to ensure that we do not engage with offshore companies and that
we do not deal with contractors who are operating on a self employed basis. Our procedures in relation
to this legislation mitigate the risk for both ourselves and the Framework Public Bodies

Working time and rest breaks
It is essential that all workers take appropriate rest and holidays to protect their own health and safety as well
as that of colleagues. The entitlements to rest breaks and periods are set out in the Working Time Regulations
1998.
There are express provisions for young workers whilst in other regulations there are specific protections for
pregnant women and breast-feeding mums. Drivers and mobile workers are also subject to extra provisions
regarding working hours.
UK Contract Legislation, Governance & Compliance
As well as ensuring candidates are eligible to work within the UK, we operate a very strict governance and
compliance Framework when engaging contractors. Harvey Nash will ensure that every contactor we place on
site with Framework Public Bodies is eligible to work within the UK, will have a Limited/ Umbrella Company
registered in the UK, will have a bank account registered in the UK and complies with the following legislation:





Managed Service Companies Act
Employment Agencies Act 2006
Agency Worker Regulations
IR35 Guidance & Review

By ensuring that we are fully compliant with all relevant legislation we mitigate any risk to the Framework Public
Bodies.
Responding to future legislative changes
We implement a set program of compliance across the business in response to any legislative changes. Firstly,
our existing processes and procedures are assessed then modified where necessary to ensure we are always
fully compliant. This may include (REDACTED) Findings from this stage are fed to (REDACTED).
We have a dedicated training and development budget to ensure all staff are fully briefed on any changes to
employment legislation and how it impacts the processes they must follow. By ensuring that all members of the
account team remain fully up to date with all legal requirements we can ensure that we mitigate any risk for
Framework Public Bodies as well as keeping them fully up to date on any changes.
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We will work with the Framework Public Bodies Contract Manager, key stakeholders and hiring managers to
keep them updated on changes in employment law and we will work with them to ensure that any risks are
mitigated and that appropriate processes are put in place to comply with all relevant legislation.
Summary
The information above demonstrates our clear understanding of the public sector landscape in Scotland and
how this impacts on the Framework Public Bodies who will use it.
We understand the demand that Framework Public Bodies will have for the services and the various public sector
organisations which are eligible to use the Framework.
Finally we have taken account of how the delivery of services via the Framework will fit within the legislative
and regulatory contexts at a European, UK and Scottish level as well as the areas that will impact on Framework
Public Bodies and ourselves.
1.2.1- Delivery of the service – Section Weighting 60%
Tenderers must provide details of how they will deliver this Framework agreement, including their
organisational structure, details of key staff (and their roles) with designated responsibilities for ensuring
successful delivery throughout the Framework period, and the minimum experience levels (not CV) and a job
specification for the designated Account Manager(s). (Question Weighting - 30%)
How we will deliver this Framework agreement
Experience
Harvey Nash is a market leading expert in the recruitment of interim/temporary workers. We know just how
time-consuming and complex finding the right talent to drive your organisation can be, which is why we’ve made
an art of it, so you don’t have to. We build honest, long-term partnerships with our clients, who range from
public sector bodies to innovative start-ups, SME’s to large global corporations.
As an existing supplier (since 2010) of Temporary Staff to the Scottish Public Sector Frameworks (IT and Interim
Manager), Harvey Nash has built up an excellent knowledge of key technological drivers and advancements
affecting this sector. We have delivered staff to a variety of Scottish Public Bodies including (REDACTED).
Over that time we have developed and fine-tuned our processes from the way we receive a requirement through
to aftercare services for candidate and Framework Public Bodies. We believe that this puts us -in a strong
position to competently deliver and provide the best possible quality of service to serve this Framework.
We take a keen interest in expanding our knowledge through attendance at Public Sector events and seminars.
We are particularly interested in watching advancements in the Public Sector Digital space around areas such as
digital inclusion and self-service and the emergence of the Scottish Digital Directorate - an area that we have
successfully supported over the last 12 months within the Scottish Government. (REDACTED).
Delivery model
Our dedicated Public Sector Account Delivery Team of recruiters are specialists within the verticals required by
this Framework. Whether an Account Team member has been trained in-house by Harvey Nash are new to our
business they are required to go through our own bespoke Public Sector training program to ensure they are
fully aware of the expectations of delivery. Refresher training sessions are carried out when necessary.
(REDACTED).
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We will work with the Framework Public Bodies Contract Manager during the Agreement implementation phase
to establish their authorisation procedures for requesting temporary staff. After receiving an Order Form we
will inform the Framework Public Body if we are able to supply the Services set out in the Order Form. We will
aim to deliver appropriately vetted and security cleared temporary workers at 48 hours’ notice (REDACTED).
Members of our Account Team will work with the Framework Public Bodies Contract Manager’s on a role by role
basis to ascertain the specific requirements. When qualifying a role we will not only enquire about the role
specifics but also about the organisation itself to ensure the best delivery of appropriate candidates on a
cultural/team fit level too. If it is not possible to meet face to face with hiring manages or candidates we can
arrange video conferencing via tools such as (REDACTED).
Processes to ensure the successful delivery of services
We will work with Scottish Procurement and individual Framework Public Bodies to establish all of the processes
that will be required to ensure the successful delivery of services under the Framework. We will gather all
relevant information to support the design of these processes during our initial audit exercise prior to the
commencement of the Agreement and the processes will be maintained and updated over the lifetime of the
Framework via ongoing interaction with key stakeholders. The types of processes that will be designed, agreed
and signed off include:












The order fulfilment process
A process for short-listing candidates & candidate briefing process
The process for replacing a temporary worker
All processes relating the provision of Management Information
Processes relating to candidate vetting / security clearance
A complaints procedure
Processes for ensuring compliance with all legislative requirements
Processes for ensuring that knowledge is maintained across our Account Team
The process for measuring SLA’s and KPI’s
All relevant back office processes e.g. timesheet sign off and invoicing arrangements
Disaster recovery processes

Processes will be agreed and documented for all of the above points and for any other relevant areas identified
through our engagement with Framework Public Bodies. We already have robust processes in place from which
we can build.
Details of our proposed processes for all of the points listed above are included within our response to other
questions in the tender documents. In order to illustrate our approach to establishing the processes required
for the delivery of services to the Framework we have provided more details on some of the processes below.
We have provided a mixture of very detailed process flows and summary explanations of the processes that we
will follow to give you an overall flavour of our approach. All processes relating to the Framework will be fully
developed.
Order fulfilment process
We will agree and maintain strict processes and timescales upon receipt of a requirement order. These are
outlined as follows:
1.

2.
3.

Upon receipt of the order email, we will liaise with the specified order contact by telephone. If
telephone contact is unsuitable for the hiring manager we will contact the specified contact to arrange
a telephone call.
When contact is made, we will use this to confirm the vacancy (first ensuring that it is not a re-order
relating to an existing contractor) and all details provided in the order. (REDACTED)
If we are unable to supply we shall inform the Framework Public Body as soon as possible if we are
unable to supply the Services set out in the Order Form.
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4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.

16.
17.
18.

A member of our Account Team will work with line managers/key contacts to establish an early warning
system and ensuing process for multiple or niche requirements to assist with candidate attraction
strategies and to ensure candidate pools are maintained at appropriate levels
We will follow up this communication via email to confirm the verbal discussion in writing.
During the resourcing period we will ensure the hiring manager/contact is updated with any market
information pertaining to the order.
We will ensure that jobs are accessible and opportunities are made known and publicised. Prospective
applicants will be given equal and reasonable access to adequate information about the job and about
the selection process.
When we have a suitable shortlist we will complete Schedule 2 of the Order Form along with our
submission and send it, by Notice sent by fax or electronic mail, to the Framework Public Body on or
before the last date for the receipt of responses. In the case of Orders made by telephone, we shall, by
telephone give the information necessary to the Framework Public Body to complete Schedule 2 of the
Order Form, or subsequently arrange for the soft copy to be sent via email.
Candidate CVs will be submitted via the specified portal or by direct email. We will obtain confirmation
of receipt of the CV’s submitted.
We will follow up on submitted CV’s within 48 hours by telephone and email if required.
Upon interview request we will obtain all relevant information including format, attendees, location
and communicate this information to the candidate both verbally and in writing. We will communicate
a confirmation to the hiring manager along with all relevant candidate information including other
applications & interviews and queries.
(REDACTED)
When a decision not to proceed to offer is made, we will communicate this to the candidate in a
professional and constructive manner in order to maintain the candidate’s positive application
experience and to support their application for future roles.
When a decision to proceed to offer is made, we will communicate with the hiring manager to obtain
all information including all timescales. This information will be communicated to the candidate.
From offer to acceptance to start date we will maintain regular communication with both the candidate
and the hiring manager contact (every 48 hours) to mitigate risk and communicate any updates to both
parties.
(REDACTED) (See Appendix 1, 2 and 3 for full information provided to the contractor).
(REDACTED).
(REDACTED)

Process for short-listing candidates
When short-listing candidates we will:


(REDACTED)

When we have a suitable shortlist we will complete Schedule 2 of the Order Form along with our submission
and send it, by Notice sent by fax or electronic mail, to the Framework Public Body on or before the last date for
the receipt of responses. In the case of Orders made by telephone, we shall, by telephone give to the Framework
Public Body the information necessary to complete Schedule 2 of the Order Form, or subsequently arrange for
the soft copy to be sent via email.
If we are unable to supply a shortlist we shall inform the Framework Public Body as soon as possible that we are
unable to supply the Services set out in the Order Form.
Process for replacing temporary workers
We will ensure that appropriate processes are put in place to provide suitable replacement temporary workers
to cover absence through holidays and sickness etc. of temporary staff. Replacement temporary workers will
meet the same standards as those temporary workers that they replace.
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Process for Legislative requirements
Since starting to supply to the Interim IT and Interim Manager Frameworks in April 2010, Harvey Nash has seen
a number of legislative changes within both the Scottish Public Sector and the interim market. Harvey Nash’s
dedicated legal & compliance team is dedicated to keeping abreast of these changes, what they mean and how
they affect each Framework Body and individual Contractors. Each of the Harvey Nash delivery team receives
regular training on any new/updated legislation and the potential impact this may have on Framework Public
Bodies and contractors alike.
We share best practices and innovation between different organisations using the Framework in line with the
McClelland report.
For example, (REDACTED)
Process for contractor timesheets
(REDACTED)
Process for performance management / KPI’s
Using the Key Performance Indicators outlined in clause 4.13 (which can be seen in Table 1 below) of the contract
we will continually measure our performance and where necessary address any issues (REDACTED)
Table 1 - Performance Indicators
Service Criteria

Target

Supply of security cleared temporary staff

97% within 48 hours of request

Supply of security cleared temporary staff

100% within 5 working days of request

Temporary Staff Suitability (have the skills to
perform the required duties)

99% to be suitable for the work in any one
month period (to be measured across all
Framework Public Bodies)

Provision of management reports

90% to be submitted within 14 working
days of the month end

Line management complaints
(Complaints to be escalated and resolved as
per agreed procedure)

97% of placements to have no complaint
left unresolved (for whatsoever reason)
over any one month period.

Invoices presented on time, accurate and in
the correct format (containing all required
information)

99% of invoices to be accurate in any one
month period (measured across all
Framework Public Bodies)

Complaints received regarding late arrival /
non-attendance of temporary staff

97% of all assignments to have no
complaints regarding late arrival / nonattendance
(measured
across
all
Framework Public Bodies)

Prompt payment of sub-contractors and/or
consortia members (if applicable). Maximum
of 30 from receipt of payment from
Framework Public Bodies, 10 days target

100% within 30 days.
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In addition to our own self-assessment we will attend quarterly and bi-annual meetings with the Authority’s
Strategic Contract Manager’s and Framework Public bodies to review our performance.
Processes relating to the provision of Management Information
In addition to our own Management Information we will prepare and submit monthly reports to the Framework
Public Bodies’ Contract Manager (FPBCM). Such reports shall be tailored, in agreement with the FPBCM to show
only information that is relevant to that particular Framework Public Body. We will also produce a quarterly
report which consolidates information for all Framework Public Bodies and submit this to the Authority’s
Strategic Contract Manager. Reports will be submitted to the FPBCM within 14 working days of the month end.
As requested these management information reports will include, as a minimum, the following details:




















Organisation;
Department;
Framework Public Bodies Contact;
Named Job Role
Framework Public Body’s Job Grade (if applicable);
Start Date;
End Date;
Time in post;
Hourly / daily Pay Rate;
Hours / days Worked;
Cumulative Pay;
Reason for temp worker being used (e.g. maternity leave);
Reason temp worker left assignment
Quantity of management complaints
Reasons for management complaints
Quantity of escalations
Quantity and percentage of posts not filled within agreed Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
Reasons for any failure to meet SLAs
Detailed figures regarding Key Performance Indicators (explained in clause 13.4)

If required we will work with the Authority and/or Framework Public Bodies to provide information relevant to
Freedom of Information requests, Parliamentary Questions or Ministerial Correspondence.
At the end of each assignment we will provide the Framework Public Body’s line management with a standard
exit report for completion of the performance of the contractor who has just completed their assignment. This
report will be created using the results of an online survey which is automatically triggered by our internal
systems and it will be sent to the contractor’s line manager.
The content of this report will be agreed upon between us and the Public Body at the commencement of the
agreement. We will seek to ensure that the exit reports are completed on all assignments and are returned to
the Framework Public Bodies within one month of the end of the assignment. We will collate all exit reports
from all Bodies and analyse the data to identify key trends to improve our performance, these will also be used
at review meetings with the Authority’s Strategic Contract Manager.
In addition to the exit reports we will also conduct bi-annual surveys of Framework Public Bodies to measure
the levels of satisfaction with the Agreement. Similar to the exit report the satisfaction surveys are automatically
generated and results aggregated. Our findings will then be prepared and shared with both the Framework
Public Bodies’ Contract Managers and the Authority’s Strategic Contract Manager. The results will be used to
ensure continuous improvement, address any concerns that are identified and highlight successes and best
practice.
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Supplier Relationship Management (SRM) Processes
We understand that (SRM) is a two-way process to help continually improve the performance of both the
Framework Bodies and Harvey Nash. We will continue to develop and build new longstanding relationships with
the Framework Bodies to ensure the best possible outcomes are reached.
Our Account Manager and Account Sponsor will attend an introductory SRM meeting which will be arranged
shortly after this Framework Agreement is awarded. This meeting will introduce Harvey Nash to the Authority’s
vision and definition of SRM and a SRM Strategy will be agreed. Further SRM meetings will be chaired by the
Authority and Harvey Nash’ Senior Management will attend.
The Authority will gather the outputs from contract management to review under the five SRM areas detailed
in the table below.
Ref

Area

Description

1

Relationship
Management

Developing and managing relationships to support the delivery Supplier
Relationship Management

2

Performance &
Management

3

Strategic
Management

Risk

Developing, supporting and managing performance and risk of key
supplier/s and the supply chain for continuous improvements

Value

Communication, alignment and delivery of objectives that are strategic
to the Authority and Collaborative Partners

4

Capability & Efficiencies
Management

Understanding the Contractor capability and seeking internal and
external efficiencies through the streamlining of people, processes
and/or systems

5

Financial
Value
&
Demand Management

Pricing data analysis, and cost segmentation (e.g. open book costing)
and ensuring specifications represent what is “needed” rather than
what is “wished for”

Disaster Recovery process
We have a Disaster Recovery plan in place should we need to invoke it, which is there to ensure our ability to
service this Agreement throughout its life cycle. A formal test of our disaster recovery process is undertaken
every 12 months.
Processes relating to hours of operation
Our delivery team work to core working hours that are designed to cover the hours between 8.30am and 6pm
Monday to Friday to assist authorised contacts with orders and general queries. Our Account Sponsor, detailed
below will be available for out-of-hours contact to support any out-of-hours or emergency requirements.
Organisational structure
Headquartered in Edinburgh, Harvey Nash Scotland collaborates with over 40 Harvey Nash offices across the UK,
Europe, USA and AsiaPac. We have a great local knowledge of the Scottish interim/contract Market, backed
with a global reach which enables us to source candidates with niche skills. Our talented consultants pursue the
highest levels of integrity and quality in providing Harvey Nash's unique portfolio of services in recruitment,
Public Sector recruitment, IT and Interim Management.
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Each member of the Account Team will be a specialist in one or more of the following technical verticals to
ensure that we source the best possible Temporary & Interim Professional staff for the Framework Public Bodies.
The team will be designed to ensure that we have the capacity to recruit from junior level temporary positions
up to the most senior professional interims and will cover the following specialisms:













Digital and User Experience – (Digital Managers, Digital Developers, UX Designers, Visual Designers)
Development and Software Engineering (Java, .NET, C++, PHP, Drupal, Progress)
Infrastructure and Support (Infrastructure and Support Management, Database Administrator,
Desktop/Helpdesk Support Analyst, Service Desk Analyst, IT Support Officer, Systems
Administrator, Systems Analyst, Network Support Analyst, Network Administrator)
Business Intelligence & Data
ERP & CRM (Software Development, Project Management and Implementation)
Testing & Quality Assurance (e.g. User Acceptance, Functional/Non Functional Testing, SIT, Test
Management)
Information Security (e.g. IT Risk, Network Security, Security Architecture)
Business Analysis, Project Management and Programme Office/PMO
Niche Technologies
IT Leadership
CIO

We love what we do and passionately believe in making sure we deliver an excellent service to both Framework
Public Bodies and candidates. This combined with our recruitment experience places us in a perfect position to
continue to deliver on this Framework. We will be able to deliver cost effective, pragmatic advice due to our vast
amount of experience delivering this service and ensure Scotland’s Public Sector is supplied with Interim
Professionals to ensure maximum public benefit is derived from the limited budget available.
We understand that the volume of recruitment required at any one time can fluctuate, and so we have designed
our delivery model to cope with this. As noted in Diagram 1, we have a delivery team who are dedicated to the
successful delivery of this Framework. Provision has been made to enable us to double our team size should the
demand satisfy, and we have the ability to pull resource from other teams within the business across Scotland.
We run internal training sessions for recruiters in other teams who could be required to deliver on the
Frameworks so that they are up to speed with current procedures / SLA’s. Should workloads increase, we have
the ability to move these resources into the Public Sector team.
(REDACTED)
(DIAGRAM REDACTED)
Details of key staff (and their roles) with designated responsibilities for ensuring successful delivery
throughout the Framework period
At Harvey Nash, our whole approach is built around providing our clients with a dedicated and personal Account
Management Team that will manage resource.
You will have a dedicated Account Manager, who acts as your single point of contact. They will be responsible
for all operational queries and complaints relating to the delivery of the Framework agreement. They will
respond quickly and effectively to all your recruitment needs, and providing you with outstanding and relevant
talent in the market right now. They will also oversee a delivery team made up of vertical market experts (from
specific Technical roles to Management & Operations Professionals). Our Director (REDACTED) will also be
Account Sponsor and available for any internal escalations.
Our Account Team is built to ensure you have a point of contact at all times. In the event of sickness and injury,
maternity/paternity leave, holidays or attrition, there might be a valid reason that your contact is not available.
For this reason, Harvey Nash will always give you a named Escalation point/Account Director in the event that
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your Account Manager is unavailable for any reason. Additionally, where possible (i.e. pre-planned leave), a
substitute Account Manager will be named for the duration of the leave period. The Account Delivery Team will
be responsible for building relationships with some of the key stakeholders and ensuring compliance with the
Framework SLA’s and performance of the account.
We have a number of specialist internal training courses that each member of the Account Team will attend to
ensure they have in-depth knowledge of the expectations of delivery specific to this Framework. (REDACTED)
Therefore, in the event that an Account Manager or CRM leaves Harvey Nash, the Account Team will have an
equal understanding of your Culture, requirements and processes. This will enable a seamless process when
inducting the new Account Manager.
Each member of the Account Team will be responsible for the provision of their MI which is then, in conjunction
with the Account Manager and Compliance and Operations Manager, complied and sent to the Framework
Public Bodies’ Contract Manager. We have systems and policies in place to monitor performance and assess
the output and ongoing success of the Framework, which are directly linked to our bonus scheme for the Account
Team. We will conduct weekly meetings with the Delivery Team to ensure our quality standards remain high
and to tackle any issues or concerns we may have at the time.
We have an in-house legal & compliance team and as standard we conduct pre-employment vetting checks (e.g.
References, proof of ID, Professional Insurance) and ensure any required BPSS, Disclosure Scotland is in place
prior to start date. We are Disclosure Scotland signatories.
Biographical details on the members of the Account Team that will be used to support the Framework are shown
below:
Members of the Account Delivery Team
(REDACTED)
Job Specification and minimum experience levels
Role Type 1 - Account Manager
Overview / Purpose of job
The role has overall responsibility for the successful implementation and ongoing management of the Scottish
Procurement Framework agreements for the provision of temporary staff. Ultimately reporting to the Harvey
Nash CEO, it is responsible for the ongoing delivery of Framework services:
Key responsibilities / accountabilities
 Acts as a single point of contact for Framework Public Bodies for all operational queries and complaints
relating to the delivery of the Agreement.
 Senior Harvey Nash stakeholder
 Co-ordinating the implementation of the Framework including formal contract sign off with Scottish
Procurement and overseeing any contract amendments which may be required over the lifetime of the
agreement
 Act as an interface between Scottish Procurement, the Account Team and Framework Public Bodies
ensuring consistent communication across the Framework
 The ongoing management of the Framework agreement ensuring all requirements are met in
accordance with the Service Level Agreement
 Will be held responsible to ensure that all requests are dealt with, to the Framework Public Bodies
satisfaction, in a timely manner (keeping stakeholders fully informed of the issues, proposed solutions
and outcomes)
 Develop relationships with key Scottish Procurement stakeholders and act as their main point of
contact. This will include attendance at quarterly review meetings and keeping them advised of relevant
market intelligence, best practice, legislative changes and any risks / challenges to the agreement (with
proposals to mitigate)
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Provides regular updates of the implementation of the service.
Produce the Framework Guide.
Provide Scottish Procurement with full details of all agreed processes and procedures, to include
details/ user guide for; formal complaints escalation procedure, guide to accessing MI provision, out
of hours helpdesk support contact details.
Timely provision of all required Management Information including KPI’s and reviewing this information
to ensure contractual compliance, efficiency of service and continuous improvement across the
Account Delivery Team
Ensure Account Team understand the Framework guide and roles & responsibilities.
Lead, motivate and oversee the development and structure of the entire Account Team ensuring that
at all times sufficient resources are available to enable the successful delivery of services covered under
the agreement
Ensures the Account Delivery Team are adhering to the project plan, SLA’s and contractual obligations.
Manage the project plan for marketing of the new Framework.
Work with Scottish Procurement to identify any candidates for TUPE transfer.
Identify potential risks to the Framework and ensure that appropriate strategies are in place to mitigate
these (e.g. disaster recovery plan)
Coordinate exit reports and satisfaction surveys for Scottish Procurement
Delivery of innovative processes and procedures to maximise workforce participation, efficiencies and
cost savings etc. over the lifetime of the agreement

Core Competencies
 Ability to understand, agree and manage customer expectations including developing strategic
relationships and strong communication channels
 Strong planning, co-ordinating, communication and organisational skills
 Flexible, resourceful and resilient with an attention to detail and an innovative approach to service
delivery and issue resolution for mutual satisfaction
 Strong relationship building skills (all internal & external stakeholder groups)
 Strong leadership and people management skills (internal partnerships)
Experience levels required
 Significant experience of the Scottish recruitment industry gained at management / director level
 Knowledge and experience of the Public Sector / Disclosure Scotland cleared
 Track record of successfully delivering against complex contractual agreements
Role Type 2 - Delivery Consultant / Resourcer - Account Team member
Overview / Purpose of job
Reporting to the Account Manager the role is responsible for the consistent and ongoing delivery of high quality
services to all clients covered by Scottish Procurement’s Framework agreement for the provision of Temporary
Workers:
Key responsibilities / accountabilities
 Ensuring all service requirements of the Framework agreement are successfully delivered through the
management of the Account Manager and the overall Account Delivery Team
 Building and maintaining relationships at all levels and in particular with the Framework Public Bodies’
Contact Manager (FPBCM) including regular communication and acting as the interface to the Account
Manager and Scottish Procurement
 Act to resolve any problems that may occur from FPBCM keeping everyone informed as appropriate
 Responsible, in conjunction with the Account Manager for managing client audit activity and
implementation plans and the documentation of all client specific requirements (Ensure all processes,
systems, procedures and requirements are clearly visible across the entire Account Team – Account
Team process guides)
 Ongoing delivery and continual development of the success of the Framework to enable the successful
delivery of services (authorisation procedures, order handling and fulfilment, security clearance,
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candidate acquisition activities etc.) whilst being flexible to individual Framework Public Body
requirements
In conjunction with the Account Manager, developing client communication strategies, structures and
processes for promoting the Framework agreement and sharing best practice, advising on legislative
changes, risks (and mitigating actions), market intelligence etc.
Responsible for the capture and recording of the required Management Information / KPI’s ensuring
compliance with the Framework SLA’s.
Delivery of innovative processes and procedures to maximise workforce participation, efficiencies and
cost savings etc. over the lifetime of the agreement
For Resourcer:
Work with the Framework Manager and delivery consultants to ensure suitable pool of appropriate
candidates within their specialist verticals and are available when needed.
Arrange screening process.
Arrange candidate interviews.
Build and maintain candidate relationships
On-going delivery of quality CVs

Core Competencies
 Ability to understand, agree and manage Framework Public Bodies expectations including developing
strategic relationships and strong communication channels
 Strong planning, co-ordinating, communication and organisational skills
 Flexible, resourceful and resilient with an attention to detail and an innovative approach to service
delivery and issue resolution for mutual satisfaction
 Strong relationship building skills (all internal & external stakeholder groups)
Experience levels required
 Significant experience of the Scottish recruitment industry gained at management / director level
 Knowledge and experience of the Public Sector / Disclosure Scotland cleared
(DIAGRAM REDACTED)
Appendix 2 - CMS Instructions
(DIAGRAM REDACTED)
Appendix 3 - Example CMS Logins
(REDACTED)
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Q1.2.2 Tenderers must provide details of their procedures to ensure compliance with Disclosure Scotland and
Baseline Personnel Security Standard – BPSS, (or equivalent standard as may be defined by Framework Public
Bodies)
Overview
We have a dedicated Compliance Manager based in Scotland and a highly experienced compliance team who
receive regular training and liaise with Scottish Government departmental security and other relevant public
sector bodies to ensure we are fully compliant and aware of any changes to best practice. (REDACTED)
Our compliance team receive regular specialist training, and are audited (REDACTED).
Our compliance team carry out compulsory internal training for all new members of staff, and this is tailored for
those in the Scottish Procurement framework team. (REDACTED).
We operate a strict policy of continuous improvement and conduct regular meetings between our compliance
team and framework client HR/Security teams to ensure compliance with Disclosure Scotland/BPSS
requirements and awareness of any changes to policy or procedures.
Our teams are trained to (REDACTED).
We are Disclosure Scotland signatories and have received training from the (REDACTED) to ensure we fully
understand and comply with BPSS.
We have a strict written policy on the secure handling, use, storage, retention and destruction of BPSS and
Disclosure Information. We comply with the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Code of Practice published by
Scottish Ministers under section 122 of part v of The Police Act 1997 (which sets out obligations for registered
bodies, counter signatories and other recipients of disclosure information issued under the Protection of
Vulnerable Groups (Scotland) Act 2007. This policy is available to anyone who requests to see it.
Thanks to our UK/Global network of offices we are very well placed to offer a convenient location where any
candidates can be met in person to show original copies of any required documentation. If this proves a
challenge, we use an approved commercially available ID verification service.
In order to meet our framework service level obligations, and fill orders effectively against defined timescales,
we keep an ample pool of pre-screened candidates. We advise any candidates interested in working in the public
sector to keep an up-to-date Disclosure Scotland Certificate to expedite the process. However, we encourage
applications from all suitably qualified candidates and select the best candidates for the role.
Usage
We will use disclosure information only for the purpose for which it was requested and provided.
Disclosure information will not be used or disclosed in a manner incompatible with that purpose.
We will not share disclosure information with a third party unless the subject has given their written
consent and has been made aware of the purpose of the sharing.
Handling
We recognise that, under section 1241 of the 1997 Act and sections 66 and 67 of the 2007 Act, it is a criminal
offence to disclose disclosure information to any unauthorised person. Disclosure information is only shared
with those authorised to see it in the course of their duties. We will not disclose information provided under
subsection 113B(5)2 of the 1997 Act, namely information which is not included in the certificate, to the subject.
(REDACTED)
Retention
To comply with the 1998 Act, we do not keep disclosure information for longer than necessary. For the 1997
Act, this will be the date the relevant decision has been taken, allowing for the resolution of any disputes or
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complaints. For the 2007 Act, this will be the date an individual ceases to do regulated work for this organisation.
We will not retain any paper or electronic image of the disclosure information. (REDACTED)
Disposal
We will ensure that disclosure information is destroyed in a secure manner i.e. by (REDACTED). We will ensure
that disclosure information which is awaiting destruction will (REDACTED).
General Process
When a new job/order is received by the account team from the framework, we check Schedule 1 for details of
the required level of security clearance. We confirm that Schedule 1 is correct when we first contact the hiring
manager, especially if this section has been left blank or we suspect an error.
We clearly inform candidates as early as possible in the process about exact BPSS and Disclosure Scotland
requirements, justification for our requests and details of exactly what we will require them to do. This
information is clearly visible on advertising and candidate registration forms, to give candidates as much time as
possible to look out documentation we will require. We work closely with our clients and candidates to ensure
they are fully compliant.
We have a clearly documented system of assurance of compliance and regularly spot check for compliance BPSS/
Disclosure Scotland compliance for this framework.
Our Procedures to ensure compliance to Baseline Personnel Security Standard
(REDACTED)
Our compliance team then verify the following four main elements:
Identity – verification of identity is essential before any candidate can begin their assignment. (REDACTED)
Examples of acceptable documents include (those marked with a * should be recent, within last 6 months);






















Current signed full passport, travel document National ID Card
Current UK photocard driving licence (www.dvla.gov.uk)
Current full UK driving licence (old version)
Current evidence of entitlement to DWP benefits (e.g. Universal Credit)
Building industry sub-contractor’s certificate issued by HMRC
Recent HMRC tax notification
Current firearms certificate
Birth certificate (original/long version only) dated within 6 weeks of birth or given under the seal
Adoption certificate
Marriage certificate
Divorce, dissolution or annulment papers
Civil Partnership certificate
Citizencard (http://www.citizencard.com)
Gender recognition certificate
Police registration document
HM Forces identity card
Proof of residence from a financial institution
Record of an official home visit *
Confirmation from an Electoral Register search that a person of that name lives at that address *
Recent original utility bill or certificate from a utility company confirming the arrangement to pay for
the services at a fixed address on prepayment terms *
Local authority tax bill (valid for current year) *
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Bank, building society or credit union statement or passbook containing current address *
Recent original mortgage statement from a recognised lender *
Current local council tenancy agreement *
Court order *

Examples of acceptable combinations of three ID:
1.
2.
3.

Passport, Original Birth Certificate* and recent utility bill or bank statement
Passport, Driving Licence and utility bill or bank statement
Photo Driving Licence, P45, P60 etc. and utility bill or bank statement

*Please note that there are many acceptable combinations of acceptable ID that our compliance team can
accept, but we must have at least one photographic, one proof of address and a middle ID.
We do not accept mobile phone bills or Disclosure Scotland certificates as proof of address (as these can be sent
to another address)
All Utility bills and bank statements must be dated within the last 6 months and show the candidate’s current
home address.
(REDACTED)
Nationality and Immigration Status (including an entitlement to undertake the work in question)
Our compliance team verify Nationality and immigration status by (REDACTED) We ensure that by conducting
thorough checks, and contractors/interims are legally able to work in the UK under conditions of the Asylum and
Immigration Act 2006. Again, they regularly receive advice and training for specialist departments on how to
spot fraudulent documentation.
Employment history (past 3 years)
Our compliance team verify employment history by (REDACTED).
Criminal record (unspent convictions only)
Disclosure Scotland offers a check of “unspent” criminal convictions through its Basic Disclosure service (and any
higher levels). (REDACTED)
In order for a candidate to be eligible to obtain a certificate that meets the BPSS requirements, the candidate must
have resided in the UK for at least 11 months prior to applying to Disclosure Scotland. If a candidate has not resided
in the UK for the acquired period, our compliance team work with the candidate to obtain a criminal record check
from the country/ countries they have been residing in.
Our compliance team require (REDACTED).
Please note that all candidates’ MUST be fully cleared through the Baseline Personnel Security Standard
before they can begin work for the Scottish Government and many other bodies who call off this framework.
BPSS – Additional Checks
In addition to the core checks detailed above which our compliance team conduct for all BPSS checks, our
compliance team occasionally receive requests from framework users for additional verification or assurance.
BPSS - Post Verification Process
After meeting the candidate to verify all their identification documents etc. our compliance team (REDACTED).
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Our procedures to ensure compliance with Disclosure Scotland requirements
Disclosure Scotland is a service provided by Scottish Ministers to manage and operate the Disclosure service in
Scotland as provided for in Part V of the Police Act 1997. As a minimum requirement, all central government
organisations and many other Scottish public bodies have a requirement for temporary workers to have gone
through Basic Disclosure prior to taking up assignment. Basic Disclosure provides a criminal convictions
certificate showing details of unspent convictions under the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 or states that
there are no such convictions. Where Basic Disclosure is required, The Framework Public Bodies must have sight
of a valid original certificate prior to temporary workers being allowed access to the Framework Public Bodies’
premises. Disclosure certificates are valid for one year from the date of issue. Assignments commencing more
than one year after the date of issue will require the temporary applicant to repeat the relevant disclosure
process.
After receiving an order through the framework, our consultant identifies from Schedule 1 and through crosschecking with the hiring manager the exact Disclosure Scotland requirements for a particular position.
This is normally basic disclosure, but certain posts may require more advanced levels depending on nature of
role. We first check whether basic, standard, enhanced, enhanced with lists checks or PVG is required for a
particular order.
Due to the sensitive nature of temporary roles within some of the Framework Public Bodies, there may also be
a requirement for temporary workers to have Standard Disclosure. Standard Disclosure provides a criminal
records certificate which displays records of both spent and unspent convictions. Although not all organisations
will require Standard Disclosure, the main categories of occupations for which a Standard Disclosure may be
required are:






those involving regular contact with children and adults at risk;
those involved in the administration of law;
those applying for firearms, explosives and gaming licences;
professional groups in health, pharmacy and law; or,
senior managers in banking and financial services.

There may also be a limited requirement for Enhanced Disclosure or Protection of Vulnerable Groups (PVG) in
some instances. In addition to the details provided in the Basic and Standard Disclosures, the Enhanced
Disclosure provides an enhanced criminal records certificate which may contain non-conviction information
which a Chief Officer or Chief Constable may choose to disclose if they believe it relevant to the position in
question. Although the requirement for Enhanced Disclosure will be less frequent, these may be required for
roles which involve the following:





those who apply for work that regularly involves caring for, training, supervising or being in sole charge
of children or adults at risk;
applicants for various gaming and lottery licences;
those seeking judicial appointment; or,
applicants for registration for child minding, day care and to act as foster parents or carers.

Our compliance team advises candidates that the normal processing time for a correctly completed application
with no further enquiries is 14 days, but they should allow more time during periods of high-demand (Christmas,
before large events etc.). We advise all individuals interested in opportunities with Framework Public Bodies to
hold a valid Basic Disclosure Scotland certificate. This allows us to build pre-screened pools of candidates to
ensure 100% of all our contractors have a valid Basic Disclosure certificate at the point their name is put forward
for an assignment. As a Disclosure Scotland signatory, and with a great deal of experience, our in-house team
advise candidates and clients to ensure full compliance with Disclosure Scotland certification requirements.
If a candidate is not already in receipt of the correct level of disclosure certification, they are directed to the
Disclosure Scotland website and instructed to complete an online application for the correct level of
certification. We ask them to provide us with their application reference number as evidence an application has
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been made, and update the framework body to manage their expectations. Once we receive a copy of the
disclosure certificate, it is then forwarded to the framework bodies’ security team for processing security
clearance. No candidates are allowed onsite until they can provide our compliance team with evidence that they
are in receipt of the requested Disclosure Scotland Certificate. Where Basic Disclosure is required, our
compliance team ensures The Framework Public Bodies have sight of a valid original certificate prior to the
candidate having access to the Framework Public Bodies’ premises (REDACTED). Our compliance team accept
disclosure certificates as valid for one year from the date of issue. Assignments commencing more than one
year after the date of issue will require the applicant to repeat the relevant disclosure process.
(DIAGRAM REDACTED)
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Q1.2.3 Tenderers must provide details of the number of consultants to be dedicated to this framework
(nationally), how this number is calculated to be sufficient and set out the procedures for how any changes to
these key personnel will be managed. (Question Weighting – 10%)
Calculations for the number of recruiters who will be dedicated to this framework
We currently supply interim staff via a number of public sector Frameworks across the UK and Ireland
and as such we have experience of creating account team structures that adequately support
agreements of this kind.
At the start of any new contract we make it a top priority to gather as much information as possible on
the users of the Framework, their historic requirements and the historic and anticipated volume of
requirements. This information is vital in determining the most appropriate size and structure for the
account team.
Our aim is to set up a designated account team with clear direction on exactly who, and how many
recruiters, will be allocated to support the requirements of the account. The size of the account team
and the level of experience of team members will always be dictated by the nature and demands of the
contract in question. We don’t have a ‘one size fits all’ approach and each team is bespoke, unique and
befitting of individual requirements.
In addition our experience tells us that activity levels on individual accounts fluctuate over time and for
this reason we always look to commence a new agreement with a core account team that is
(REDACTED).
To ensure that the account team is always fully utilised we will ensure that the team is also aligned to
other Frameworks covering the same group of Framework Public Bodies or to some additional smaller
client accounts which have similar candidate requirements. The advantage of this for the Framework
Public Bodies using the Framework is that it allows us to maintain the larger account team over the
entire duration of the contract, even in times of lower recruitment activity.
We know from experience that different accounts will typically have different periods of high activity and
therefore account teams of this nature are generally fully utilised, and importantly for the Framework
always focused on relevant candidate acquisition activities. By focusing the account team on accounts
that have similar requirements for candidates we can ensure that all relevant candidate pools are kept
fully maintained and that candidates can move between assignments across the various accounts /
Frameworks as they become available.
In the event that there is a high level of demand during particular time periods we are able to quickly
divert additional resources to increase the size of the overall account team, thus ensuring that we
support variances in activity levels without impacting on service delivery. This is in addition to the use
of niche/specialist recruiters to support the core account team in the recruitment of more unusual/niche
vacancies.
For this Framework we will set up a core account team made up of (REDACTED) (see calculations
below), all of whom have previous experience of working with public sector organisations and in
recruiting for interim positions.
Although we will initially assign (REDACTED) to the account team, this number is by no means final.
Our account teams are designed to be responsive and flexible to ensure we’re always meeting and
exceeding your expectations. (REDACTED).
The account team for the Framework will be made up of a mixture of consultants and resourcers with
experience of recruiting across an appropriate mix of disciplines/skill-sets which are aligned to the
requirements of the Framework.
An Account Team Manager will oversee the work of the core account team which will be based across
our various office locations in Scotland) to ensure that we have sufficient capacity to support Framework
Public Bodies in all geographical areas.
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We will operate a virtual account team across our various office locations and the initial team structure
will reflect the geographical locations that we expect to have the most regular requirements. This
information will be gathered during audit activities immediately after the contract award and will be
based on historic and anticipated requirements. The shape of the account team and the office locations
in which individual team members are based will evolve in response to the ongoing requirements of
Framework Public Bodies.
In addition to our Scotland-based account team (REDACTED).
When calculating the correct number of recruiters needed for an account team experience is key, and
we have significant experience of running large contract recruitment exercises. Over the years we have
refined our techniques and methods and have found that while there is no ‘standard formula’ we can
use historic management information to help us plan for future requirements.
Based on the requirement to provide pre-cleared candidates within 2 days of order receipt described in
the statement of requirements we estimate that an individual member of the core account team will be
able to provide candidates for (REDACTED).
From the MI provided we know that 716 positions were filled across the Information Technology
Frameworks in 2012/13. From experience we know that the release of requirements is not spread
evenly across the year and that there will be periods of higher and lower recruitment levels. However,
for the purposes of calculating the initial size of the core account team we have assumed an even
spread of vacancies across the year and have used the following calculations:
716 placements during the year = 60 placements per month. We have rounded this up to 70 for the
purposes of calculations and to take some account of periods of higher requirements and of holidays
within the team.
Based on a member of the account team working on (REDACTED) vacancies per month this equates
to an account team of (REDACTED).
As described above initially we will increase the size of the team by (REDACTED) which means we will
have an initial account team of (REDACTED) members (REDACTED). This gives a degree of comfort
whilst the slightly amended framework beds in (amalgamation of what was Interim Professional and
Interim Specialist). We also have a project support co-ordinator on the team, who isn’t targeted with
making placements, so can spent time pro-actively building pre-screened candidate pools and
marketing the framework in innovative ways.
Whilst this is a formula we know works exceptionally well, we always strive for continuous improvement
and we envisage increased productivity per team member over time. At the start of an agreement we
allow more time, knowing that the account team needs to gather information on new organisations and
familiarise themselves with the requirements.
Over the lifetime of the Framework agreement we will focus on improving the ratios of the key aspects
of the recruitment process such as; accuracy of candidate CV match, Interviews and offers, and thus
improving productivity. We will constantly review our formula (initially on a monthly basis) to ensure we
are delivering a highly effective service.
The calculations above reflect the number of recruiters who still form the core account team. In an
account such as the Framework we recognise that a wider group is required to ensure successful
delivery against all requirements and to support the core team of recruiters.
For this reason the wider account team will also include support from the following functions:
(REDACTED)
Supporting the core account team as described above frees up their time to ensure they focus their attention
on the acquisition of candidates and meeting the requirements of Framework Public Bodies.
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We believe that the calculations for the size of the team should allow us to adequately cover the requirements
of Framework Public Bodies across the entire contract duration regardless of increases in demand at specific
times.
Our procedures for managing any changes to key personnel
In the event of any personnel changes, we have defined structures in place to ensure that any variation
to the core account team is a seamless process. The account team for the Framework will be built for
the long term and recruiters will be assigned with this in mind.
Our attrition rates are significantly lower than the average for the recruitment industry as a whole and
we work hard with account team members to engender a spirit of customer loyalty. This approach is
important in ensuring that team members align themselves to the requirements of the Framework Public
Bodies and are therefore less likely to leave the team for any reason.
Although we do not foresee any changes to this team, there may be factors outside of our control such
as sickness and injury, maternity/paternity leave, holidays or attrition that require the structure or make
up of the team to change. Our procedures for managing any changes cover the following:
(REDACTED)
Size of the account team
As described above we always aim to have more capacity in the account team than we believe is required for
business as usual activities. The size of the account team makes it easier to cover for periods of annual leave and
also for unexpected absences.
In addition to our Scotland-based account team (REDACTED)
Interchangeable skills across account team members
All members of the account team will be responsible for building relationships with key stakeholders,
ensuring compliance with Framework SLA’s and the overall performance of the account. As a result of
this there will be a shared level of understanding across the account team making every member of the
team key to its success.
By ensuring that we don’t rely on a small number of key personnel it will make it much easier to deal
with any changes in the team structure. This means that in the event of changes within the team there
will always be appropriate cover / knowledge remaining.
In addition we will ensure that across the account team there is sufficient cover in terms of
experience/knowledge of specific roles and of the requirements of individual Framework Public Bodies.
Any knowledge gaps identified during the duration of the contract will be addressed in terms of job
shadowing / training and in times of planned absence a thorough handover will be provided to whoever
is providing cover.
(REDACTED)
Training of account team members
All members of the account team benefit from individual and group training sessions on the Framework, specific
users of the Framework, skill-sets required and in general recruitment skills and employment legislation.
Training will be delivered in a variety of formats including (REDACTED). Our aim will be to ensure that there is a
shared knowledge and understanding across all members of the account team. This will help to ensure that
there is a consistency of performance across the whole account team and mitigates the risks involved in any
team members being absent.
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Anyone joining the account team during the duration of the contract will go through a thorough induction
process.
Consistency of processes
All account team members will use consistent processes and procedures for both individual Framework Public
Bodies and the overall Framework agreement. We will ensure that the processes used across the account team
are consistent, making it easier for individual members to pick up work from their colleagues in times of absence
/ change.
Processes will be set for all aspects of the delivery of services under the framework including:
(REDACTED)
(REDACTED). Our processes will be regularly reviewed and updated as new Framework Public Bodies come
onboard and in response to legislative or other changes.
Creating candidate pools
A critical factor in our approach to ensuring that we meet the requirements of all Framework Public Bodies is
the creation and maintenance of pools of suitably qualified / experienced candidates across all disciplines and
locations.
As these candidate pools can be accessed and are maintained by all members of the account team they are
readily accessible. If there are changes in the account team the candidate pools will continue to exist giving the
remaining team members the ability to quickly find candidates for the requirements of the Framework Public
Bodies.
Cover for senior management positions
We will ensure that there is always cover for the Account Team Manager both in the form of deputies within the
team itself and at a more senior level. This will ensure that we have adequate cover for any changes to the
Account Manager’s role.
For planned absences / holidays we will ensure that there is a comprehensive handover and if for any reason
there is to be a change in Account Manager we will ensure that their replacement shadows them in their role in
the period before they leave. We will also conduct a thorough debrief with them to ensure that all the knowledge
they have in relation to the Framework is passed on to a colleague / included in the intranet files and that any
training requirements for their replacement are identified and put in place.
Procedures for holiday cover
The Account Team Manager will manage staff holidays with the structure of the account team in mind to ensure
that there will never be any gaps in the overall knowledge.
In the event of pre-planned leave, a substitute Account Manager will be named for the duration of the holiday.
Creating and maintaining an account team intranet
We will create an account team intranet where all relevant information relating to the overall Framework and
individual Framework Public Bodies will be stored.
This will include (REDACTED)
The type of information that will be stored on the account team intranet will include
(REDACTED)
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As new Framework Public Bodies join the Framework we will update the intranet accordingly and a thorough
review of all of the information stored will be undertaken every quarter to ensure that it is always relevant and
up to date.
By storing the information centrally and granting access to all account team members we can ensure that there
is a shared knowledge and understanding as well as a reference point for any queries relating to the Framework
or a Framework Public Body. This minimises the risk of knowledge being lost due to changes in the account team.
If someone is added to the account team they can quickly get up to speed with the requirements of the
Framework by accessing the information stored and the same applies to niche recruiters who may support the
Framework on an ad-hoc basis.
If a member of the account team leaves during the duration of the contract we will ensure that before they finish
up we have conducted a detailed review of their knowledge and experience to ensure that this is captured on
the intranet.
Leavers procedure / handover procedure
For planned periods of absence a comprehensive handover will take place to ensure that the service delivery is
not affected.
If a member of the account team leaves during the contract we will (REDACTED)
As a result of the procedures above (REDACTED).
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Q1.2.4 Tenderers must provide details of their approach to ensure the recruitment, retention and matching
of suitable candidates across this framework (nationally).
Your response must relate to both rural and urban areas and demonstrate your proposed presence nationally
to meet the requirement and how you will gain and take advantage of knowledge regarding local job markets.
(note – “presence” does not necessarily mean a physical full-time office). (Question Weighting – 15%)

Recruitment
Our approach to recruitment is underpinned by a strong sense of partnership: our model is based upon providing
an effective, streamlined recruitment strategy that’s, above all things, tailored specifically to the Scottish
Procurement Framework and the challenging needs of the Framework Public Bodies within the Scottish market.
We understand the vast difference between sourcing quality candidates for the private and public sector which
is why our approach to recruitment is not a one size fits all, but a thought out bespoke methodology suited to
the framework.
Providing temporary workers to the Scottish Procurement Framework means our approach is suited to the
industry and our recruitment methods match the demands of a highly competitive public sector. Due to the
challenging nature of recruiting into the public sector we have a range of innovative and creative techniques to
source high calibre and relevant candidates, making sure we search every corner of the market. Below is an
overview of the tools we use:
Understanding the Vacancy: While the Account Manager has an extensive knowledge base regarding the public
sector and the requirements of the Framework Public Bodies, he/she will still work with each Public Body at the
start of an assignment to truly understand the skill set and cultural fit needed. When working within the public
sector we are always prepared for new legislative changes and fast-paced innovations and know that an in depth
debrief at the start of the assignment can save valuable time searching as we know exactly what is needed.
Candidate Database: We understand that the strongest candidates for a given role may not be actively searching
online for a new contract, and therefore one of our key sources of recruitment is our database, which has been
built up over the last twenty-five years. The database currently maintains over (REDACTED) candidate records.
We have recently moved to a world known, market leading database giving us faster access to the right
candidates. This change has been the catalyst for cleansing and updating our system with quality candidates.
As a result of this new database launch we have over (REDACTED). Within this database we are able to index,
via specific coding on individual records, those with particular skills or clearance levels, such as BPSS, relevant to
our clients. This gives us ready access to a wide pool of relevant local candidates at short notice for any
assignment, ensuring delivery within tight timescales where required.
Job Boards: We will make sure Framework Public Bodies vacancies are visible to candidates who are actively
seeking new work opportunities online by using internet job boards. We have preferential agreements with
numerous internet job boards and consultants will advertise specific roles on the relevant sites depending on
target audience. Sites we use include the following:
(REDACTED)

These sites are specifically chosen to encourage participation in the workforce from all demographic groups. Further sites
utilised will include (REDACTED) and sector specific sites aimed at female candidates and graduates. Using the internet is
also an excellent way to ensure that public sector opportunities reach those in rural communities, facilitating direct
applications without the necessity of travel.
Press: Although we utilise internet job boards fully we still understand the benefit of using local press to recruit candidates
to specific locations. We also know that many clients within the public sector require us to use trade press as a preferential
method of recruitment. Depending on the role we may use (REDACTED) to attract candidates. For individual clients
covered by this framework we may use additional local press advertising specific to a particular rural location. Examples
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of such publications include (REDACTED) We maintain a list of all Scottish Regional Newspapers with contact details should
we need to use these.
Harvey Nash Country Website (www.harveynash.com/scotland): In July
we launched our brand new Scotland professional recruitment website.
website is designed to inform about all subjects regarding Harvey Nash
Scotland and the recruitment opportunities we offer, with candidates able
view live vacancies and apply directly here. This allows us to create a unique
community of talent, enabling us to directly target high quality candidates
detailed knowledge of their aspirations and skills.
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Microsites: One of the cornerstones of our recruitment approach is our
microsite capability. We’ve developed this exciting product in order to
provide
candidates with the opportunity to access a unique, bespoke, client-specific
mini
website that provides extensive information on available roles with the hiring
organisation, as well as information about organisation itself. It also ensures
that our
clients are being represented fully and we’re really conveying their market
brand
appropriately. The microsite enables candidates to view an extensive job
brief,
supported by information on the organisation, and can include details on the
individual client’s vision, strategy and management structure. The microsite enables important information such as equal
opportunities monitoring forms to be made available to all potential candidates.
Our microsites are achieving phenomenal success and we’ve received glowing feedback from our clients. We can make
the sites confidential and specific to each individual public sector client. (REDACTED).
Exciting Technology: We ensure that we understand the techniques that candidates are using to find new positions and
as a result we have created some exciting routes to reach the wider geographical market. Please see below for an example
of how we have kept up to date with technology and reach out to the wider audience;
SMS Texting: (REDACTED)
Through Harvey Nash Mobile Channels:
Search, view and apply for our latest jobs on your
mobile phone
Optimised for




iPhone
Nokia smartphones
Android phones

Tailored Harvey Nash Online Appointments Magazine:





Issued every 2 weeks
Emailed to over (REDACTED) subscribers
Contains:
Latest Jobs

Through Apple iPad & Google Android
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We were the first recruitment company in the world to
launch an application on the Apple iPad.Through the
Harvey Nash Android applications candidates can
apply for vacancies, view our online appointments
magazine and access our most recent CIO Survey.

Tbay: “Tbay” is Harvey Nash’s unique online tool to increase its pool of diverse candidates. Governments and global
companies are increasingly looking to broaden their talent pools to include diversity; of gender (female), ethnic minorities,
different faiths and disabled candidates who are under-represented on Boards and in companies generally. (REDACTED).

Tbay is an online portal where members of one of these groups can register so we can advise them of opportunities
relevant to their skill mix. We always ensure we advertise using diverse websites/media and we can use our own Tbay
website to support our clients.
Social Media: Experience has taught us that social media is one of the best avenues available to source talented
individuals. In an increasingly digital world many candidates are moving away from the traditional means of recruitment
and we know sticking solely to job boards just isn’t enough anymore. (REDACTED).
Harvey Nash Scotland has (REDACTED).
Followers of our Twitter account include our candidates, clients, industry experts and networking groups, from as local as
(REDACTED).
We also have a dedicated Harvey Nash Scotland Facebook page where we invite our candidates and clients to engage
with us. It’s also where we post photo albums from our events, team charity initiatives and trips as we find we can engage
more with the viewers than simply directing them to our website. Since May this year (REDACTED).
We will make sure that the Account Team members for the (IT/Interim) Framework are experts on the use of social media
to access candidate pools. Using our social media channels we can (REDACTED).
Networking: The Account Team will regularly attend public sector technology events and seminars relevant to the Framework
Public Bodies. This enhances our knowledge of specific technologies and in demand skillsets, as well allowing us to keep upto-date with issues for debate in the Scottish market. Some examples of previous events we have attended/hosted include:
(REDACTED)
Harvey Nash Candidate Events: We often work in collaboration with our clients to organise joint events that will help attract
candidates. An example of one such event was held in conjunction with (REDACTED). We are always eager to do joint events with
our clients to showcase their innovations as well as helping them attract the top IT talent.
We also do talks to undergraduates at all the major Universities to ensure we have an equally strong pool of more junior
candidates and the next generation of IT talent.
Candidate Open Days/Evenings: The Account team will be tasked with pro-actively promoting public sector opportunities at
recruitment events, career fairs, networking events and conferences. These will take place in rural and urban locations with
specific focus on locations close to client sites.
Follow the Sun (REDACTED)
Market Mapping / Direct Headhunting: This is a major component in our candidate sourcing strategy for hard-to-fill and niche
technical roles. (REDACTED).
Candidate Screening Expertise: We employ a thorough process in the qualification and screening of candidates to ensure the
quality of shortlisted candidates. We pride ourselves on working with you as true partners, and will seek to constantly improve
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the quality of our shortlists as we work with you and get to know your needs. Each quarter we will measure the ratios of
candidates we put forward. We always strive to produce the best shortlists possible in order to save hiring managers time. A
particular example of our achievements in this area is (REDACTED).
All potential Interim Professional Workers must be screened against the following criteria:
(REDACTED)
CSR/ Local Community: To ensure that we are recruiting candidates across rural and urban Scotland we think it’s vital to build
long-term relationships with local agencies and community groups. This will include local schools, colleges, universities, job
centres, clubs and associations. At Harvey Nash we have a strong and flourishing CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) strategy
that consistently sees our consultants going out and engaging with local communities. Our Employability Workshops, CV
writing sessions and fundraising for local charities means we’re always engaging with our local communities. Through this
work and the work noted below we frequently engage with existing and prospective candidates suitable for this framework.
We strongly believe we have a duty of care within our community and environment. A number of our senior directors are
(REDACTED) and we have a comprehensive CSR policy to support our pledge. We actively encourage our people to get
involved with worthy charities and community projects. However, we don’t take responsibility to do this on their behalf. In
keeping with the grass roots spirit of Harvey Nash, our people have naturally used their own initiative to get stuck in and raise
hundreds of thousands of pounds for local charities (often pushing themselves to their physical limits at the same time!).
From 24-hour bike rides to cake bakes to the gruelling Three Peaks Challenge: our people are never afraid to do something
remarkable to help others in need.
We promote our CSR contributions internally and allow our staff to take time out of work to carry out duties associated with
organisations.
Our Director in Scotland, (REDACTED). Harvey Nash Scotland organised a (REDACTED).
Candidate Pools: One of our most important sources of candidates will be our dedicated candidate pool(s) which will be
constantly reviewed and replenished by the Account Team, and database. The size and make-up of this pool of candidates
will be heavily influenced by the information we gather from clients regarding skill sets used and expected locations, thus
we will then be able to produce instant lists from our database based on this information. We can set up various candidate
pools to ensure we have a base of available candidates across both urban and rural geographical locations. This gives us
ready access to a wide pool of relevant local candidates at short notice for any assignment, ensuring delivery within tight
timescales where required.
Market Knowledge: This is never more important than with the public sector and it’s the responsibility of the designated
Delivery Team to keep up-to-date with all changes and developments across the public sector. We pride ourselves on being
local market experts, as well as specialists in particular areas. The team dedicated to this Framework will be (REDACTED).
Matching
To qualify the most suitable candidates for the Scottish Procurement Framework we will use a combination of our consultants’
local market knowledge and understanding of the Framework Public Bodies to ensure that candidates are matched by
qualifications/skills, ability, cultural fit, English fluency (speaking, reading and writing), whilst taking into consideration the
60/40 weighting of skills vs cost outlined in Schedule 1 of the Order Form.
We will:
 Match their skill against the essential and desirable quality requirements laid out in Schedule 1 of the Order Form,
and any additional details given by the Contract Manager(s)
 Negotiate their rates to ensure maximum public benefit derived from limited public budget
 Ensure that they have the appropriate security clearance required as per Schedule 1 on the Order Form
Quality Account Team: It’s a given rule within recruitment that the better the Account Team, the greater their ability to match
the right candidate to the right role. In light of this, our consultants receive extensive training in matching against client
requirements, (REDACTED).
Candidate Interview: As a minimum, all candidates are subject to a comprehensive face-to-face interview, or, if location
makes this difficult, an extensive telephone/Skype screening process. The interview is biographical as well as competencebased and is designed to qualify the candidate’s experience, primary and secondary skill sets, behaviour and fit for the role,
communications skills, cultural fit with our client, as well as fundamentals such as availability, cost, etc. As part of this we
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utilise technology where appropriate to ensure those from rural communities are included, examples of which include
conducting face-to-face interviews via Skype or Face Time.
Before interview, we also check that candidates comply with “right to work” legislation in the relevant country. We also
make sure that all candidates are fully prepared for their interview, by providing written confirmation of the time and
location of the interview, interviewers’ profiles, example questions and format, and duration of interview.
We fully qualify that the candidate has properly read the role description and is definitely interested in the role at the
salary offered. This saves hiring managers from wasting time interviewing candidates who are not really suitable or
interested in the public sector, or unwilling to accept the proposed salary level.
We make sure we know if the candidate has any other interviews in the pipeline or if their own employer is likely to offer
them more money to stay should they resign.
After a candidate interviews with the client, we will either meet with the candidate to get their feedback or get feedback
from them over the phone (REDACTED).
Technical Testing: As a value added service and if required by our clients, Harvey Nash will (REDACTED). Harvey Nash
utilise the best-in-breed technical testing tool, (REDACTED) and covers:
(REDACTED)
Verbal & Numerical Reasoning Testing: We have a number of tests that can check non-technical skills such as telephone
skills, organisation, verbal & numerical reasoning, spelling and grammar, should the client desire this.
Psychometric Testing: Harvey Nash has a well-established working partnership (REDACTED), which provides enterprise-wide
solutions for managing, tracking and developing human resources. (REDACTED) has a suite of assessment instruments
covering recruitment, training, counselling, career planning, team bonding and team management. They are designed to
identify and utilise individual strengths and enable Clients to realise the full potential of their employees. We can provide a
number of different psychometric testing options.
Assessment Centres: We have run assessment centres for many of our clients, and can facilitate these sessions at one of our
own offices, or any one of our other offices across the UK & Ireland to make sure that these assessment days are available in
rural and urban locations. For any areas where we do not have a physical office we will use alternative venues such as meeting
facilities at a local hotel. We have extensive experience providing numerous assessment centres for a wide range of clients.
These can work exceptionally well during peak periods of volume recruitment.
Reference Checks: We rigorously conduct reference and qualification checks which can accelerate the on-boarding process
after a candidate is appointed. We take a full (REDACTED).Our compliance team verify employment history by checking
(REDACTED).
Candidate Vetting/Shortlisting: We provide a selective shortlist to the hiring manager based on: a candidate’s suitability for
the role; the candidate’s salary expectations matching the day rate on offer; the candidate’s qualifications matching your
requirements; satisfactory references and results of any tests; “right to work” in the UK; cultural fit; and, finally, we will
ensure the candidate is showing a genuine interest in the role on offer. During the shortlisting stage we will take the 60
skillset /40 cost weighting into account. (REDACTED).
Retaining
Although we know where to find the best candidates, how to attract them and compete for them, we also know that our job
doesn’t end there. Retention is key to the success of any recruitment campaign, which is why we make sure to build strong
and long-lasting relationships with our candidates. We’re a people business and no one understands the importance of
relationships more than us. If our relationships with candidates are built on mutual respect and trust, we have a far greater
chance of matching the candidate to their perfect job, which ensures they stay and prosper within those roles.
There are a number of core factors which underpin our approach to building candidate relationships, in turn increasing
retention levels:
Communication: Communication is key and we always make sure we are open and honest with our candidates. We are
realistic with their expectations and offer guidance on the types of roles and salaries they can expect to achieve.
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We explain to all existing and newly registered candidates about the potential opportunities covered by the Framework (how
it works, vetting requirements etc). We always offer transparency regarding relevant opportunities with the local authorities.
This includes highlighting all client microsites to the candidates, which gives them access to information about the local
authority in question and current vacancies, meaning the candidates can express an interest in roles not covered by their
own candidate pools.
We commit to regular contact with each candidate pool including scheduled candidate call cycles, regular electronic
newsletters and updates. Keeping candidates informed helps them retain interest in ourselves, the local authority and the
agreement.
Asking for feedback is always top of our agenda as we believe our candidates should have full and comprehensive feedback
regarding all interviews. Sharing this information and working with our candidates to build on their skills or weak points helps
them prepare for future interviews, as well as helping them feel like a valued asset to Harvey Nash. Experience has taught us
that approaches like this have been shown to breed loyalty and commitment in candidates.
We use (REDACTED).
In addition, we will conduct (REDACTED). At the end of each assignment we will provide the Framework Public Bodies’ line
management with a standard exit report for completion of the performance of the contractor who has just completed their
assignment.
Loyalty & Commitment: Relationships are built on mutual respect and trust, loyalty and commitment and we believe that
where we are able to demonstrate these qualities to our candidates, we will receive them in return.
We commit to promoting candidates previously placed under the framework to client organisations. This will be as agreed
with the candidate and supported by the presentation of relevant line manager feedback/references. If candidates know
they will be promoted in this way, and that therefore their chances of securing an opportunity will be enhanced, they are
more likely to remain registered with us. The local authority also benefits from the supply of experienced candidates who are
familiar with their organisation.
Where candidates prove they are willing to work in remote locations we will reward this flexibility by including them in, and
considering them for opportunities relating to all relevant client locations/ candidate pools.
We commit to working with candidates coming to the end of contracts, always looking to find them new opportunities, both
within the Framework agreement and with our other clients. This will include (REDACTED).
We will always identify candidates who are ideally looking for a permanent job to the local authority’s stakeholders and
ensure this is fully visible to encourage line managers to consider them for permanent opportunities that may occur.
We will also operate a (REDACTED).
We will work with candidates and temporary workers to assist them in gaining access to training that enhances their skill-set
and marketability for future roles. Candidates and contractors will be invited to appropriate training, briefing and social
events to strengthen relationships with members of the Account Team.
Issue Resolution: Every relationship is liable to experience issues at some point. We believe that the way in which issues are
dealt with can be used to enhance a relationship, therefore we will implement the following:
(REDACTED)
By dealing with issues in a quick and professional manner we believe that we gain the respect of candidates/temporary
workers and that commitment to this significantly aids candidate retention.
Care & Support: ‘Going the extra mile’ for candidates by way of care and support is a significant factor in candidate retention
and helps us to differentiate ourselves from our competitors:
(REDACTED)
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Our delivery team work to core working hours that are designed to cover the hours between 8.30am and 6pm Monday to
Friday to assist authorised contacts with orders and general queries. Our Account Manager, detailed below will be available
for out-of-hours contact to support any out-of-hours or emergency requirements.
Hassle-Free Admin: We will use a comprehensive system to ensure that we accurately record all candidate preferences and
capabilities in relation to job types and locations. This will ensure that they always appear in the most appropriate candidate
pools, hence maximising their visibility to members of the Account Team
We will use a (REDACTED) This will be used to identify both the availability of candidates and when their security clearance
is approaching renewal. By communicating with candidates on these matters we can ensure that they remain available to
start on contracts immediately, thus helping to minimise time between assignments. Using (REDACTED). Anything that adds
value and assists candidates in securing new assignments will help with their retention.
Problem-free-payment: Candidates need to feel confident and have a very high level of trust that when they are placed on
temporary contracts they will be paid on time. They also need to have confidence that the process allowing them to be paid
is clear, robust and easy to understand. By ensuring this we help to increase the loyalty and retention of candidates. We
offer:
(REDACTED)
Contractor Charter: We have a dedicated contractor care team for all temporary workers on an assignment to ensure the
level of service they receive is of high quality and consistent. Harvey Nash recognises that a temporary worker who
understands the client’s processes, environment and systems is an extremely valuable asset. Therefore we ensure, through
a structured contractor care package, that workers have a support system and tools available to them to ensure unrivalled
contractor retention.
An integral part of this is (REDACTED).
(REDACTED)
As standard, a member of the Account Team will commit to meeting every placed contractor (REDACTED).
On the completion of a contract (REDACTED).
Reputation: All of the above activities will help to enhance our reputation in the marketplace, which in turn helps us to attract
and retain candidates.
Geographical Presence
We pride ourselves on being local market experts with the backing of a global PLC. We have offices in Edinburgh and Glasgow
and will carry out the hub of our recruitment drive for this Framework from these locations. We also have offices across the
UK and Ireland, in Dublin, Cork, London, Birmingham, Bristol, Newcastle, Manchester, Leeds and Warrington. Should we ever
need to travel further afield to source the perfect candidates, we can call upon our colleagues across the regions for their
help, as well as their local market expertise.
In the instance that we don’t have physical offices in any smaller urban locations but are experiencing a peak in client
recruitment activity, we would seek permission to temporarily base one of the Account Team members on the client site, or
we would utilise a serviced office in a location convenient to the client site.
We are an ever-expanding business and over the duration of the contract we may open further dedicated permanent or
temporary offices in locations where we find we have a concentration of clients, creating employment in the local area.
We will also make sensible decisions when we hire new staff into the Account Team, making their base office location close
to where we have client requirements or potential candidate pools.
In the digital world in which we live, we don’t believe physical boundaries should ever be a problem when sourcing and
recruiting candidates, so as well as being flexible regarding our locations we also utilise online channels to promote
communication between our consultants and candidates. We encourage Skype and online conference calls to communicate
and this is also in line with our CSR policy, which seeks to minimise travel and carbon omissions.
Our network of offices across the UK and Ireland means that we have local market expertise in all of these regions, allowing
us to identify the presence of specific skillsets required by our clients, no matter where the candidate is located.
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Q1.2.5 - Tenderers must provide details of how they will carry out pre-employment occupational health checks prior
to placing a candidate in a role, how they will assess and implement reasonable adjustments for disabled applicants
both during the interview process and in assigning individuals to work placements and how they will ensure robust
diversity and equality policies are implemented throughout the framework duration. (Question Weighting - 12.5%)
Details of how we will carry out pre-employment occupational health checks prior to placing a candidate in a role:
Harvey Nash will carry out pre-employment occupational health checks as part of the recruitment process for all posts at
all grades procured through this framework. In accordance with Scottish Government guidance, we ensure that preemployment health assessment occurs prior to the individual’s start date. The candidate will not commence a new role
until all checks are completed and they are presumed fit to work. To comply with relevant legislation, pre-employment
health screening must take place after interview and offer of role (Equality Act 2010).
Typically, users of this framework will detail any occupational health risks in writing on the “Schedule 1 – statement of
requirements”. We will use this information to inform candidates about any occupational health risks and it also helps
us consider what reasonable adjustments could be made for a disabled candidate in order to comply with the employer’s
duty under the Equality Act 2010. If this section of the schedule has not been completed, the Harvey Nash consultant will
clarify with the framework user if there are any particular circumstances which impact on the occupational health risk
assessment. We envisage that the majority of roles covered by this framework will be assessed and deemed “low risk”
(mainly office and desk based), but obviously some candidates may require reasonable adjustments be made at interview
stage or prior to commencing a role. Whilst supplying to the previous framework, we worked with public sector bodies
to implement adjustments for a wide range of candidates.
Harvey Nash ensures that we stay fully abreast of best practice in the area of occupational health and has consulted with
(REDACTED)
At offer stage successful candidates will be asked to complete a confidential Occupational Health Questionnaire at the
same time as we conduct all pre-employment screening. This asks questions about (REDACTED).
Our consent forms and processes ensure compliance with the Data Protection Act and other relevant privacy legislation.
To comply with The Data Protection Act, all data collected by Harvey Nash is:








Fairly and lawfully processed
Processed for limited purposes
Adequate, relevant and not excessive
Accurate
Not kept for longer than is necessary
Processed in line with the rights of the individual
Secure

Our HR team/OHS Practitioners are responsible for reviewing completed Occupational Health Questionnaires and
deciding whether a health interview or medical examination is necessary. The decision will be based on information given
by the candidate and job requirements described by the recruiting manager.
If through our discussions with the organisation it is deemed necessary for candidates for some roles to undertake a
physical assessment we will (REDACTED). We will utilise providers based on their geographical coverage (there is currently
no one OH supplier that has the capability to supply a service across the whole of Scotland). We do not anticipate many
roles/candidates requiring this level of check.
After taking professional advice from our OHS Practitioner, we will advise HR at the client of any health issues relating to
candidates and advise/agree on any reasonable adjustments required.
Our OHS Practitioner will assess if there will be any health issues for the person in their prospective post and any
adjustments that need to be considered. For example - noting the importance of regular breaks for someone with
diabetes, providing specialist equipment for a visually impaired candidate or making allowances for people with regular
hospital appointments as per the Equality Act 2010.
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How will we assess and implement reasonable adjustments for disabled applicants during the interview process and in
assigning individuals to work placements?
Harvey Nash is committed to the employment and career development of disabled people. Equality law recognises that
bringing about equality for disabled people may mean changing the way in which employment is structured, the removal
of physical barriers and/or providing extra support for a disabled worker. To demonstrate our commitment we use the
Disability Symbol which is awarded by the Job Centre Plus. As a symbol user, we guarantee an interview to anyone with
a disability whose application meets the minimum criteria for the post. All Harvey Nash offices are easily accessible to
disabled candidates and we ensure our Clients have the same approach. (REDACTED).
Job applicants are asked if they need reasonable adjustments to take part in the recruitment process. Given the legal
restrictions on asking pre-employment health or disability-related questions prior to offer stage, we make it clear that the
only reason we are asking is to ensure that we remove any barriers during the recruitment process. Harvey Nash’s
standard application form includes the facility for applicants with disabilities who are short-listed for interview to indicate
whether they have any specific requirements for the interview or selection process.
If a disabled applicant informs us (or we should reasonably be aware) that they need adjustments for an interview or
online test or any other part of the selection process, and those adjustments are reasonable adjustments, then we will
ensure they are implemented. Our Account Manager and/or OHS/HR team (depending on complexity) will liaise with the
hiring organisation’s HR department and the hiring manager to advise on reasonable adjustments and ensure they are
implemented. We always discuss the proposed adjustments with the disabled applicant to ensure they are effective.
Adjustments can take many forms such as those that help remove physical barriers and the provision of extra equipment
or aids. In the unlikely event that we meet with resistance to implement reasonable adjustments, we would escalate our
requests in writing to the framework manager to ensure all disabled applicants are able to attend and participate
effectively in the recruitment process without being at a disadvantage.
We also ensure that we assess and advise our end clients on the implementation of any reasonable adjustments required
by a successful candidate prior to them starting a contract or interim assignment.
At offer stage, the successful candidate is asked to complete a confidential Occupational Health Questionnaire,
(REDACTED).
Our HR/OHS practitioners will review the completed form and decide whether a further health interview or medical
examination is necessary to help assess any reasonable adjustments that may be requested prior to them starting the
contract. We always discuss the proposed adjustments with the disabled applicant to ensure they are effective. Again,
we will then advise the hiring organisation on suggested reasonable adjustments and our HR and OHS will liaise with their
counterparts in the hiring organisation to ensure these are implemented prior to the candidate starting. Again, in the
unlikely event that we met with resistance or a lack of understanding we would escalate our requests in writing to the
framework manager to ensure compliance with the Equality Act 2010.
We also ensure that our consultants, clients and candidates are fully aware of the Access to Work scheme and the practical
ways it can remove any barriers disabled candidates may face. If a candidate has the skills and potential to do the work,
there may still be practical issues to overcome.
Access to Work (AtW) is available to help overcome the problems resulting from disability. It offers practical advice and
help in a flexible way that can be tailored to suit the needs of an individual in a particular job.
AtW can help in a number of ways. For example, it can help pay for:
• Communicator support at interview (CSI) which meets the full cost of hiring an interpreter to remove barriers to
communication at interview;
• A support worker, which allows the applicant to use the services of a helper. Types of support might include reading to
a visually impaired person, communicating for a hearing impaired person via sign language (other than at interview which
is covered by CSI), providing specialist coaching for a person with learning difficulties or helping a person with care needs;
• Special aids equipment to help a disabled person function in the work place;
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• Adaptation to premises or to existing equipment;
• help with the additional costs of travel to, or in, work for people who are unable to use public transport.
We carry out regular internal training course with our consultants to ensure they are aware of the implications of the
Equalities Act 2010 and the wide variety of reasonable adjustments that could help a disabled candidate.
We often invite external organisations to come and talk to our staff about particular disabilities to help raise awareness
of the breadth of potential requirements.
Recent lunchtime awareness sessions include (REDACTED).
How will we ensure robust diversity and equality policies are implemented throughout the framework duration?
Ensuring that robust diversity and equality policies are implemented throughout the framework duration takes expertise,
passion and hard work.
At Harvey Nash equality and diversity are not just words we throw about to tick certain boxes. Instead, they are embedded
in our core values and are part of our identity, and the principles and practices of equality and diversity filter throughout
the entire organisation and are prevalent in all that we do. We see diversity as more than just policies and practices. It is
an integral part of who we are as a business, how we operate and how we see our future.
Harvey Nash’s global diversity mission is to mirror the rich diversity in the markets we serve. We strive for recognition in
Diversity, Inclusion and Fairness in everything we do. Harvey Nash Scotland has been recognised globally within Harvey
Nash for its innovation and commitment in the field of diversity.
We practice what we preach and feel a diverse Harvey Nash workforce makes it more likely that we can provide a diverse
candidate pool for our clients. (REDACTED).
To ensure that we comply with all diversity and equality policies and legislation throughout the framework duration, we
will take a variety of approaches.
Firstly, Harvey Nash is an Equal Opportunities employer who acknowledges its obligations under equal opportunities
legislation and endorses the codes of practice relating to laws including;














Sex Discrimination Act 1975
Sex Discrimination (Gender Reassignment) Regulations 2000
Part time Workers (Prevention of Less Favourable Treatment) Regulations 2000
Equal Pay Act 1970
Disability Discrimination Act 1995
Disability Discrimination Act 2005
Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000
Human Rights Act 1998
Employment Equality (Sexual Orientation) Regulations 2003
Civil Partnership Act 2004
Gender Recognition Act 2004
Employment Equality (Religion or Belief) Regulations 2003
Employment Equality (Age) Regulations 2006

As your partner, we will ensure that Framework Public Bodies meet their Public Sector Equality Duties contained in the
Equality Act 2010 which came into force in April 2013.
We have a legal & compliance team who keep up to date on current and anticipated legislation and any changes as well
as individual client’s diversity and equality policies. They then monitor compliance to policies and train account teams to
ensure a full understanding of their role and responsibility in meeting our legal and moral objectives in this area.
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Diversity Policy






Harvey Nash has a strict written policy of non-discrimination, the aim of our policy is to ensure that no applicant
or employee should be treated less favourably on the grounds of his or her gender, marital status, race, ethnic
origin, disability, sexual orientation, age, social class or religious belief. In addition, no employee or applicant
should be disadvantaged by the imposition or any condition or requirement which cannot be shown to be
relevant to the performance of a job sought or occupied.
(REDACTED)
This policy applies to all decisions and arrangements including, but not limited to, recruitment, pay and
conditions, training and career development, selection and promotion or termination of employment.
As part of the Company's overall policy, all employees are expected to deal with all persons with the same
attention, courtesy and consideration regardless of his or her gender, marital status, race, ethnic origin, disability,
sexual orientation, age, social class or religious belief.

Diversity Excellence Strategy
We are single minded in the pursuit and development of talent, regardless of the background of the individual. Harvey
Nash works hard to ensure diversity in its own workplace and in its candidate base. We are totally committed to working
towards excellence in this field in partnership with Framework Public Bodies.

Harvey Nash are an equal opportunities employer, we are members of REC and are an accredited “Diversity Pledge
Recruiter”.
Harvey Nash is a founding member of the REC (Recruitment and Employment Confederation) in the UK and work to
their code of conduct. As a professional organisation Harvey Nash take compliance with all laws and regulation
seriously and are fully conversant with the Conduct of Employment Agencies and Employment Businesses Regulations
2003.
To be a member of REC every 2 years we are required to complete a Compliance Test, designed to assess our knowledge
of the REC’s Code of Professional Practice and relevant legislation and ensure we can demonstrate this clearly to clients
and candidates. We achieved (REDACTED) compliance in our most recent test.
At Harvey Nash we ensure that all individuals, regardless of gender, age, race, sexual orientation or faith must be treated
fairly and equitably. To ensure that we are proactive in promoting equality and diversity in our work we undertake a wide
range of actions including the following;
(REDACTED)
Measurement
We record diversity via our online registration, and set targets/measure outcomes of initiatives / campaigns
For example, (REDACTED).
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Diversity Initiatives and Innovation
To ensure robust diversity and equality policies are not just implemented but that objectives are exceeded, we also have
a strong belief that as a supplier to the public sector in Scotland we need to innovate and bring added value initiatives to
ensure we engage with a diverse mix of candidates and don’t just wait for them to approach us. We have specific
strategies and initiatives for different areas, and whilst this list is by no means exhaustive we hope it gives a flavour of
what we are doing.

Established in 2008, the purpose of Inspire is to provide a business forum in which senior board-level women can share
and exchange ideas and experiences with their peers. The network facilitates innovation, strategy and learning for
professional and personal development. Inspire membership comprises board-level, like-minded, inspirational
Individuals, from all areas of industry both in the private and public sector. Founding members work at Board
Director/Chair level, both in the UK and globally. Each year, Inspire hosts private and intimate events in the Spring and
Autumn in each of its global locations In the UK, nearly 1000 women in the business community who have significant
influence in FTSE250 companies, privately owned, entrepreneurial, fast growing / high visibility businesses, Whitehall and
across the public sectors have already become a part of the network to meet like-minded professionals from other sectors.
We have also launched a joint venture with Hong Kong University to provide a Women's Directorship Programme.
Through Inspire we have been able to increase the amount of women appointees to Board-level roles.

Established in 2012 and supported by Harvey Nash, Aspire is a unique executive business network for C-suite, Director
and VP level women aimed at helping progress to Board-level positions both Executive and Non-Executive.
Aspire works in close conjunction with Inspire, Harvey Nash's Board network targeted at the most senior board women
throughout the Europe, the Americas and Asia, which was launched in 2008 and has over 4,000 members across four
continents. Aspire members enjoy networking events, where members can share knowledge and hear from industry
leaders, as well as being matched with a mentor from the Inspire network.

Girl Geek is a community for women interested in computing, business and creativity, aiming to inspire and support
women in their career development. Girl Geek dinner events provide an interdisciplinary forum for people working in the
industry to develop a new social and career network and learn from leaders in the field at the same time. Harvey Nash
Scotland have representation on the board of GirlGeek Scotland, and help organise a broad calendar of events.

Produced in partnership with ComputerWeekly.com, our third Women in Technology survey was released in June. We
surveyed 2,152 techonology professionals to get their views on gender diversity within the industry, as well as gathering
informative statistics on the number of women currently working in this traditionally male environment.
Produced in partnership with ComputerWeekly.com, our third Women in Technology survey was released in June. We
surveyed 2,152 techonology professionals to get their views on gender diversity within the industry, as well as gathering
informative statistics on the number of women currently working in this traditionally male environment.
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We give our time to help Interconnect – a network for women studying science, engineering, technology and the built
environment across Scotland. We often run “what employers want” workshops and promote contract and Interim Public
Sector opportunities to attendees.
Women in Technology in Scotland
We are passionate about trying to improve diversity within Scotland’s technology sector and recently organised a roundtable for the Secretary of State for Scotland, Alistair Carmichael, and policy advisors to help them understand how
government could help improve things.
Age Diversity Initiatives
Whilst many roles released through this framework require candidates with a degree of work experience, we do try and
consider candidates early in their careers – an example is we support initiatives such as the Procurement People of
Tomorrow programme and give careers advice for free to all main Scottish Universities and colleges and workshops to
parents who have taken a career break and are looking to return to employment. Harvey Nash’s services to school leavers
and graduates is aimed at bridging the gap between education and employment.
Harvey Nash provides information, advice and guidance to young people from the age of 16 upwards, enabling them to
hone their skills and prepare for working life.
We provide advice on:






Applying for jobs
CV writing
Interview Skills
Confidence Building
What employers look for – key skills for the working environment

Harvey Nash’s support for young people continues after they have started work. Our post-employment support service is
tailored to suit each candidate’s individual needs. Advice and guidance throughout the entire work placement is provided
– face to face, over the phone, by text and by e-mail.
Our candidate acquisition strategy has been tailored to ensure we effectively market opportunities to School Leavers and
Graduates.
We have built strong relationships with many schools, colleges and Universities and regularly present to pupils and undergraduates. We regularly attend careers fairs at Universities and more recently have begun to attend “virtual graduate
recruitment fairs”. We would look to promote temporary IT opportunities within the Public Sector at all these events.
Ethnic Minorities

TBay - re-launch of our BME online
community this autumn. We have
devised our own proactive and
innovative approach to obtaining BME and a diverse pool of candidates in advance. All public sector temporary jobs would
be promoted on Tbay.
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In addition to Tbay , we would look to engage with and market opportunities through organisations such as;
Black and Ethnic Minority Infrastructure in Scotland (BEMIS) – www.bemis.org.uk are a national umbrella body for over
800 Black and Ethnic minority organisations and community groups in Scotland
The Network for Black Professionals – http://www.nbp.org.uk The Network for Black Professionals is a social justice, notfor-profit organisation committed to supporting Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) professionals to achieve their
full career and civic potential.
Disabled Candidates
We engage with a number of organisations in this area, including;
Remploy – http://www.remploy.co.uk Remploy is the UK's leading providers of employment services and employment
to people experiencing complex barriers to work.
ENABLE – http://www.enable.org.uk ENABLE Scotland is a dynamic charity run by its members . They campaign for a
better life for children and adults with learning disabilities and support them and their families to live, work and take part
in their communities.
Capability Scotland - http://www.capabilityscotland.org.uk campaigns with, and provides education, employment and
care services for disabled children across Scotland.
Leonard Cheshire Disability’s Suitability Programme – http://www.lcdisability.org.uk Building on the success of their
workability programme, Suitability is designed to enable Leonard Cheshire to deliver a wider range of services to meet
the needs of disabled jobseekers and entrepreneurs.
At its core, it is a powerful online resource backed by a team of Advisors that identifies the skills, talents and experience
of disabled jobseekers and matches them with employers as part of an online recruitment service. It also enables them
to work collaboratively with partners and statutory agencies. We would look to advertise vacancies through the site.
Harvey Nash are a trusted recruitment partner to the Leonard Cheshire Trust.
Sexual Orientation/Gender Reassignment
It has been unlawful to discriminate against workers on grounds of gender reassignment since 1999 and on grounds of
sexual orientation since 2003. These laws echo earlier laws banning discrimination on grounds of gender and race.
Increasingly, employers are recognising that LGBT workers have specific, legitimate concerns and are incorporating LGBT
issues into their equal opportunities policies.
We would promote opportunities through organisations such as;
LGBT Youth Scotland – http://www.lgbtyouth.org.uk LGBT Youth Scotland is a national youth organisation working
towards the inclusion of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender young people in the life of Scotland.
The Scottish Transgender Alliance - http://www.scottishtrans.org works to improve gender identity and gender
reassignment equality, rights and inclusion in Scotland.
Highland LGBT Forum & Social Group http://www.gay-ness.org.uk promotes the LGBT community in the Scottish
Highlands & Islands.
Harvey Nash passionately believes in equal access to opportunities for all, and work with clients and candidates to ensure
they receive a positive experience during their employment search. The following is an unprompted (REDACTED);
Additional memberships and links
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(REDACTED)
Audit
As an organisation, we strive to be leaders in the field. We want to be leaders in the field of diversity and ensure our
day to day experiences should reflect our values which in this context are



To be absolutely fair in our interactions internally and externally without fear or favour
To treat everybody we meet, hire, recruit, promote, advise or place in a new role with a client, completely
equally without regard to race, gender, colour, creed (faith) or any other factor other than MERIT

This can be easier said than done, so we are partnering with (REDACTED).
The National Equality Standard is a ground-breaking initiative developed for business, by business, which sets clear
equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) criteria against which companies will be assessed.
Until now there has been no industry recognised national standard for EDI in the UK leading to a lack of clarity and
inconsistency in the approach from employers. The National Equality Standard (NES) is a business lead initiative
designed to address this gap.
The NES has been developed by EY in partnership with the Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC)
The collective ambition is that the NES will become the accepted standard for business across the UK and that we will
make a significant and lasting impact on the way equality, diversity and inclusion is integrated into everyday business.
(REDACTED).
The objectives of the NES are to provide an assessment tool which:


Enables us to undertake a comprehensive assessment specifically focused on EDI



Consists of best practice standards that we can apply to this framework



Provides a single reference point incorporating all elements of the Equality Act 2010



Aims to significantly impact upon the way EDI are integrated into everyday business activity across Harvey Nash



Provides a pragmatic solution which helps us reach our aspirations in relation to EDI



Encourages continuous improvement which rewards ambition



Supports all sectors by providing one recognisable holistic framework for industry good practice



Enables us to showcase our businesses as leaders in this field



Bridges the gap between legal requirements and best practice.

A fast-moving globalised labour market means an even more diverse workforce, which needs to be included in order to
thrive and empower business. We believe the National Equality Standard will make a significant contribution to reducing
inequality and, in turn, making Scotland’s economy more competitive.
(REDACTED).

1

Other future initiatives:
(REDACTED)

2

Q1.2.6 Tenderers must clearly describe how they will ensure by the service commencement date, sufficient numbers
of suitably qualified candidates to meet order fulfilment rates for the framework duration and how they will ensure
the authenticity of candidate qualifications and manage this on an on-going basis. (Question Weighting - 10%)
Prior to the service commencement date we will ensure that there are sufficient numbers of suitably qualified
candidates to meet the order fulfilment rates over the framework duration by:
(REDACTED)
Developing our knowledge of the requirements of individual Framework Public Bodies
We will build on the experience and working knowledge of the current frameworks:
We have supplied to the existing framework since the contract was awarded in 2009. In order to properly support the
organisations using the framework during this period we have had to develop our knowledge of their individual and
collective requirements. We have used this knowledge to build a database of suitably qualified candidates to fulfil the
orders raised.
In the last five years we have gained experience and knowledge in the following areas:
(REDACTED)
Increasing our knowledge:
In order to ensure that we continue to enhance our knowledge of requirements across the framework we will apply the
following methodology:
(REDACTED)
Our audit / research will focus on the following areas:
(REDACTED)




Over the duration of the framework we will continue to monitor the Management Information on the type of
requirements across various Framework Public Bodies to ensure that our approach to candidate acquisition
continues to evolve.
As new Framework Public Bodies start to use the framework for the first time we will work with them to understand
their likely requirements by carrying out an audit process that focuses on the areas described above

All of the above activities will help to fully understand the requirements of Framework Public Bodies. This will allow us
to focus on the type of candidates that we need to source, the skill-sets and locations that we need to focus on and the
numbers of candidates we will need for each candidate pool.
Building and developing candidate pools
We will use the knowledge acquired from the above audit processes to create and maintain a database of candidates
who match the initial and ongoing requirements of the Framework Public Bodies. We will build candidate pools and we
will focus is on ensuring that these candidate pools cover:








Candidates who possess the relevant skills and experience
Candidates who hold the necessary qualifications
Candidates who hold or can quickly receive the necessary clearance levels
Candidates with the niche / specialist skills required
Candidates who are based or prepared to work in all of the required locations
Candidates who fit within budget requirements
Candidates to cover roles that have proved difficult to fill historically
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Through the knowledge gained and our experiences to date we already have a database of candidates who are suitably
qualified for the current Framework requirements. We will continue to develop these candidate pools to ensure that
we have a sufficient number of candidates across all the requirements of the new Framework. We will ensure that we
have sufficient numbers across the full range of candidate pools by:
(REDACTED)
All of the above activities will help to ensure that we fully understand the requirements of the Framework Public Bodies
which will help us to ensure we build the candidate pools we will need to meet order fulfilment rates.
Utilising a range of candidate acquisition strategies
The most important source of candidates for requirements on the Framework will be our dedicated candidate pools, as
described above. We will concentrate on ensuring that we have the correct mixture of candidate pools and the
necessary number of candidates in each pool prior to the contract commencing.
In addition the candidate pools will be constantly reviewed and replenished by the account team over the duration of
the Framework agreement. The size and make-up of this pool of candidates will be heavily influenced by the information
we gather from Framework Pulic Bodies regarding skill-sets used, expected volumes, geographical requirements etc.
We will utilise the following candidate attraction strategies to ensure that the number of candidates in each of the
candidate banks are kept at an appropriate level:
Our existing candidate database: (REDACTED).
www.harveynash.com/scotland: In July we launched our brand new Scotland professional recruitment website. The
website is designed to inform about all subjects regarding Harvey Nash Scotland and the recruitment opportunities we
offer, with candidates able to view live vacancies and apply directly here. This allows us to create a unique community
of talent, enabling us to incisively target high quality candidates with detailed knowledge of their aspirations and skills.
Trade Press: (REDACTED).
National and local Press: (REDACTED).
Referral / Networking: A recommendation through an existing candidate or client known to account team members is
an extremely effective method of identifying high calibre candidates. As an existing Framework supplier we have gained
a reputation for being able to access high quality interim roles within the public sector and we therefore have a steady
flow of candidates approaching us. If successful we would anticipate this continuing.
Microsites: One of the cornerstones of our recruitment approach is our microsite capability. We’ve developed this
exciting product in order to provide candidates with the opportunity to access a unique, bespoke, client-specific mini
website that provides extensive information on available roles with the hiring organisation, as well as information about
the organisation itself. It also ensures that our clients are being represented fully and we’re really conveying their market
brand appropriately. The microsite enables candidates to view an extensive job brief, supported by information on the
organisation. Using a microsite enables important information such as equal opportunities monitoring forms to be made
available to all potential candidates.
(REDACTED)
Job Boards: We will make sure that Framework vacancies are visible to candidates who are actively seeking new work
opportunities online by using internet job boards. We have preferential agreements with numerous internet job boards
and consultants will advertise specific roles on the relevant sites depending on target audience. Sites we use include the
following:
(REDACTED)
These sites are specifically chosen to encourage participation in the workforce from all demographic groups. Further
sites utilised will include (REDACTED). Using the internet is also an excellent way to ensure that our clients’ vacancies
reach those in rural communities, facilitating direct applications without the necessity of travel.
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Social Media: Experience has taught us that social media is one of the best avenues available to source talented
individuals. In an increasingly digital world many candidates are moving away from the traditional means of recruitment
and we know sticking solely to job boards just isn’t enough anymore. (REDACTED).
Harvey Nash Scotland has (REDACTED).
We also have a dedicated Harvey Nash Scotland Facebook page, where we invite our candidates and clients to engage
with us. It’s also where we post photo albums from our events, team charity initiatives and trips as we find we can
engage more with the viewers than simply directing them to our website. Since May (REDACTED).
We will make sure that the Account Team members for the (IT/Interim) Framework are experts on the use of social
media to access candidate pools.
(REDACTED)
Tbay: “Tbay” is Harvey Nash’s unique online tool to increase its pool of diverse candidates. Diversity is always top of the
agenda within the public sector and we understand that many of the clients that sit on the Framework will want to recruit
from a wide range of diverse candidates.
Candidate Tracking: Utilising our experienced consultants and innovative technology, our account team can track the
availability of the best contractors that are identified as of potential interest to an individual client either due to sector
or niche skills expertise or geographic location. Contractors prefer to work with a recruiter that understands and can
discuss their skill set and assignment requirements in detail.

Candidate open days/ evenings: (REDACTED).
Networking Events/Careers Fairs/Trade Shows & Conferences: The account team will be tasked with attending
networking events, trade shows and conferences across the country relevant to this lot.
Hosting candidate events: (REDACTED).
Engaging with Outplacement companies: We currently engage with a variety of outplacement companies. They use us
to help them to secure new opportunities for candidates who have been affected by redundancy etc. We will continue
to use this method for identifying candidates who appear suitable for our candidate pools.
Follow the Sun: (REDACTED).
Site Tracking: (REDACTED).
Webmining & Search Spiders: Account team members will be trained in innovative search techniques to ensure we
reach the maximum pool of candidates.
Market Knowledge: A primary source of market information comes from our working contractor base that we keep in
regular contact with. This is supplemented by information gathered on a daily basis from the new applicants that our
account team speak to; this information is circulated throughout the account team to assist with sourcing candidates.
Utilising our Global network of offices: The Scotland based account team will communicate any niche candidate
requirements to their colleagues in our global network of offices to ensure maximum awareness of vacancies amongst
the UK & global contractor community.
Engaging with local community groups: To ensure that we are recruiting candidates across rural and urban Scotland
,we will work to build long-term relationships with local agencies and community groups. This will include local schools,
colleges, universities, job centres, clubs and associations. We have a strong and flourishing CSR (Corporate Social
Responsibility) strategy that consistently sees us going out and engaging with local communities. Our Employability
Workshops, CV writing sessions and fundraising for local charities means we’re always engaging with our local
communities.
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Exciting Technology: We ensure that we understand the techniques that candidates are using to find new positions
and as a result we have created some exciting routes to market. Please see below for an example of how we have kept
up to date with technology and reach out to a wider audience;
SMS Texting: (REDACTED).
Through Harvey Nash Mobile Channels:
Search, view and apply for our latest jobs on your
mobile phone
Optimised for




iPhone
Nokia smartphones
Android phones

Tailored Harvey Nash Online Appointments Magazine:





Issued every 2 weeks
Emailed to over 8,000 subscribers
Contains:
Latest Jobs

Through Apple iPad
We were the first recruitment company in the world to
launch an application on the Apple iPad.
Through Google Android
Through the Harvey Nash Android applications
candidates can apply for vacancies, view our online
appointments magazine and access our most recent
CIO Survey.
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Focusing on candidate retention
We recognise that sourcing candidates is only the first stage in building and maintaining strong candidate pools.
In order to ensure that we maintain appropriate levels of candidates in all of the candidate pools throughout the
duration of the contract we will ensure that we focus on candidate retention. The interim market is constantly changing
with candidates taking up and finishing temporary assignments on an ongoing basis.
Although the interim market is fluid it is crucial that we retain suitable candidates within each of the candidate pools
even if they are off the market for periods of time.
To ensure that we are able to retain the candidates we focus on building strong and long-lasting relationships with our
candidates. We’re a people business and no one understands the importance of relationships more than us. If our
relationships with candidates are built on mutual respect and trust we have a far greater chance of ensuring that when
candidates are looking for a new interim position they choose to use our services.
There are a number of core factors which underpin our approach to building candidate relationships, in turn increasing
retention levels:
Communication: Communication is a key consideration and we always make sure we are open and honest with our
candidates. We are realistic with their expectations and offer guidance on the types of roles and rates that they can
expect to achieve.
We will explain to all existing and newly registered candidates about the potential opportunities covered by the
Framework (how it works, vetting requirements etc). We will always offer transparency regarding relevant opportunities
with Framework Public Bodies. This will include providing them with access to information about the Framework Public
Body in question and their current interim opportunities, meaning the candidates can express an interest in any suitable
opportunities.
We commit to regular contact with each candidate pool including scheduled candidate call cycles, regular electronic
newsletters and updates. Keeping candidates informed helps them retain interested in ourselves, Framework Public
Bodies and the overall Framework.
Asking for feedback is always top of our agenda as we believe our candidates should have full and comprehensive
feedback regarding all interviews. Sharing this information and working with our candidates to build on their skills or
weak points helps them prepare for future interviews, as well as feeling like a valued asset. Experience has taught us
that this approach breeds loyalty and commitment in candidates.
We use (REDACTED).
In addition, we will conduct (REDACTED).
Loyalty & Commitment: Relationships are built on mutual respect and trust, loyalty and commitment and we believe
that where we are able to demonstrate these qualities to our candidates, we will receive them in return.
We commit to promoting candidates previously placed under the Framework to other Framework Public Bodies. This
will be as agreed with the candidate and supported by the presentation of relevant line manager feedback/references.
If candidates know they will be promoted in this way, and therefore their chances of securing an opportunity will be
enhanced, they are more likely to remain registered with us. Users of the Framework also benefits from the supply of
experienced candidates who are familiar with similar organisations / roles.
Where candidates prove they are willing to work in remote locations we will reward this flexibility by including them in,
and considering them for, opportunities relating to all relevant candidate pools.
We commit to working with candidates coming to the end of contracts, always looking find them new opportunities,
both within the Framework agreement and with our other clients. This will (REDACTED).
We will also operate a Temporary Worker/Contractor of the Month award. This acknowledges outstanding work carried
out and the winners are presented with a certificate and reward voucher. This will be publicised to all temporary workers
and helps promote loyalty and retention.
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We will work with candidates and temporary workers to assist them in gaining access to training that enhances their
skill-set and marketability for future roles. Candidates and contractors will be invited to appropriate training, briefing
and social events to strengthen relationships with members of the account Team.
Issue Resolution: Every relationship is liable to experience issues at some point. We believe that the way in which issues
are dealt with can be used to enhance a relationship:
(REDACTED)
By dealing with issues in a quick and professional manner we believe that we gain the respect of candidates/temporary
workers and that commitment to this significantly aids candidate retention.
Care & Support: ‘Going the extra mile’ for candidates by way of care and support is a significant factor in candidate
retention and helps us to differentiate ourselves from our competitors:
(REDACTED)
Problem-free-payment: Candidates need to feel confident and have a very high level of trust that when they are placed
on temporary contracts they will be paid on time. They also need to have confidence that the process that allows them
to be paid is clear, robust and easy to understand. By ensuring this we help to increase the loyalty and retention of
candidates. We offer:
(REDACTED)
Contractor Charter: We have a dedicated contractor care team for all temporary workers on an assignment to ensure
the level of service they receive is high quality and consistent.. Therefore we ensure, through a structured contractor
care package, that candidates have a support system and tools available to them to ensure unrivalled contractor
retention.
An integral part of this is (REDACTED):




(REDACTED)
As standard, a member of the Account Team will commit to meeting every placed contractor (REDACTED)
On the completion of a contract, (REDACTED)

All of the above activities will help to enhance our reputation in the marketplace. This helps us to retain candidates.
Developing a Pre-service marketing strategy to promote the framework to candidates
Prior to the service commencement date we will create a marketing campaign which will allow us to contact all of the
candidates on our database, and/or our existing candidate pools, who appear to match the requirements of the
Framework. We will email all relevant candidates to advise them that we have been awarded a place on the Framework
and to confirm that we will be able to give them access to public sector opportunities.
Candidates will be targeted based on the following criteria
(REDACTED)
We can use this communication to ask candidates to update us on their current status which will help us to ensure that
our candidate pools are fully up to date. This process will act as us an early warning system if the number of available
candidates in any given pool looks to be low. (REDACTED).
In advance of this marketing campaign we will approach key stakeholders from Framework Public Bodies to enquire as
to whether there are any significant projects or niche requirements that are expected in the initial period after the
service commencement date for the new contract. If any organisations indicate requirements of this nature we will
ensure that we build this information into our marketing strategy in order to focus on the type/volume of candidates
that may be required.
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Ensuring Authenticity of candidate qualifications
Our qualification checks confirm that the qualifications stated by the candidate as having been achieved are valid and
correct. We insist on seeing original certificates, copy them and store them securely. Further checks are also made with
awarding bodies.
Our consent forms and processes ensure compliance with the Data Protection Act and other relevant privacy legislation.
To comply with The Data Protection Act, all the data we collect is:









Fairly and lawfully processed
Processed for limited purposes
Adequate, relevant and not excessive
Accurate
Not kept for longer than is necessary
Processed in line with the rights of the individual
Secure
Not transferred to countries without adequate protection

We check qualifications achieved from a large range of academic bodies and professional institutions. We confirm
whether the applicant attended the school, college or university they claim to have attended, the number of years and
the precise qualification received, if any.
We can verify Standard Grades/GCSEs, Highers / Advanced Higher/ A’ Levels, University degrees and industry
qualifications, including any licences, enabling you to recruit with confidence.

Our vetting service normally verifies the highest qualification earned /any qualifications essential for a role as previous
qualifications will have been verified in order to gain access to subsequent qualifications. (REDACTED).
However, we can check qualifications for all levels if it is requested and we will work with all of the Framework Public
Bodies to understand how they require us to approach the verification of qualifications for their opportunities.
Our account team will verify candidates’ qualifications on initial registration to our database to streamline the
recruitment process and ensure a suitably screened pool of candidates. During the recruitment process, and in advance
of any firm offer of employment, individuals are asked to provide confirmation of any necessary qualifications/ licenses
/professional qualifications.
In addition all of our staff are fully trained in interview techniques which includes (REDACTED).
We use a variety of methods to check candidate qualifications, including online checks for a number of Professional
Qualifications. Examples of some qualifications we check;
(REDACTED)
All candidate qualification details are logged on the candidate’s record when they are added to our database. This
information is visible to all members of the account team. In situations where qualifications need to be updated or
renewed, (REDACTED).
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Q1.2.7 Tenderers must provide details of their proposals to manage temporary worker sickness absence and
absenteeism, the process for replacement of temporary workers where they are deemed unsuitable for the role, and
how they will ensure that the Framework Public Body is protected from employment relationship
claims/employment law risks. (Question Weighting - 12.5%)
Our approach to sickness absence, absenteeism and the replacement of candidates who are unsuitable for the role
We recognise the impact on hiring managers and Framework Public Bodies whenever a temporary worker is absent for
any reason and we commit to doing everything in our power to minimise temporary worker absence levels. In addition
we will focus on ensuring that the candidates provided to Framework Public Bodies are suitably skilled for the duties
they are being asked to perform.
Our process for managing temporary worker sickness and absenteeism and dealing with any candidates that are
deemed to be unsuitable is underpinned by the following:








A clear & documented reporting procedure for sickness and absence
Ongoing communication, support and early intervention
Expectation management & ongoing contact
A clear process for replacing temporary workers
Clear contractual guidelines
Maintenance of candidates pools to provide replacement candidates
Maintenance of candidate pools for replacements

A clear & documented reporting procedure for sickness and absences
(REDACTED)
Ongoing communication, support & early intervention
(REDACTED)
Expectation management and ongoing contact
(REDACTED)
A clear process for replacing temporary workers
(REDACTED)
(FLOWCHART REDACTED)
This process will focus on a number of key areas:
(REDACTED)
Clear Contractual Guidelines
(REDACTED)
Maintenance of candidates pools to provide replacement candidates
We will ensure that we maintain pools of suitably pre-screened candidate for all live assignments and throughout the
lifetime of the Framework agreement. We will be continually identifying new candidates and keeping in touch with
existing candidates to ensure that we always have a ready supply of candidates for new requirements and for any
situations where a replacement is required. The candidate pools will be made up of candidates with specific skillsets/qualifications and who have been interviewed, assessed, and gone through all the necessary checks. The candidate
pools will also reflect geographical requirements in order that we can quickly find alternative candidates to cover any
areas of unplanned absence across the whole of Scotland.
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If a temporary worker proves to be unreliable on a consistent basis, after consultation, the worker will be terminated
and removed from the candidate pool.

Protecting the Framework Public Body from employment law claims / risks
One of our key priorities in relation to the Framework is to ensure that we mitigate the risk of any employment law
claims against Framework Public Bodies. To ensure we achieve this objective we use a number of methods including:










Harvey Nash Contracts
Managing implied contracts & educating Framework Public Bodies hiring managers
Program of compliance
Training
Legal expertise
Providing temporary workers; Limited company contractors and Umbrella companies
Traffic light system
Influencing legislation
Keeping Framework Public Bodies updated on employment law changes, implications and mitigating actions

Harvey Nash contracts
(REDACTED)
Managing implied contracts & educating Framework Public Bodies hiring managers
(REDACTED)
Program of compliance
(REDACTED)
Training
Harvey Nash has a dedicated training and development budget to ensure all staff are fully briefed on any changes to
employment legislation and how it impacts the processes they must follow. By ensuring that all members of the Account
Team remain fully up to date with all legal requirements we can ensure that we mitigate any risk for Framework Public
Bodies.
Legal expertise – Harvey Nash has an internal legal team and uses external specialists to ensure we keep abreast of all
changes to employment law and other legislative changes. We follow the lead of our industry body; REC Recruitment
and Employment Confederation to ensure that we remain vigilant to any potential risks to our clients.
Providing temporary workers; Limited Company Contractors and Umbrella companies
We envisage that the majority of the temporary workers provided under the Framework will be either Limited Company
Contractors (LCCs) through a Personal Serviced Company (PSC) or an umbrella company.
Temporary workers working through a PSC will be an employee and/or director of the company. Temporary workers
provided through an umbrella company will be an employee of the umbrella company with a contract of employment.
In both of these scenarios the Public Bodies are therefore protected against employment law risks.
MSC Legislation and Conduct Regulations - Harvey Nash is a member of the REC and work to their code of conduct. As
a professional organisation Harvey Nash take compliance with all laws and regulation seriously and are fully conversant
with IR35 legislation, the Conduct of Employment Agencies and Employment Businesses Regulations 2003 (the “Conduct
Regulations”) and Managed Service Company ('MSC') legislation (Chapter 9, Part 2 and Section 688A, Part 11 Income
Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 (the “MSC Legislation)
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Conduct Regulations - Harvey Nash has implemented a thorough program of compliance across the business in
response to the Conduct Regulations. Our processes and procedures have been assessed, and modified where
necessary to ensure that we meet the requirements of the Conduct Regulations. All members of the Account Team have
been trained to follow set processes to ensure compliance. We have also updated our terms of business in accordance
with the Conduct Regulations, and implemented a process (REDACTED)
MSC Legislation- Harvey Nash has implemented a thorough program of compliance across the business in response to
the MSC Legislation. Our processes and procedures have been assessed, and modified where necessary to ensure that
we meet the requirements of the MSC Legislation. To comply with our obligations in accordance with the MSC
Legislation, Harvey Nash (REDACTED).
Eligibility to provide services in the UK - Harvey Nash have provisions in our contracts with Contractors to ensure the
Contractor undertakes to have the necessary documentation (e.g. visa and work permits) to prove they have the right
to work in the UK. There is also a provision where the Contractor warrants that the provisions of the Asylum and
Immigration Act 1996 are complied with in all relevant respects and shall provide Harvey Nash with any relevant
documentary evidence in support of such compliance.
23 months rule
Our Account Team is aware of and will actively manage the Scottish Government's policy on the length of temporary
workers’ assignments. We are aware that for SG core and Main agencies, workers can be assigned to a post for a
maximum period of 23 months.
We understand that the 23 months are calculated in one of two ways



One assignment of 23 months or;
Several smaller assignments within a 23 month period where the break between assignments has been less
than 26 weeks.
We recognise and understand Scottish Government’s requirement to ensure that there is a gap of at least 26 weeks
between a temporary candidate finishing a contract with either Scottish Government Core or one of its main agencies
and subsequently being re-engaged with either SG or an agency. Our Account Team are trained to look for this situation
on candidate CVs and prior to submitting candidates to roles at Scottish Government Core or with one of the main
agencies (e.g. Disclosure Scotland).
Traffic Light System
(REDACTED)
Influencing legislation
Harvey Nash seeks to influence policy makers through active involvement/membership with organisations such
(REDACTED)
Keeping Framework Public Bodies updated on employment law changes, implications and mitigating actions
We will work with the Framework Public Bodies Contract Manager, key stakeholders and hiring managers to keep them
updated on changes in employment law and we will work with them to ensure that any risks are mitigated:







(REDACTED).
Ensure this topic is discussed at all Framework review meetings
We will work with the Framework Public Bodies’ Contract Manager and the Framework Public Bodies Contract
Manager to deal with any major legislative changes that will impact recruitment process/service delivery. This
will ensure that all individual Framework Public Bodies remain fully briefed.
(REDACTED)
(REDACTED)

We aim to do everything we can to protect Framework Public Bodies from employment law risks/claims and will use
the methods described above to do this.
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Q1.2.8 Tenderers must provide their formula for calculating any temporary to permanent fees, Please note this
question will not be scored. However tenderers must provide a response to this question and will be held to this
formula if their bid is successful. (This Question will NOT be scored).
(REDACTED)
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Q1.3.1
Tenderers must clearly describe in detail their processes and systems to ensure service consistency across Framework
Public Bodies, and timely, reliable service delivery, including service level compliance and procedures to ensure
business continuity. Your response must include details of any geographical influences, how these will be managed,
and your procedures to deliver during periods of high and competing demands. (Question Weighting – 25%)
A detailed description of our processes and systems to ensure service consistency across Framework Public Bodies,
and timely, reliable service delivery
A detailed description of our processes and systems to ensure service level consistency
We believe that each recruitment assignment and client covered by the framework agreement is unique and requires a
tailored approach however there still needs to be a minimum service level consistency across all frameworks bodies. In
order to maximise efficiencies we will promote the Statement of Requirements as a base level of service for all client
organisations and will then tailor our service in response to legal, achievable and authorised specific client needs /
requests. The Statement of Requirements already allows for a large degree of flexibility in approach (e.g. security
clearance).
Compliance Service Level Consistency
Within the Account Team you will have a dedicated Operations & Compliance Manager from our in-house Compliance
and Contracts department (REDACTED) who is solely assigned to this framework. This will ensure that all legal
procedures and processes are adhered to across each and every one of the Public Sector Bodies on the Framework,
maintaining consistency regarding all legal and compliance issues. Your compliance manager will have other members
of the department they can call upon should demand rise. Our compliance team are regularly audited to ensure service
level compliance. They have stringent, well-documented compliance processes and systems. The compliance team
receive regular training and are audited regularly to ensure that (REDACTED). We have a written policy on the secure
handling, use, storage, retention and destruction of BPSS and Disclosure Scotland Information. The team follow the
following process for all orders;



Check Schedule 1 for details of (REDACTED)
(REDACTED)

(REDACTED)
Ensuring staff we provide are suitable with skills to perform the duties
Our Account delivery team have a well-documented screening process for ensuring they regularly deliver candidates
that are well-matched to the role across all framework bodies and skillsets. The processes and systems are welldocumented in the (REDACTED)
Systems & procedures to ensure that MI provision is consistent across all framework bodies
All account (REDACTED). We have a dedicated Project Support Co-Ordinator (REDACTED) who is responsible for
collating MI across all framework bodies. We have invested in business intelligence software which integrates data from
all business system used to deliver against this framework and it is provided in a visually appealing and green format
using RIO (Reporting Information Online). Our MI solution ensures provision of MI is in the same high-quality and
accurate format for all framework bodies but it can of course be tailored if required.
Systems & procedures to ensure all finance related service delivery is consistent across all framework bodies
(REDACTED), our UK Finance Director and her finance team have strict systems and processes in place to ensure that all
Framework Public Bodies receive accurate invoices (REDACTED).
Systems and Procedures to ensure a consistent approach to resolving complaints
We have a clearly documented complaints management procedure and our Account Director and Account Manager are
responsible for ensuring that this is used across all framework public bodies to ensure a consistent approach.
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Systems and procedures to ensure minimal complaints regarding late arrival/non-attendance of temporary staff
Our Account Manager and delivery team are responsible for ensuring consistency across all Framework Public Bodies.
We recognise the impact on hiring managers and Framework Public Bodies whenever a temporary worker is absent for
any reason and we commit to doing everything in our power to minimise temporary worker absence levels. In addition
we will focus on ensuring that the candidates provided to Framework Public Bodies are suitably skilled for the duties
they are being asked to perform.
Our process for managing temporary worker sickness and absenteeism and dealing with any candidates that are
deemed to be unsuitable is underpinned by the following:








A clear & documented reporting procedure for sickness and absence
On-going communication, support and early intervention
Expectation management & on-going contact
A clear process for replacing temporary workers
Clear contractual guidelines
Maintenance of candidates pools to provide replacement candidates
Maintenance of candidate pools for replacements

Systems and procedures to ensure consistent communication across all Framework Public Bodies
We have a documented communication strategy, which includes standardised templates for communication. We
also have an agreed minimum level of communication that all Framework Public Bodies can expect and it is then
tailored to match their requirements.
Ensuring Consistency of Process
There are a number of other things which we do within our business to ensure consistency of service across all
Framework Public Bodies;














Core account team that can be flexed up and down – a core team that focusses on the framework and works
on requirements across all Framework Bodies ensures that service levels are consistent as different
frameworks don’t have different people working with them. The fact that we can easily increase team size is
important as over-stretched teams can often impact service consistency
Clear documentation of all processes and procedures in framework user manuals. We already have extensive
user manuals which detail our pertinent information and are updated on a regular basis to reflect any changes
to service level requirements or legislation which can impact processes or procedures. All team members must
adhere to this manual and are measured against compliance at their appraisals
Knowledge sharing – no individual consultant is unique in their duties, multiple people can always perform the
same role which means that holidays, sickness and absence don’t impact consistency of service levels. In
addition, we ensure carefully documented handovers in the case of holidays or resignations
Training – our dedicated training department carry out regular training needs analysis to identify any areas
where service consistency may not be as good as we need it to be. Remedial training/ coaching is quickly put
in place to address the issue. In addition, we train all team members in a pro-active way as part of our
continuous improvement cycle. Any new team members have a very structured induction programme to
ensure that their delivery standards are consistent with existing team members
Customer satisfaction – our client satisfaction surveys and review meetings allow us to check whether all
individual Framework Bodies believe they are receiving a consistent level of service. If any results stand out,
we would immediately work with the client to remedy this
Robust on-boarding process – before working with a new Framework Public Body we have a standard
requirement gathering process which we adhere to. We gather detailed information on the organisation and
requirements. This information is documented in our framework user manual and used as a starting point to
ensure service consistency
Robust requirement analysis – we always contact every hiring manager on receipt of an order to offer to
discuss the role in more detail (either face to face or by telephone) to ensure we really understand exactly
what they are looking for. This is an important part of our process to ensure consistency in delivery of quality
CVs.
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Pre-cleared candidate pools – having been on the previous framework since 2009 we have already built up
considerable pre-screened candidate pools relevant to this framework and would look to build on these and
enhance them in the future. This is an essential part of ensuring consistency of service to Framework Public
Bodies who have requirements for niche or rare skills or are based in a remote location.

Continuous Improvement
We believe that the SLA I sonly a starting point for ensuring service delivery levels are consistent across all Framework
Public Bodies. We use our continuous improvement processes and procedures to ensure that service levels and user
satisfaction continually improve over the duration of the framework.
Procedures to ensure Business Continuity
Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Policy
Overview
Over the last few years Harvey Nash has become far more client facing with external applications available to both
clients and candidates, and we find ourselves with an increasing requirement for availability outside of normal business
work hours, of critical systems such as e-mail, mobile, and other Web based applications, such as the client facing CMS.
We have a robust disaster recovery and business continuity policy that is part of our staff induction programme and is
adhered to by all members of staff including the framework account team. Any new members of the account team
would be fully briefed on the policy and what to do in case of any disruption to service.
We have a Business Continuity Policy, as well as a Contingency Plan with key members of the organisation positioned
to lead any crisis management in the eventuality the Contingency Plan needs to be implemented.
Our disaster recovery plan is bespoke to each location and office and includes both physical and data damages. Our
networks can be routed at any time from one location to another, or a third party. Email traffic and all data are accessible
from anywhere across the globe using global third party storage. In London we host the bulk of our critical servers and
centralised backup facilities. We also have additional hosting facilities in the US and the entire network is based on Cisco
technologies.
In the very unlikely event that any one of our Scottish offices was subjected to a physical disaster (e.g. floods or fire) we
can source alternative serviced office accommodation within three hours via the services of a global broker. All
consultants are issued with mobile phones, laptops, mobile devices and iPads and will use their devices to ensure there
are no disruptions to client services. Our flexible working policy means that all our consultants can work remotely. Our
belief is that at any location, we can be up and running and functional within four hours of a catastrophic failure.
Our network of global offices proves advantageous, and helps us ensure business continuity as consultants in another
location can continue to deliver services should the need arise (e.g. our flexible resource team in (REDACTED) have been
trained to source CV’s for the Scottish business and understand the requirements).
Strategically we want to be able to offer as much flexibility to the business as possible in terms of being able to re-site
individuals or teams if this proves necessary or advantageous to the business. We have a robust business continuity
policy and plan to ensure that we can ensure service consistency at all times.
Please see Appendix 1 for details of our Business Continuity Plan
Details of geographical influences, and how these will be managed
With a population of 5.2 million who are geographically dispersed, it is no wonder that Framework Public Bodies
delivering essential services can be found all over Scotland. Framework Public Bodies can be found in our largest cities
but are also to be found in some quite remote rural areas. We have permanent offices in Edinburgh and Glasgow which
gives us a physical presence in Scotland’s two largest cities and use a flexible office solution in Aberdeen, Dundee,
Inverness and Stirling.
We have delivered to the previous framework since 2009, and made use of a number of initiatives to ensure that
regardless of their geographic location, all framework users can expect to receive the same high quality of service;
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We regularly visit all areas of Scotland and pro-actively approach all Framework Bodies in the area to offer to
meet them face to face
We build pre-screened candidate pools and focus on ensuring volume of candidates for areas of high
population density and also finding candidates for more unusual rural or remote areas
We utilise technology for communication with remote Framework Public Bodies – Skype, Facetime,
videoconferencing etc
Our Public Sector Portal which we will build for this new framework will market roles in more remote locations
to candidates (and highlight cost of accommodation, activities and transport links) to broaden the appeal
We have a wide network of UK and Global offices which is very useful when we need to meet candidates for
interview or to check BPSS documents
We have a great deal of experience helping candidates relocate for the duration of a contract and have
discounted rates with many serviced apartments to make this easier. This allows us to help find niche skills for
geographical areas which may not have any other local employers using these skills. We use a global office
broker who can find us a serviced office in any location within 3 hours, so if we have a volume of work in any
location at all we can have a physical presence there
We particularly focus on communication with rural clients to understand future requirements, so we can build
a suitable pipeline of pre-screened candidates
We do check our client satisfaction surveys to ensure remote clients still had a positive user experience.

Details of our procedures to deliver during periods of high and competing demands
We are experienced in delivering to large scale accounts / frameworks of this nature and are familiar with fluctuations
in the demand for services over the course of a / agreement. We recognise that there are a number of factors that may
increase the demand for the Framework services such as:





Budget sign off when new interim roles are approved
Specific projects or events that require additional interim support (REDACTED)
Specific initiatives with a requirement for interim workers
Peak periods of demand for services which require short-term additional resources

We also recognise that for some of the situations above demand may increase across a number of Framework Public
Bodies simultaneously.
As a current supplier to the Interim Manager and Interim IT Frameworks we have been balancing the fluctuating
demands of the Frameworks for the last 4 years. We are pleased to state that there has never been any point during
this period where we have been unable to cope with the demand for services.
Our strategies / procedures to ensure that we are able to deliver during periods of high and competing demand and
underpinned by the following:







Core account team - size and structure
Additional resources
Ongoing development of candidate pools
Communication and forward planning
Contingency plans
Additional support to free up account team’s time

Core account team – size and structure
Our aim is to set up a designated account team with clear direction on exactly who, and how many recruiters,
will be allocated to support the requirements of the Framework. The size of the account team and the level of
experience of team members will always be dictated by the nature and demands of the contract in question.
We don’t have a ‘one size fits all’ approach and each team is bespoke, unique and befitting of individual
requirements.
In addition our experience tells us that activity levels on individual accounts fluctuate over time and for this
reason we always look to commence a new agreement with a core account team which is (REDACTED).
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To ensure that the account team is always fully utilised the team is also aligned to other Frameworks covering
the same group of Framework Public Bodies or to some additional smaller client accounts which have similar
candidate requirements. The advantage of this for the Framework Public Bodies using the Framework is that
it allows us to maintain the larger account team over the entire duration of the contract, even in times of lower
recruitment activity.
We know from experience that different accounts will typically have different periods of high activity and
therefore account teams of this nature are generally fully utilised, and importantly for the Framework always
focused on relevant candidate acquisition activities. By focusing the account team on accounts that have
similar requirements for candidates we can ensure that all relevant candidate pools are kept fully maintained
and that candidates can move between assignments across the various accounts / Frameworks as they
become available.
The account team for the Framework will be made up of a mixture of consultants and resourcers with
experience of recruiting across an appropriate mix of disciplines/skill-sets which are aligned to the
requirements of the Framework.
We will operate a virtual account team across our various office locations and the initial team structure will
reflect the geographical locations that we expect to have the most regular requirements. This information will
be gathered during audit activities immediately after the contract award and will be based on historic and
anticipated requirements. The shape of the account team and the office locations in which individual team
members are based will evolve in response to the ongoing requirements of Framework Public Bodies.
An Account Team Manager will oversee the work of the core account team, which will be based across our
various office locations in Scotland, to ensure that we have sufficient capacity to support Framework Public
Bodies in all geographical areas.
We have successfully supplied to the Interim IT and Interim IT Frameworks since 2009 and during that period
we have effectively managed the delivery of services at all times via the core account team and on occasions
additional support. This experience means that we have an established account team who are highly
experienced with the public sector interim requirements and the existing Framework Public Bodies.
However, we recognise that under the new Framework(s) there will be a smaller number of suppliers
supporting the Framework which will add to the demands. We are also aware that there is likely to be a higher
volume of orders due to additional role types being added to the requirements and as new public bodies choose
to use the framework(s). For this reason we will be clear to review the size and structure of our current account
team to ensure that it is appropriate for the new Agreement.
If required we will add additional resources to the core account team in anticipation of the higher demands
under the new frameworks.
Additional resources
Our account teams are designed to be responsive and flexible to ensure we’re always meeting and exceeding
your expectations. (REDACTED). This will be particularly relevant to support the recruitment of niche / difficult
to fill interim roles.
In the event that there is a high level of demand during particular time periods we (REDACTED).
Our Account Team Manager will continually oversee the work of the core account team. Where it becomes
apparent that additional resources are required during times of high or competing demands they will work with
the Framework Sponsor to divert additional resources from other areas of the business.
Any additional resources for the account team will be in the form of experienced recruiters (consultants and
resourcers). Although they may not have experience of supplying to the Framework(s) they will be experienced
in sourcing and matching candidates and managing the recruitment process.
Any additional recruiters will be assigned to experienced members of the account team in order that they can
be utilised in the most appropriate manner. They will also be able to access our centrally held account team
information library which houses the Framework guide and user guides. These guides hold all the information
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in relation to the overall framework and to individual Framework Public Bodies and will act as a point of
reference for anyone who is less familiar with the Framework(s).
Ongoing development of candidate pools
Alongside the size and capacity of the account team the biggest single factor in our ability to consistently deliver services
during periods of high and conflicting demand is our ability to source appropriately skilled and experienced candidates
quickly and in response to Framework Public Body requirements.
This means that candidate acquisition and the ongoing maintenance of candidate pools is a crucial component in
ensuring that we can deliver during times of high or competing demands.
As described above, by focusing the account team on accounts that have similar requirements for candidates
we can ensure that all relevant candidate pools are kept fully maintained and that candidates can move
between assignments across the various accounts / Frameworks as they become available.
We already have candidate pools which support the existing Frameworks which are based on skill-set,
experience, budget, security clearance and locations. The account team actively manage these candidate
pools and ensure that at all times we have a sufficient number of candidates to cover the demand.
The account team manager carries out regular checks on the level of candidates in each of the pools to ensure
that these are always maintained.
Having an appropriate level of candidates available for Framework opportunities at all times also makes it
much easier for any additional recruiters assigned to the account team to support the Framework as their roles
is then focused on the recruitment process rather than on candidate acquisition.
Communication and forward planning
One of the best ways of ensuring that we are always able to deliver a consistent level of service during periods of high
and / or competing demands is to anticipate the demands and have plans in place to cover them.
For this reason the Account team manager and account team members will place a heavy emphasis on developing
relationships and ongoing communication channels with Framework Public Bodies and their key stakeholders and hiring
managers.
Whilst we appreciate that there will always be a need to support unexpected requirements we know from experience
that it is possible to anticipate the vast majority of busy periods.
We can use historic management information to analyse trends in recruitment volumes for the last four years. This will
allow the account manager to both increase the size of the account team in anticipation of high periods of demand and
to engage with Framework Public Bodies to remind them of past trends and to ascertain whether they are likely to be
repeated.
We will also work hard to understand the timing of all major projects that are likely to increase the demands on the
Framework.
As we cut across all Framework Bodies using the framework we have visibility of the entire recruitment landscape for
interim staff across the public sector in Scotland. This allows to anticipate situations where there are likely to be
conflicting demands. We can use this information to inform Framework Public Bodies who are likely to be competing
for similar candidate groups at the same time. This may allow them to pull their resources and/or for us to use a joined
up approach to our candidate acquisition strategies. It may also be possible for a Framework Public Body to postpone
projects or recruitment activities until a later time.
With our experience of working on the existing frameworks we already have strong relationships and communication
channels that help us to anticipate and manage demands.
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Contingency plans
(REDACTED)
Additional support to free up account team’s time
We recognise that the most important function of the account team is to source suitable candidates for the Framework
Public Bodies requirements and to process orders in an efficient and timely manner.
For this reason we put a great deal of emphasis on removing other elements of the service delivery which can be
delivered by non-recruiters.
For this reason the wider account team will also include support from the following functions:




Our internal Finance team who will be responsible for ensuring that contractors are paid on time, that invoices are
issued and payments are received from Framework Public Bodies
Post placement candidate aftercare will be supported via our contractor care team
Management information reporting requirements will be supported by our in-house Admin team

Supporting the core account team as described above frees up their time to ensure they focus their attention on the
acquisition of candidates and meeting the requirements of Framework Public Bodies.
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Appendix 1 – Business Continuity Plan

(REDACTED)

Information Security Management System
Business Continuity Plan

(REDACTED)
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Q1.3.2 Tenderers must provide details of their proposals to enhance performance management, focussing on
qualitative and quantitative key performance indicators relating to Supplier Relationship Management and
Supplier Staff Performance. (Question Weighting – 15%)
We’re an entrepreneurial and innovative organisation which means we’re always striving to improve. Resting on
our last great recruitment campaign isn’t an option for us, which is why we will implement the following to ensure
we’re delivering the very best service to the Scottish Procurement Framework.
Supplier Relationship Management
Clearly Defined Implementation Plan: At the beginning of the Scottish Procurement Framework agreement we will
put together a clearly defined process and implementation plan with the Strategic Contract Manager to ensure that
all Framework Public Bodies know what is needed to keep the recruitment process running smoothly. This plan will
include the following:
Process and Implementation
(REDACTED)
Performance Management: Through working with the Framework Public Bodies Contract Manager, the Strategic
Contract Manager and the Human Resources team we will develop clear and detailed SLAs and KPIs, we will be able
to effectively monitor our performance against the criteria throughout the lifetime of the Scottish Procurement
Framework.
Through our regular reporting and gathering of management information we can deliver significant benefit to the
Framework. We will conduct regular communication and review meetings with the Framework Public Bodies and
will be able to guarantee that all service levels are being met and improved upon, and that any issues that arise are
dealt with swiftly and efficiently. We will make sure that wherever the Framework Public Bodies are, whether in
rural or urban locations, we will travel to their site and meet them to facilitate communication.
Below is an example of the qualitative KPIs to which we would use to measure performance:
(TABLE REDACTED)
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We will also use the following Indicative Performance Indicators
Service Criteria
Temporary Workers with a valid Basic Disclosure
certificate at the offer stage of the ordering process
Supply of security cleared temporary workers
Supply of security cleared temporary workers
Temporary workers Suitability (have the skills to
perform the required duties)
Provision of management reports
Line management complaints
(Complaints to be escalated and resolved as per
agreed procedure)
Invoices presented on time, accurate and in the
correct format (containing all required information)
Complaints received regarding late arrival / nonattendance of temporary workers
Prompt payment of sub-contractors and/or
consortia members (if applicable). Maximum of 30
from receipt of payment from Framework Public
Bodies, 10 days target

Target
100% of all temporary workers to have a valid Basic
Disclosure Scotland certificate at the point their name is put
forward for the assignment
97% within 48 hours of request
100% within 5 - 10 working days of request
99% to be suitable for the work in any one month period (to
be measured across all Framework Public Bodies)
90% to be submitted within 14 working days of the month
end
97% of placements to have no complaint left unresolved (for
whatsoever reason) over any one month period.
99% of invoices to be accurate in any one month period
(measured across all Framework Public Bodies)
97% of all assignments to have no complaints regarding late
arrival / non-attendance (measured across all Framework
Public Bodies)
100% within 30 days.

We will provide and report on each temporary assignment as part of comprehensive monthly management
information, including the monitoring of continuous placements. (REDACTED).
Additional Support: Through regular recruitment meetings with the Framework Public Bodies Contract Manager we
believe we will be able to offer additional support to help improve efficiency within the recruitment process. Having
worked the previous four years with Scottish Procurement and with a thorough understanding of the Scottish Public
Sector we can continue to support this framework through the process, as well as ensuring we are continuously
improving service and contract performance.
Regular Communication: We advocate regular communication with both the Framework Public Bodies and the
Strategic Contract Manager above all things. This facilitates open discussion to review our performance against the
SLAs of the Scottish Procurement Framework, discussing upcoming recruitment volume and specific projects and
the resolution of any outstanding issues, with the aim of continuously improving the service being delivered to the
Scottish Procurement Framework.
To ensure we are engaging effectively we work to establish a high frequency of communications, such as monthly
review meetings and the management reporting.
Weekly or Monthly Management Information reports will be available to all Framework Public Bodies and will be
exchanged between the Account Manager and the Framework Public Bodies Contract Manager. Reports and
progress can be reviewed in monthly or quarterly teleconferences or physical meetings between the various teams.
Performance Reviews: For the duration of the Scottish Procurement Framework our performance and the quality
of our recruitment processes will be measured through three key metrics:
 Candidate Satisfaction Survey: issued to all placed candidates
 Client Satisfaction Survey: issued to all Framework public Bodies we are engaging with
 (REDACTED)
Benefits to the framework Public Bodies: Through utilising the methods as outlined above we can offer greater
value to the Framework Public Bodies, as we can guarantee we will continue to improve our performance and service
offerings. We can offer:
 A transparent process
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Knowledge
Delivery
Continuous Improvement throughout our contract

Compliance: At Harvey Nash we have a dedicated in-house compliance department that reviews all legislative and
legal contracts as well as ensuring we are always adhering to our policies, best practices and employee obligations.
Within the compliance department we will have a dedicated consultant who will be assigned to the Scottish
Procurement Framework Account Team and will be responsible for keeping up with changes to legislation and
regulations, and communicating these to the rest of the team. This will ensure that when working with Scottish
Procurement, we’re always researching the public sector, always improving our knowledge base and always one
step ahead of any changes to legislation within the sector. This foresight means we are equipped with the knowledge
to deftly respond to any changes, moving with them and continuing to provide exceptional service.
We will work with Scottish Procurement to continually develop our relationships with individual clients and to
manage and improve the performance of both parties. We will encourage open and honest feedback (two-way)
which will be presented at review meetings and on an ad-hoc basis. This will be supported by the development,
measurement and reporting of KPI’s that focus on satisfaction levels and identifying relationship management issues
that can directly impact on service delivery. Our proposals on areas to be considered include:

Relationship Management
(REDACTED)
Strategic Value
(REDACTED)
Capability and Quality
(REDACTED)
KPI’s - Financial Value
(REDACTED)
Supplier Staff Performance
As well as improving our processes with Procurement Scotland and the Framework Public Bodies, we work just as
hard with our own consultants to make sure their skills are continuously improving.
All Account Team (managers, consultants, and support staff) will be measured against the KPI’s and SLA of both the
overall agreement and specific client requirements. Our approach to performance management and ensuring
continuous improvement includes:
(REDACTED)
Q1.3.3
Tenderers must describe their management processes and agreed ways of working to maintain a consistently high
service level. Your response should cover, but not be limited to, performance monitoring, managing
communications, problem solving and dispute resolution, achieving value for money in relation to your staff
(including supply chain sub- contractors or consortia members, where appropriate) and internal and external
stakeholders. (Question Weighting – 10%)
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High Service Levels
Keeping the standards high will always be top of our agenda when working with Scottish Procurement.
Misunderstandings can arise as a result of different expectations which is why we will work with the Framework
Public Bodies and the Framework Public Bodies Contract Manager to define clear SLAs at the very beginning of the
agreement. As well as clear SLAs many of the Framework Public Bodies may have undocumented preferences that
we will also work to understand and adhere to.
By focussing on these two things we can have a clear understanding of exactly what constitutes a high service level
to the Framework Public bodies and set and maintain our quality standards. We have a robust process for pinpointing
any service quality dips and taking remedial action to raise them quickly before they impact on any Framework Public
Bodies.
We have developed our own Quality Assurance Process (REDACTED)
Key features:
(REDACTED)
During the course of assignments, our performance and the quality of our recruitment process is measured through
three key metrics:




Candidate Satisfaction Survey: issued to all placed candidates
Client Satisfaction Survey: issued to all our clients
(REDACTED)

We’ll always collaborate closely with Scottish Procurement and the individual framework Public Sector Bodies to
ensure value is added at every possible opportunity. Below is a continuous improvement model that we adhere to:
(DIAGRAM REDACTED)
Service Levels can always be improved, and the success of any service level improvement is measured using the
following metrics:


Customer General Satisfaction.
Regular Customer Satisfaction surveys are sent to client hiring managers to ensure our service is well monitored
and is continually evolving to meet client’s needs.



Performance Statistics

(REDACTED)


Requirement Analysis

(REDACTED)


Time Management

(REDACTED)


Finance and Administration

(REDACTED)

Matching resources to meet Service Level requirements
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Although we strive to provide a service which goes beyond just hitting the service level targets, we ensure that
service levels stay high against these key measurable by putting in place strategies that are then delivered by the
right people. We ensure the quality of our account team for this framework is high through a robust recruitment,
training and development process. We make sure that each member of the account team is clearly aware of service
levels, (REDACTED) We believe it is important to have clearly documented individuals and teams responsible for
maintaining each service level requirement, they can they be held accountable and measured by management.
(REDACTED).

Clear management
Maintaining high service levels doesn’t stop with hiring the best talent. Our managers must also create and maintain
an environment that encourages and rewards excellence. Whilst our managers hire the right teams, train them well
and equip them with the right tools they then need to consistently monitor performance. (REDACTED).
Innovation
We learned a lot working on the previous IT and Interim frameworks, and are using this retender process as an
opportunity to make some changes to processes and systems that we believe will allow us to deliver an even higher
level of service. Changes include;
(REDACTED)
The right team
A high calibre and experienced account team makes is far easier to consistently deliver a high level of service. Firstly,
we ensure that the competency framework for each account team roles is carefully developed. Then we ensure we
access the widest possible pool of suitably qualified candidates. From that talent pool, we use a variety of interview
and assessment tool and methodologies to select candidates with the right skills, competencies and motivators to
ensure their success. We set clear and measurable objectives and cultivate a culture of empowerment and
continuous improvement. We recognise and reward the achievement of high service levels by our account team and
tie this in with our appraisal system. (REDACTED).
Performance Monitoring
Our consultants’ performances are all measured against key indicators that are built into their personal business at
the start of the year. We will make sure that all consultants working on the Scottish Procurement Framework have
personal reviews to ensure targets relating to specific deliverables on the Framework become an inherent part of
their business plan.
We recognise the need for on-going performance reviews and our approach is (REDACTED).
In addition to our own internal Management Information we will prepare and submit monthly reports to the
Framework Public Bodies Contract Manager. Such reports shall be tailored, in agreement with the Framework Public
Bodies’ Contract Manager, to show only information that is relevant to that particular Framework Public Body. We
will also produce a quarterly report which consolidates information for all Framework Public Bodies and submit this
to the Authority’s Strategic Contract Manager. Reports will be submitted to the Framework Public Bodies’ Contract
Manager within 14 working days of the end of each month. As requested these management information reports
will include, as a minimum, the following details:
● Organisation;
● Department;
● Framework Public Bodies Contact;
● Named Job Role
● Framework Public Bodies Job Grade (if applicable);
● Start Date;
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

End Date;
Time in post;
Hourly Pay Rate;
Hours Worked;
Cumulative Pay;
Reason for temp worker being used (e.g. maternity leave);
Reason temp worker left assignment
Quantity of management complaints
Reasons for management complaints
Quantity of escalations
Quantity and percentage of posts not filled within agreed Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
Reasons for any failure to meet SLAs
Detailed figures regarding Key Performance Indicators (explained in clause 13.4)

If required we will work with the Authority and/or Framework Public Bodies to provide information relevant to
Freedom of Information requests, Parliamentary Questions or Ministerial Correspondence.
All of our MI can be provided online either in a dedicated web application or as a component of a more
comprehensive client portal/extranet. Data quality and accuracy is one of our primary objectives, and staff members
receive comprehensive training in the use of the systems from our business services team, who continue to work
closely with them as new requirements / clients are developed and implemented to ensure all additional training
needs are met.
We will agree the exact content, format and style for the Management Information Report(s) with the Authority
during the mobilisation phase, however if additional information is required by Public Bodies we will work with them
to ensure this information is included.
At the end of each assignment we will provide the Framework Public Bodies line management with a standard exit
report for completion of the performance of the contractor whom has just completed their assignment. The content
of this report will be agreed upon between us and the Public Body at the commencement of the agreement. We
will seek to ensure that the exit reports are completed on all assignments and are returned to the Framework Public
Bodies within one month of the end of the assignment. We will collate all exit reports from all bodies and analyse
the data to identify key trends to improve our performance, these will also be used at review meetings with the
Authority’s Strategic Contract Manager.
In addition to the exit reports, we will also conduct biannual surveys of Framework Public Bodies to measure the
levels of satisfaction with the Agreement. Our findings will then be prepared and shared with both Framework Public
Bodies Contract Managers and the Authority’s Strategic Contract Manager and be used to ensure continuous
improvement, address any concerns that are identified and highlight successes and best practice.
Managing Communications
Managing clear and regular communication is a key part in ensuring that we maintain consistently high service
levels whilst delivering this Framework. It is a big part of our culture to listen to our clients, make sure we respond
to you as soon as possible and keep you updated. We like to communicate with you regularly to ensure that there
are no unnecessary dips in service and any that do happen are recognised very quickly and remedied.
We will utilise a number of communication tools and methods to gather quantative and qualitative feedback from
framework users and candidates. This feedback with be gathered through a variety of formal and informal
methods; e.g. our regular client and candidate satisfaction surveys, face to face meetings and formal quarterly
reviews. (REDACTED).
Some key examples of communication to ensure consistently high service levels;
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•
•
•

Account Sponsor and Account Manager agree a documented communication strategy that is varied to suit
the wide variety of framework users - this document contains a description of the means and frequency of
communication between interested parties both internally and externally.
The Account Team will utilise certain templated communication pieces to ensure that key messages are
delivered in exactly the right way to all relevant framework users to ensure a consistency
Our change management methodology encourages a top-down approach of key communications, led by
corporate executives and program sponsors, and a bottom-up approach led by the project team.
We will communicate the expectations we have of our candidates very carefully, to ensure the service they
deliver is of the highest possible standard. Communication includes (REDACTED).
(REDACTED)
Defined communication standards that show what we commit to in areas such as speed of telephone
response, email response, written response, regularity of visits and meetings and responses to complaints.
These defined standards are embedded into account team training and performance monitoring. These are
not restricted to the recruitment consultants but also to other areas of our business such as finance and IT
who may have communication with framework users.

Problem solving & Dispute Resolution
We will work with individual Public Bodies and the Contract Authority to implement a formal escalation route with
a clear written protocol that is bespoke to this agreement. This will be approved by the Authority’s Strategic Contract
Managers and/or relevant client organisations and we will seek to accommodate existing processes:
(TABLE REDACTED)

Our client satisfaction surveys provide an excellent platform for any minor issues or problems as well as general
feedback. (REDACTED).
Achieving Value for Money
Value for Money
Harvey Nash recognises its responsibility to achieve value for money for all of our clients, but are particularly proud
to assist Scotland’s Public Sector. Achieving value for money on this Framework involves the efficient, effective
and economic use of taxpayers’ money in the delivery of Scotland’s public services. We are committed to the
pursuit of economy efficiency and effectiveness as part of our corporate strategy, and commits to adopting good
practice and adhering to value for money principles at all time in relation to this contract.
In relation to our staff, it means that we ensure our account team and IT contractors seek out and implement
solutions which achieve the best mix of quality and effectiveness for the least outlay. To do this, we expect them to
base their decisions on evidenced information and follow agreed processes and policies, challenging these
appropriately where they appear to prevent good value for money. Our Account Sponsor and Account Director are
measured as part of our appraisal process on how well they embed a culture of value for money within the
account team.
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Objectives
Examples of actions we will take to ensure value for money in relation to this framework:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

To ensure that all the framework account team recognise their obligation to seek value for money for
Scotland’s Public Sector (both in the design of our services and in our on-going delivery throughout the
duration of the framework). (REDACTED)
Internally, our staff will promote a culture of continuous improvement, and look at client feedback forms
and feedback we receive from Scottish Procurement for new and innovative ways to achieve this.
(REDACTED)
Our staff will look at recognising and adopting
(REDACTED)
(REDACTED)
(REDACTED)
(REDACTED)
Our contractors/temporary workers as well as our own internal staff have the ability to ensure value for
money. (REDACTED).
(REDACTED)
(REDACTED)
(REDACTED)
(REDACTED)
We host a number of events which external framework stakeholders are invited to, which encourage
collaboration between different framework users and highlight ways of achieving value for money across
the public sector.
Our robust internal recruitment process and internal training, appraisal and development programme
ensure that all our account team are of an appropriate quality and on appropriate salaries to deliver best
value on this framework
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Q1.3.4
Provide a statement to clearly demonstrate our proposals for regular and effective communication with
Framework Public Bodies throughout the framework duration.
Provision of Management Reports, Out of hour’s procedures, Complaints management (including escalation) and
Order cancellation processes
Regular and effective communication with Framework Public Bodies throughout the framework duration

Initial Contact
We actively promote honest and open communication with our clients at all times and believe that the frequency,
format and content of communication should reflect the requirements of the Framework Public Bodies. To ensure
this, we will identify key stakeholders at the start of this agreement and work with them to assess their specific
needs/requirements over the duration of the contract from implementation and on an on-going basis. This analysis
takes into account the widely varying needs and circumstances of urban and rural users across the broad public
sector landscape ensuring that we maintain consistently high service levels in a way that is efficient and fair. Our
communication helps with everything from day to day management of the framework, gathering qualitative and
quantitative feedback, strengthening our understanding of client needs and dealing with any issues. We have gained
a great deal of knowledge whilst previously delivering this framework, and having analysed communication needs,
we will build on this to innovate and improve. Your Account Manager will ensure that the delivery team formalise a
communication plan to promote the agreement to their counterpart(s) in the various Public Bodies. This includes
discussions and decisions on the most appropriate way of communicating with specific groups or individuals and the
most appropriate format to be used (including on-going feedback from stakeholders on potential changes /
improvements). The proper use of this communication framework will promote best practices and help to set and
manage expectations of all parties involved reducing the chances of miscommunication.
We understand that Supplier Relationship Management (SRM) is a two-way process to help continually improve the
performance of both the Framework Public Bodies and Harvey Nash. We will continue to develop and build new
longstanding relationships with the Framework Bodies through regular and effective communication to ensure the
best possible outcomes are reached.
Our Account Manager and Account Sponsor will attend an introductory SRM meeting which will be arranged shortly
after the Framework Agreement is awarded. This meeting will introduce key Harvey Nash members to the
Authority’s vision and definition of SRM and an SRM Strategy will be agreed. Further SRM meetings will be chaired
by the Authority and Harvey Nash’ Senior Management will attend. We understand the importance of these
meetings and will ensure that the information collated at each one is recorded and cascaded to the delivery team
and incorporated into our bespoke training sessions.
On-going communication
On an operational level, we will work with the Public Bodies Contract Manager to reach a full agreement on the
frequency of contact including calls, reviews and meetings, ensuring at all times that we adhere to their
requirements and expectations and terms of supply. As specifics can change from one public body to another we
will use these initial meetings to seek clarification on following requirements for their organisation:




Typical Job Roles;
Timeframes of temporary staff requirements;
HR policies, (including AWRs and living wage etc.);
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Security and Background check and Disclosure levels required;
List of individuals who can place orders;
Ordering procedures;
Payroll and Invoicing procedures; and
Management information required (type and frequency).

We will also agree the start date from when they will start placing orders through the framework, who the key
contacts are both in their organisation and in ours, including the escalation points. We will seek to arrange regular
meetings with the Public Bodies to ensure that or lines of communication are providing value for both parties.
Distribution
We will (REDACTED).
Where it is necessary to disseminate important pieces of information to large groups, we have a number of ways in
which we could communicate this effectively such as (REDACTED).
Channels of communication
The introduction of eProcurement Scotland (ePS) will support the framework on an on-going basis and allow for
better controls to be put in place in regards to communication, such as managing new and existing job orders and
most back office function’s. We currently have very resilient automated back office processes in place which we will
work with ePS and the Authorities Strategic Contract Manager to ensure they are aligned with the needs of the
Framework, reducing the need for manual input and human error. Having an end-to-end solution in place such as
this ensures that this line of communication is as effective as possible.
(REDACTED)
For orders that require written confirmation by post we will provide our current office address and communicate to
Scottish Procurement should this change. These orders will then be updated electronically so they are included in
our MI reporting.
After receiving an Order Form/Schedule 1, we will inform the Framework Public Body using the most appropriate
form of communication that suits them, if we are able to supply the Services set out in the Order Form/Schedule 1.
We will aim to deliver appropriately vetted and security cleared temporary workers at 48 hours’ notice through the
agreed channels of communication such as the eProcurement Scotland portal or email. All Orders received will be
logged on a delivery team tracker and given to a consultant with the most relevant specialist vertical experience.
Our consultants will work with the Framework Public Bodies Contract Manager’s on a role by role basis to ascertain
the specific requirements. When qualifying a role we will work with the Public Body to ascertain the detailed role
specifics and also details of the organisation itself to ensure the best delivery of appropriate candidates on a
cultural/team fit level too.
Whilst we envisage telephone to be the most likely communication method, we do have the ability to speak with
Public Bodies using a number of traditional and market leading communication methods.
These include, but are not limited to; (REDACTED).
We are advocates of continuous improvement and will apply this to the work we carry out on this Framework. For
example, when discussing roles with prospective candidates we will collate any market information we find out
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about the Public Body and present this feedback to them allowing them to gain an insight to how they are perceived
in the market place.
Our team of consultants are supported by an experienced back-office team who take ownership for their
responsibilities. We agree lines of communication between our support functions (finance, compliance, operations
etc.) and their counterparts within client organisations to maintain the standards of communication which are in
place between hiring managers and consultants. These streamlined processes ensure the highest levels of
communication, and customer service.
Legal
We will advise the Contract Managers within the framework on all appropriate forthcoming legislative changes. We
will do this within sufficient timeframes to allow for any implementation plans to be organised and agreed upon.
Any legislation updates which are communicated to our contractors will be provided to Contract Managers and
relevant client stakeholders (as appropriate). This will ensure consistency of communication and uniform
understanding. We will provide assistance with any changes to process or procedures in order to comply with
changes in legislature.
Meetings
For any face-to-face meetings that cannot be held on site at a Public Body or with Scottish Procurement we have the
facilities to host these meetings at any one of our offices. This also applies to any interviews/assessment days that
may be requested by a public body.
In addition to our own self-assessment, we will attend quarterly and bi-annual meetings with the Authority’s
Strategic Contract Managers and Public bodies to review our performance based on the following KPIs.
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Service Criteria

Target

Supply of security cleared temporary staff

97% within 48 hours of request

Supply of security cleared temporary staff

100% within 5 working days of request

Temporary Staff Suitability (have the skills
to perform the required duties)

99% to be suitable for the work in any
one month period (to be measured
across all Framework Public Bodies)

Provision of management reports

90% to be submitted within 14 working
days of the month end

Line management complaints
(Complaints to be escalated and resolved
as per agreed procedure)

97% of placements to have no
complaint
left
unresolved
(for
whatsoever reason) over any one
month period.

Invoices presented on time, accurate and in
the correct format (containing all required
information)

99% of invoices to be accurate in any
one month period (measured across all
Framework Public Bodies)

Complaints received regarding late arrival /
non-attendance of temporary staff

97% of all assignments to have no
complaints regarding late arrival / nonattendance (measured across all
Framework Public Bodies)

Prompt payment of sub-contractors and/or
consortia members (if applicable).
Maximum of 30 from receipt of payment
from Framework Public Bodies, 10 days
target

100% within 30 days.

We will maintain this communication process for both specific orders and for the Framework in general.
Termination
Where a contractor elects to terminate their contract we will ask them to communicate this to us in writing to obtain
all relevant information, we will then communicate this to the Public Bodies Contract Manager without delay. We
will establish initially whether a replacement contractor is required and this requirement will be top priority. We will
follow the standard order procedures with condensed timescales to meet the prioritised requirement. We will
maintain contact with the client contact and the contractor to terminate the contract as per the agreed procedure.
We will share the results of the exit survey with the Public Body, in case there are any ulterior motives to the
termination of a contract from the contractor’s point of view.
We believe that in order to ensure communication is at the highest possible levels we need to branch out from
standard contact lines, we have therefore taken steps to bring more to our client communications.
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Social Media: Experience has taught us that social media is one of the best avenues available to source talented
individuals. In an increasingly digital world many candidates are moving away from the traditional means of
recruitment and we know that sticking solely to job boards just isn’t enough anymore. (REDACTED).
Harvey Nash Scotland has (REDACTED).
(REDACTED). It also gives Public Contract managers an insight into the reasons people do or don’t wish to join their
organisation, again promoting continuous improvement.
(REDACTED)
Using our social media channels we can (REDACTED).
Value Add
We want to use every method possible to communicate and engage with the Framework Public Bodies which is why
we have a host of value added services that can be extended to the Framework Public Bodies.
Events: As a company known for staying ahead of the market, instead of relying on others to keep us informed, we
inform ourselves, and you (REDACTED).
Surveys: We believe that we should always strive to better our service and to support this we like to know how we’re
doing. Our clients are given the opportunity to feedback on us via a regular satisfaction survey which is issued to
each relevant contact via email. These simple surveys are an effective way of communicating feedback and offer us
excellent insight into where we excel or can improve.
Our Client Satisfaction Survey.

(REDACTED)

Established in 2008, the purpose of Inspire is to provide a business forum in which senior board-level women can
share and exchange ideas and experiences with their peers. The network facilitates innovation, strategy and learning
for professional and personal development. Inspire membership comprises board-level, like-minded, inspirational
Individuals, from all areas of industry both in the private and public sector. Founding members work at Board
Director/Chair level, both in the UK and globally. Each year, Inspire hosts private and intimate events in the Spring
and Autumn in each of its global locations In the UK, nearly 1000 women in the business community who have
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significant influence in FTSE250 companies, privately owned, entrepreneurial, fast growing / high visibility
businesses, Whitehall and across the public sectors have already become a part of the network to meet like-minded
professionals from other sectors. We have also launched a joint venture with Hong Kong University to provide a
Women's Directorship Programme. Through Inspire we have been able to increase the amount of women appointees
to Board-level roles.

Established in 2012 and supported by Harvey Nash, Aspire is a unique executive business network for C-suite,
Director and VP level women aimed at helping progress to Board-level positions both Executive and Non-Executive.
Aspire works in close conjunction with Inspire, Harvey Nash's Board network targeted at the most senior board
women throughout the Europe, the Americas and Asia, which was launched in 2008 and has over 4,000 members
across four continents. Aspire members enjoy networking events, where members can share knowledge and hear
from industry leaders, as well as being matched with a mentor from the Inspire network.

Girl Geek is a community for women interested in computing, business and creativity, aiming to inspire and support
women in their career development. Girl Geek dinner events provide an interdisciplinary forum for people working
in the industry to develop a new social and career network and learn from leaders in the field at the same time.
Harvey Nash Scotland has representation on the board of GirlGeek Scotland, and help organise a broad calendar of
events.

Produced in partnership with ComputerWeekly.com, our third Women in Technology survey was released in June.
We surveyed 2,152 techonology professionals to get their views on gender diversity within the industry, as well as
gathering informative statistics on the number of women currently working in this traditionally male environment.
Produced in partnership with ComputerWeekly.com, our third Women in Technology survey was released in June.
We surveyed 2,152 techonology professionals to get their views on gender diversity within the industry, as well as
gathering informative statistics on the number of women currently working in this traditionally male environment.
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We give our time to help Interconnect – a network for women studying science, engineering, technology and the
built environment across Scotland. We often run “what employers want” workshops and promote contract and
Interim Public Sector opportunities to attendees.

Women in Technology in Scotland
We are passionate about trying to improve diversity within Scotland’s technology sector and recently organised a
round-table for the Secretary of State for Scotland, Alistair Carmichael, and policy advisors to help them
understand how government could help improve things.
(REDACTED)
Now in it’s fourth year, the Harvey Nash annual HR Survey represents the views of Senior HR, Learning &
Development and Talent Management professionals across Europe and Asia, covering the issues that matter.
(REDACTED)
Harvey Nash Senior Finance Survey has (REDACTED)
Management Reports
We have a dedicated IS&T department who support the business and its clients in the provision of Management
Information (MI). We have invested in business intelligence software and integrated data from across our
organisation to deliver self-service reporting and analysis options to clients. Internally we call this RIO - Reporting
Information Online - our solutions include bespoke dashboard, presentation of KPI's, workflow reporting and
requirement tracking. Consistent with all of these are our objectives to bring our clients accurate, real time
information and complete transparency of our recruitment activities. These solutions are paperless and therefore
in line with the Scottish Ministers’ ‘Greener Scotland’ strategic objective.
We will create, maintain and update various client contact email groups. These are to be used for sharing specific
types/levels of information (e.g. market intelligence / salary surveys / our performance levels). Individual client
stakeholders may be on multiple groups depending on their information requirements. This information will also be
communicated to client stakeholders as deemed appropriate through face to face and/or telephone calls and will be
included in a regular online client newsletter
In addition to our own internal Management Information we will prepare and submit monthly reports to the
Framework Public Bodies Contract Manager. Such reports shall be tailored, in agreement with the Framework Public
Bodies Contract Manager, to show only information that is relevant to that particular Framework Public Body. We
will also produce a quarterly report which consolidates information for all Framework Public Bodies and submit this
to the Frameworks Strategic Contract Manager. Reports will be submitted to the Framework Public Bodies’ Contract
Manager within 14 working days of the end of each month. As requested these management information reports
will include, as a minimum, the following details:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Organisation;
Department;
Framework Public Bodies Contact;
Named Job Role
Framework Public Bodies Job Grade (if applicable);
Start Date;
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

End Date;
Time in post;
Hourly Pay Rate;
Hours Worked;
Cumulative Pay;
Reason for temp worker being used (e.g. maternity leave);
Reason temp worker left assignment
Quantity of management complaints
Reasons for management complaints
Quantity of escalations
Quantity and percentage of posts not filled within agreed Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
Reasons for any failure to meet SLAs
Detailed figures regarding Key Performance Indicators (explained in clause 13.4)

If required we will work with the Authority and/or Framework Public Bodies to provide information relevant to
Freedom of Information requests, Parliamentary Questions or Ministerial Correspondence.
All of our MI can be provided online either in a dedicated web application or as a component of a more
comprehensive client portal/extranet. Data quality and accuracy is one of our primary objectives, and staff members
receive comprehensive training in the use of the systems from our business services team, who continue to work
closely with them as new requirements / clients are developed and implemented to ensure all additional training
needs are met.
We will agree the exact content, format and style for the Management Information Report(s) with the Authority
during the mobilisation phase, however if additional information is required by Public Bodies we will work with them
to ensure this information is included.
At the end of each assignment we will provide the Framework Public Bodies line management with a standard exit
report for completion of the performance of the contractor whom has just completed their assignment. The content
of this report will be agreed upon between us and the Public Body at the commencement of the agreement. We
will seek to ensure that the exit reports are completed on all assignments and are returned to the Framework Public
Bodies within one month of the end of the assignment. We will collate all exit reports from all bodies and analyse
the data to identify key trends to improve our performance, these will also be used at review meetings with the
Frameworks Strategic Contract Manager.
In addition to the exit reports, we will also conduct biannual surveys of Framework Public Bodies to measure the
levels of satisfaction with the Agreement. Our findings will then be prepared and shared with both Framework Public
Bodies Contract Managers and the Authority’s Strategic Contract Manager and be used to ensure continuous
improvement, address any concerns that are identified and highlight successes and best practice.
Out of hours
Our standard hours of work are from 8:30am to 6:30pm Monday to Friday (which meets the basic out of hours
support outlined in clause 6.1 of the statement of requirements), however, all consultants and support staff have
access to their emails via either BlackBerrys/iPhones and full remote desktop access.
Where peaks in volume arise or a client has a particular requirement for regular out of hours support the Account
Manager will ensure the delivery team will work the hours required to meet the demand and to ensure our KPIs are
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met and exceeded. The dedicated Account Manager or delivery team will be contactable at all times via their mobile
phone or blackberry device.
All clients and candidates will be provided with an out-of-hours 24x7 dedicated support/helpdesk number to ensure
ease of contact overnight and at weekends. This would be staffed using an on-call rota which all team members
would participate in. There will be clear and documented escalation guidelines to ensure that the correct Harvey
Nash contact with appropriate levels of authority is dealing with any out of hours enquiry.
The helpdesk number would be on all e-mail documentation, contract documentation and team business cards. All
clients and candidates would receive a handy “Helpdesk Contact Card”. All clients and candidates would also be
verbally informed of the service by the account management team. The dedicated support number will be
prominently displayed on the dedicated microsite. All branded materials that we develop during the duration of the
framework agreement would prominently display the helpdesk number (mugs, pens, candidate welcome packs etc.)
In addition, due to the global nature of our business we can assign additional resources to the project team who are
not based in the UK to search for candidates overnight (their working day, due to time difference) to ensure that we
have maximum delivery capability without placing undue burden for working unsociable hours on our UK staff.
Complaints Management
We will work with individual Public Bodies and the Contract Authority to implement a formal escalation route with
a clear written protocol that is bespoke to this agreement. This will be approved by the Authority’s Strategic Contract
Managers and/or relevant client organisations and we will seek to accommodate existing processes:
(TABLE REDACTED)
Order Cancellation
We recognise that there may be extra-ordinary circumstances where a client organisation has cause to cancel an
order prior to a temporary worker starting. A formal process will be in place for such circumstances (Reasons for
cancellation form) and the Account Manager will work with the Public Bodies Contract Manager to ensure that such
a situation is handled in a sensitive manner that ensures:
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Clear understanding and communication of the reasons for the cancellation
Establishing whether the order is cancelled or only delayed/amended and whether the worker is still
required/can be accommodated in the future
Consideration of how/where the worker’s skills and experience MAY be deployed elsewhere within the
client organisation or in another client covered by the framework agreement (suitable alternatives
explored)
Proper communication to all interested parties – e.g. cancellation of Purchase Orders, contract termination
process etc.
A record is made of the reasons for the cancellation for the purposes of trend analysis and continuous
improvement and reporting / MI
There is no negative publicity associated with the decision that MAY affect the client’s reputation and/or
the recruitment of future orders
Exploring ways of providing a goodwill gesture to the candidate
Escalation of any issues that need to be addressed within the client’s internal processes

At all times in the consideration of the above points we will ensure that the candidate is kept fully informed of any
options being investigated and that their expectations are managed accordingly.
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Where an order is cancelled, full priority will be given to ensuring that the candidate is not disadvantaged and that
we do everything possible to secure alternative temporary opportunities. This will include:
●
●
●

Giving the candidate priority status across all account team members (including the highest level of priority
within any candidate pools)
Notifying other Client Contract Managers (within the framework) of the candidate’s availability
Promote the candidate’s availability to non-framework clients across ALL Harvey Nash consultants
(including a commitment to reduce our placement mark-up if required to help place them)
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Appendices
Appendix 1 - CMS Instructions
(DIAGRAM REDACTED)

Appendix 2 - Snapshot of CMS Logins sent to clients
(DIAGRAM REDACTED)
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Q1.3.5 - Tenderers must provide a mobilisation plan including key team members and stakeholders roles and
responsibilities, tasks for completion by your staff, key dates and deadlines, proposals for marketing the new
framework nationally in both rural and urban areas. (Question Weighting - 12.5%)
Harvey Nash are an existing supplier (since 2010) of Interim Managers to the Procurement Scotland Framework(s),
we have built up an excellent knowledge of key technological drivers and advancements affecting this sector. We
have delivered temporary workers to a variety of Scottish Public Bodies including the Emergency Services, Health,
Criminal Justice, Central/Local Government and Higher Education.
It is our understanding that the new Framework agreement is to be awarded on the 17th December 2014. Our
mobilisation plan will commence from this date. There has been no communication confirming the date when the
contract will go live so the dates laid out in the mobilisation plan are indicative and may change depending on the
go live date. Our mobilisation plan covers a period of 5 weeks which has been designed to include the holiday period
over Christmas and New Year. Based on this it would mean an indicative start date of the 2 nd February.
We are an existing supplier so in reality we are prepared, and have extensive processes in place designed specifically
for the current Public Sector frameworks, to deliver the services required from the award date. Over the duration
of the existing agreement we have developed and fine-tuned our processes from the way we receive a requirement
through to candidate and client aftercare, back office and MI reporting. We believe that this puts us in a strong
position to competently deliver and provide the best possible quality of service to serve the Framework from Day 1.
We have a strong base to work from however we do realise that this is a new contractual agreement and so, will
view it as one and have detailed our mobilisation plan as if it were a band new contract. There have been some
changes from the existing framework and so we have prepared a mobilisation plan that will be put into immediate
action if awarded as a supplier.
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Delivery Model:
We understand that the volume of recruitment required at any one time can fluctuate, so we have designed our
delivery model to cope with this. As noted in Diagram 1 (below), we have a delivery team who are dedicated to the
successful delivery of this framework. Provision has been made to enable us to double our team size should demand
require, and we have the ability to pull trained resource from other teams within the business across Scotland.
Diagram 1
(DIAGRAM REDACTED)
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Key Team Members - Harvey Nash
The information below is a summary of key team members and stakeholders roles and responsibilities and should
be used in conjunction with the mobilisation plan detailed within this document which forms part of this answer.
Scottish Procurement Framework Account Sponsor - (REDACTED), Director
Key responsibilities:










Scotland Director
Provides executive sponsorship of the mobilisation plan
Sign off all commercial/contractual agreements
Make key decisions during mobilisation plan
Most senior escalation point on behalf of Harvey Nash Scotland
Point of escalation for complaints, dispute resolution
Attend review meetings with the Authority’s Strategic Contract Manager to keep them informed of
mobilisation plan and future key meetings
Ensure 100% output from delivery team
Update the Harvey Nash Group on progress of engagement and mobilisation plan

Scottish Procurement Framework Account Manager - Harvey Nash – (REDACTED)
Key responsibilities / accountabilities
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

●

Acts as a single point of contact for Framework Public Bodies for all operational queries and complaints
relating to delivery of the mobilisation plan.
Senior HN stakeholder
Co-ordinating the implementation of the framework including formal contract sign off with Scottish
Procurement and overseeing any contract amendments which may be required over the lifetime of the
agreement
Act as an interface between Scottish Procurement, the account team and Framework Public Bodies ensuring
consistent communication during implementation of the mobilisation plan
Attend and chair regular communication review meetings during mobilisation and ensure all requirements
are met in accordance with the Service Level Agreement
Ensure the services provided to the Framework Public Bodies is managed effectively at all times and that
enough resources are available to provide smooth running of the agreement, from day 1 of mobilisation
Will be held responsible to ensure that all requests are dealt with, to the Framework Public Bodies
satisfaction, in a timely manner (keeping stakeholders fully informed of the issues, proposed solutions and
outcomes)
Develop relationships with key Scottish Procurement stakeholders and act as their main point of contact
throughout mobilisation
Produce the Framework Guide.
Provide Scottish Procurement with full details of all agreed processes and procedures, to include details/
user guide for; formal complaints escalation procedure, guide to accessing MI provision, out of hours
helpdesk support contact details.
Create plan doe the capture of Management Information including KPI’s and reviewing this information to
ensure contractual compliance, efficiency of service and continuous improvement across the account
delivery team
Ensure account team understand the Framework guide and roles & responsibilities.
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●
●
●
●
●

Lead, motivate and oversee the development and structure of the entire account team ensuring that at all
times sufficient resources are available to enable the successful delivery of the mobilisation implementation
Ensures the HN team are adhering to the project plan, SLA’s and contractual obligations.
Manage the project plan for marketing of the new framework.
Identify potential risks to the framework and ensure that appropriate strategies are in place to mitigate
these (e.g. disaster recovery plan)
Delivery of innovative processes and procedures to maximise workforce participation, efficiencies and cost
savings etc. over the lifetime of the agreement

Scottish Procurement Framework Delivery Consultant(s) – Harvey Nash
Led by the account manager there will be a number of delivery consultants responsible for certain specialist areas
of the framework. Provision has been made to enable us to double our team size should demand require, and we
have the ability to pull resource from other teams within the business across Scotland.
Key responsibilities / accountabilities
●
●

●
●

●

●

●
●
●

Ensuring all responsibilities required by the mobilisation plane are successfully delivered through the
management of the Account Manager and the overall account delivery team
Building and maintaining relationships at all levels and in particular Framework Public Body Contract
Manager (FPBCM) including regular communication and acting as the interface to the Account Manager
and Scottish Procurement.
Act to resolve any problems that may occur from FPBCM keeping everyone informed as appropriate
Responsible, in conjunction with the Account Manager for managing client audit activity and
implementation plans and the documentation of all client specific requirements (Ensure all processes,
systems, procedures and requirements are clearly visible across the entire account team – Account team
process guides)
Ongoing delivery and continual development of the success of the framework to enable the successful
delivery of services (authorisation procedures, order handling and fulfilment, security clearance, candidate
acquisition activities etc.) whilst being flexible to individual framework body requirements
In conjunction with the Account Manager, developing communication strategies, structures and processes
for promoting the framework agreement and sharing best practice, advising on legislative changes, risks
(and mitigating actions), market intelligence etc.
Responsible for the capture and recording of the required Management Information / KPI’s ensuring
compliance with the framework SLA’s.
Delivery of innovative processes and procedures to maximise workforce participation, efficiencies and cost
savings etc. over the lifetime of the agreement
Visit Public Body sites to carry out requirements gathering process

Scottish Procurement Framework Resourcer – Harvey Nash
●
●
●
●
●

Work with the Framework Manager and delivery consultants to ensure suitable pool of appropriate
candidates within their specialist verticals and are available when needed.
Arrange screening process.
Arrange candidate interviews.
Build and maintain candidate relationships
On-going delivery of quality CVs
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To ensure that we are fully prepared for the mobilisation we will fully brief all parties involved to ensure the a smooth
implementation. Each business area have their own responsibilities to contribute.

Compliance Team
It is our experience that the frameworks interests are best served by suppliers which adopt and practice good
corporate governance, which is audited each year through an independent process.
Harvey Nash keeps up to date with developments in legislation via our dedicated legal department having direct
access to (REDACTED) is a leading law firm focussed on delivering legal services to technology driven businesses. In
addition we keep up to date with changes in legislation via our membership of REC; the industry’s regulating body.
Updates are communicated on their website, via legal bulletins, at the monthly meetings or via specifically organised
forums. We also regularly track the Professional Agency Workers Group’s website (www.pcg.org.uk) which provides
members with advice, support and practical help with all aspects of running a freelance business, including legal and
tax expertise.
Harvey Nash has a strong working relationship with (REDACTED) UK employment law, trade union law and agency
responses to various European Directives.
Local contracts and compliance manager
●
●
●
●

Responsible for the smooth setup and running of our administration function.
Manage our compliance team and the processes involved in mobilising.
Ensures full compliance setup during mobilisation, and the adherence to the pre-employment screening
requirements for the framework.
Work with the Account Sponsor and Account Manager to ensure contracts are signed off on time, as per
the mobilisation plan.

Finance Manager – (REDACTED)
●
●
●

Work with the Implementation Framework Manager and Compliance Manager to finalise any commercial
engagements.
Work with the finance and payroll team, and the Authority to ensure the processes for payment are robust
Creation of on-going finance reports

Talent Director – (REDACTED)
Work with the Framework Implementation Project Manager and Sponsor to ensure appropriate amount of resources
are in place during mobilisation.
Marketing Manager – (REDACTED)
Work with the Harvey Nash Account Manager and Account Sponsor to ensure any communications/key messages
are in line with Scottish Procurement’s Frameworks and our own brand guidelines.
●
●
●

Work with the Marketing team to ensure any additional Marketing material is created.
Create marketing material
Delivery material to the relevant offices
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Key Framework Stakeholders
The stakeholders below represent Scottish Procurement and will be involved throughout the mobilisation plan.
The Authority
The Authority refers to the Scottish Ministers (as represented by Scottish Procurement). The Authority will be
responsible for the formulation and approval of the tender documents, award decisions and will act on behalf of the
Framework Public Bodies on all matters of strategic contract management.
Scottish Government Main (SGM)
Is the title of the collective main bargaining unit between the core Scottish Government Director Generals and those
executive agencies covered by the same Terms and Conditions of employment.
Scottish Procurement
A branch within the Scottish Procurement & Commercial Directorate responsible for facilitating User Intelligence
Groups, National Category Forums and collaborative procurement exercises for goods and services classified as
Category A and B following the review of public procurement in Scotland (McClelland Report).
Strategic Contract Manager
The individual who will act on behalf of Framework Public Bodies, and serve as the sole point of contact, for all
Framework contractual matters. The Strategic Contract Manager will take receipt of consolidated management
information, and will facilitate Agreement review meetings with the Contractor’s Contract Manager. They will
monitor and ensure the satisfactory resolution of any strategic Framework contractual disputes or complaints and
will work on an ongoing basis with Contractors and the Framework Public Bodies Contract Manager to confirm that
consistent levels of service are delivered.
Framework Public Bodies
We understand that this group of people will include the key stakeholders from Hiring manager to HR and Finance
Managers. Anyone who will have an impact on the day to day operational delivery of the Framework. These people
will be responsible for providing suppliers with as much information about the role as possible to ensure the bet
candidates are sourced.
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(DIAGRAM REDACTED)
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Summary Mobilisation Plan: Key Activities, Timeline and Milestones
(REDACTED)

Requirements gathering process.
The above mobilisation plan states that during weeks 1 and 2 we will make initial contact with the Framework Public
Bodies to start gathering their requirements. We aim to be thorough in our approach here so that we have a full
understanding of what the Framework Public Bodies expect from us, below is a list of what we aim to gather at this
stage. All information gathered here will be stored centrally and access will be given where appropriate to those
involved on the account delivery team, this information will also be used to update user guides.










Organisation charts
Locations of each FPB
What to expect from job specifications
What their back office processes are, and what we should do to align
Management Information Requirements
Types of requirements to expect
Any challenges previously?
Rate cards, and market rates
Mitigate any risks associated with the above

The above requirements gathering will be led by the Account Manager and supported by the delivery team.

Marketing the new framework nationally in both rural and urban areas
The account team will work with Scottish Procurement to ensure we are marketing the award of the new framework in
line with your brand guidelines. Once we have been given approval to create joint material with Scottish Procurement,
we will utilise a number of routes to market the framework nationally in both rural and urban areas. Our initial
suggestions are below, however these may change once agreement has been made with Scottish Procurement:
Internally in Harvey Nash
We will send an announcement to the wider Harvey Nash group via a mailer and on our corporate intranet site detailing
the significance of the contract. We provide reports to our board of directors on a monthly basis on office and FPB
performance, this framework will be included on that as a separate section to highlight the importance of it.
Externally - Candidates
Website
Harvey Nash Scotland will proudly advertise our position as a supplier to the Public Sector Framework(s) on our Scotland
website under the Public Sector team of our organisation. We are constantly challenging our SEO positioning to ensure
that we remain at the top of relevant search results. This could be for potential candidates or even FPB’s who want to
engage with us or find out more about our organisation.
Our website has attracted (REDACTED) visitors since it’s re-launch earlier this year which means we have good
engagement with clients and candidates in both rural and urban communities and when they view our website they will
be able to see our supplier status on the new Framework.
Banners
Our banners are the foundation of our key messages we want to get across to the market and are backed up by social
media marketing to further enhance readership. This is another great way we can announce our success of winning the
new Framework.
Mailshots
We will create a mailshot that adheres with the data protection requirements and again in line with Scottish
Procurement’s authorisation that will be sent to our candidates who would be interested in Public Sector Contracts.
Social Media
We will communicate to our followers across the social media channels that we have an active presence on such as
Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn.
Twitter and Facebook
We have a great following across these two additional channels and would use these to promote our presence as supplier
to the Scottish Procurement Framework(s).
We will work with our Marketing team to ensure that we are reaching people in remote geographical locations.

Externally – Framework Public Bodies/Key Stakeholders
When we are made official suppliers onto the framework we will work with Scottish Procurement, the Strategic
Authority Contracts Manager and key stakeholders/hiring managers to develop an appropriate strategy in which to
market the framework to Framework Public Bodies. By collaborating with Scottish Procurement we will avoid sending
communications to the same public bodies more than once, and be advised on which would be the best methods to do
so.




Create marketing material that will be used to distribute to all of the relevant key contacts and stakeholders
within Scottish procurement and Framework Public Bodies
Arrange face to face meetings with key contacts and introduce the key Harvey Nash Contacts
Request that our details are updated on their internal communication distribution lists.



Ensure that the marketing material reaches all of the Framework Public Bodies registered to ensure maximum
coverage of our announcement; road shows would be used where necessary.

Q1.3.6
Tenderers must provide a risk register, detailing any risks and the proposed mitigation measures you have identified
in relation to the mobilisation of the framework and general service delivery, including risk likelihood, impact and
mitigation.
(REDACTED)

Q1.4.1
Please describe how your organisation proposes to ensure service continuity and the availability and retention of
suitably skilled and qualified staff (both recruitment consultants and temporary workers/candidates put forward to
fulfil temporary assignments) to meet framework requirements. Your response should demonstrate that your
organisation proposes to commit to being a best practice employer in this respect in the delivery of this framework;
that your company takes the engagement and empowerment of staff seriously; takes a positive approach to skills and
training; and demonstrates organisational integrity with regards to the delivery of those policies.
You should provide tangible and measureable examples that can be monitored and reported during framework and
contract management procedures. (Question Weighting – 10%)
Section 1 - Our Staff
How our organisation will ensure availability of suitably skilled staff – Recruitment Consultants
We are, by nature, an innovative and creative organisation and we use a range of techniques to source high calibre relevant
consultants. We focus our efforts on proactive networking and headhunting techniques to identify the best available
consultants right now. We will take a very personal approach to attracting the right staff for our business, underpinned by
a strong sense of teamwork. Our model is based upon providing an effective, streamlined recruitment strategy that’s, above
all things, tailored specifically for the public sector to ensure that we maintain a solid delivery team. We have a dedicated
in-house Marketing, Digital & Events team who support us to create innovative attraction tools where needed. We focus a
huge amount of time and effort on candidate attraction, particularly as the economy improves and the job market for
consultants becomes increasingly buoyant. Our approach to recruitment is not a one size
fits all, but a thought out bespoke methodology suited to the framework.
We build working relationships with local schools, tertiary colleges and Universities, and join forces with career
services, job fairs and job boards to capture potential consultants before they have graduated or completed their
school courses, promoting us as an employer of choice to attract quality consultants.
We set the quality standard high for potential consultants joining the Scottish Procurement Framework Account Team,
so our recruitment process needs to be consistent in the way in which we are measuring candidate performance against
the requirements and targets of the Framework and the Framework Public Bodies. We work with a range of job
specifications that mirror the career paths on offer within the business, outlining responsibilities, core competencies and
key milestones for progression.
At the start of the Framework agreement the Account Manager will consult with our internal Talent Team. Our
Talent Team are solely dedicated to recruiting consultants and internal members of staff for Harvey Nash and
should a vacancy within the Account Team arise, they will search for a replacement. We will give them a full
briefing on the history of Scottish Procurement, key drivers within Scotland’s Public Sector and the specification
and service levels of the framework to ensure they know exactly what to look for. The Talent Team alongside
the Account Manager will always be on standby to ensure a clear and well-documented handover process
should anyone leave to ensure no disruption to service. The Account Team Manager will always be involved in
the hiring process for any new additions to the team. All interviewees will be formally briefed in the Framework’s
demands to make sure candidate assessment is objective and measurable against the goals of Scottish
Procurement.
This will ensure that our internal Talent Team fully understand what is required from the Account Team members
to ensure they recruit individuals with the right skills and attributes to support the Framework. Should any
unforeseen vacancies arise within the Account Team then armed with this information our Talent team will be
poised and ready to fill roles with the goals and objectives of the Scottish Procurement Framework in mind.
Realistically, as we have been supporting the Interim and IT Frameworks since 2010, we already have
established account teams with recruiters who are experienced in the requirements of the Framework Public
Bodies and the current Frameworks. Existing team members are able to talk about why they enjoy working on
the framework and what to expect, allowing us to give potential employees a really clear and honest view of the
role. This team will migrate to the new Framework arrangement ensuring a high level of continuity of service
delivery from day one.
If we were to see a spike in the levels of recruitment and decide that we need to hire a number of new team
members, we can make use of our Microsites as a dedicated recruitment campaign portal.
When searching for and aiming to retain suitable consultants into our organisation we employ creative and
imaginative recruitment campaigns to position Harvey Nash as an employer of choice. Our engagement and
advertising strategy include blogs and social networking sites (REDACTED) On our Talent Website we have

created a video: Your Career with Harvey Nash, it can be viewed on our HNTV YouTube channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqvN68latV8
Harvey Nash Microsite (www.harveynash.com/scotland): In July 2014 we
launched our brand new Scotland professional recruitment website. The
website is designed to inform about all subjects regarding Harvey Nash
Scotland and the recruitment opportunities we offer.
One of the
cornerstones of our recruitment approach is our Microsite capability, which
is built within the main site. We’ve developed this exciting product in order
to provide candidates with the
opportunity to access a unique,
bespoke,
campaign-specific
website that provides extensive
information on available roles we
have on at one time, as well as information about us and what it’s like
to join us. We can build a bespoke Microsite dedicated to Scottish
Procurement and use it as a means to attract consultants who want to
work within the Public Sector.
The microsite enables candidates to view an extensive job brief,
supported by information about us and details on our vision and values. The microsite enables important
information such as equal opportunities monitoring forms to be made available to all potential candidates. This
allows us to create a unique community of talent, enabling us to directly target high quality candidates with
detailed knowledge of their aspirations and skills.
Tangible and measurable examples that can be monitored and reported during framework
We can create bespoke reports and surveys that allow us to measure success. We conduct staff satisfaction surveys to
our consultants, and potential consultants to gage how they feel about the on-boarding process, and how they feel six
months into the job.
The Talent Team conduct one-on-one interviews prior to new consultants joining the organisation to get a 360 degree
feedback on their recruitment process.
These surveys and interviews offer a great measure of success and lets us know how we’re doing, and how we can
improve.
We also offer internal training courses and refresher courses that allows us to monitor the performance of our staff.
How our organisation will ensure the retention of suitably qualified staff – Recruitment Consultants
Engaging with our people, listening to their needs and wants and then implementing those changes and processes is not
just a tick box exercise for us, but instead a strategy we live by. We are fully committed to doing everything possible to
ensure that we are regarded as employers of choice and show we truly value our staff. This directly impacts on our ability
to hire and retain talented, motivated and engaged staff. We have continually focused on the training and development
of our people and measure our success via retention, satisfaction, awards and the Investor in People (IIP) accreditation.
Some initiatives that we have used to show we value our staff have included:
 Monthly communications meetings with the entire business
 Coordinated induction and training programs using a mixture of internal and external training materials
/ providers which focuses on both technical skills and cultural/soft skills
 A commitment to CPD for staff members including CIPD, Management training, REC (Recruitment and
Employers Confederation) qualifications
 Staff setting their personal business plans and activity levels on which they are measured
 The creation of a group wide mentoring programme
 A firm commitment to Corporate Social Responsibility – we allow our employees to dedicate working
hours to projects that matter to them
 Using Occupational Personality Questionnaires (Hogan assessments) for employees to ensure they are
properly supported in their roles and in their learning styles
 The use of 360 degree feedback questionnaires to improve awareness and performance
 Regular employee engagement surveys which are sponsored and reviewed at board level, with the
results leading to a programme of change and continuous improvement
 We take diversity and equality (including unconscious bias) very seriously and are currently being
audited by EY against the new National Equality Standard as we would not tolerate our staff feeling
disengaged due to discrimination
 Ability to work remotely and a flexible working policy to allow a work/life balance








Investment in Awards and Incentives to provide recognition
Generous paternal leave
Gym benefits and cycle to work scheme
Good benefits package with pension and private healthcare
Internal diversity networks
Investment in Talent Management and HR teams, including a Non-Exec Director of Group Talent at
Board level

We believe that by providing a healthy working environment is not only beneficial for our staff, but also increases
the efficiency and productivity of those workers too. We engage staff on matters that traditionally would be left
to senior management to decide upon, we have seen really positive results by doing this. We also create focus
groups to find out what matters most and make decisions based on these findings on things such as location of
office and internal design. Our new Edinburgh office is located next to a budget gym, and staff can exercise at
a time of their choice.
We are dedicated to providing platforms for our staff to talk to us and let us know what they want. We have an
initiative called ‘Bright Ideas’ that is an online tool for all employees to voice any ideas they may like to see
implemented across the business. Those ideas are then taken to the board and implemented. Some things that
we have seen come out of this is a fruit bowl at work, flexible working hours and business-casual dress. We
think it’s important to give our people a voice.
We make sure that everyone from the Harvey Nash Account Team are involved in the recruitment process which
communicates a powerful employee value proposition, which embodies why an individual would want to work
for Harvey Nash as opposed to another employer. At Harvey Nash everyone’s opinion matters.
Key messages we share are that we are a high performing organisation with lots of opportunity to further your
career and grow with the success of the business.
Tangible and measurable examples that can be monitored and reported during framework
We conduct frequent staff engagement surveys to ‘health check’ our business and identify areas of risk or areas that need
more attention. We see these surveys as invaluable and are absolutely key to our success. Attrition rates are directly
linked to the output of our efforts here and can be used as a measurement of satisfaction throughout the duration of the
framework.
We also took part in the Great Places to Work Survey. A huge company-wide initiate that gave every member of our staff
the opportunity to tell us exactly what they think and feedback their thoughts and ideas. We then collated those results
and inputted all reasonable changes, and communicated to everyone, exactly what had been done.
How we demonstrate our commitment to being a best practice employer for our own staff
We have always recognised that to give our clients the best service possible and ensure longevity, both our consultants
and contractors must be happy and empowered in their jobs. We believe that our previous success on the Scottish
Procurement Framework, both in delivering high quality and long lasting temporary workers, and in maintaining a strong
Account Team, lies partially in our commitment to being a best practice employer.
Communication Strategy
We believe leaders have a responsibility to speak to their staff. Communication is everything in ensuring our
staff feel valued and want to stay to ensure consistency and a service of excellence. Emails from our CEO are
regularly sent out to the business. The emails always echo our values, vision and on-going mission, so people
can see exactly how we are making progress with our strategy. These emails are great for boosting morale,
fostering a sense of purpose, and help people see how they are personally contributing to our success by doing
what they do well.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Strategy
We strongly believe we have a duty of care within our community and environment. A number of our senior
directors are on not-for-profit advisory Boards, and we have a comprehensive CSR policy to support our pledge.
We actively encourage our people to get involved with worthy charities and community projects. However, we
don’t take responsibility to do this on their behalf. In keeping with the grass roots spirit of Harvey Nash, our
people have naturally used their own initiative to get stuck in and raise hundreds of thousands of pounds for
local charities (often pushing themselves to their physical limits at the same time!). From 24-hour bike rides to
cake bakes to the gruelling Three Peaks Challenge: our people are never afraid to do something remarkable to
help others in need.
We promote our CSR contributions internally and allow our staff to take time out of work to carry out duties with
chosen charities.

Our Director in Scotland, (REDACTED) is Co-Chair of charity event Byte Night which raises funds and awareness for Action
for Children. Last year, we worked to make Christmas memorable for the children and young people looked after by the
Action for Children projects. Harvey Nash Scotland organised a Christmas Dinner for (REDACTED). We also help find
mentors and work experience for the young people, coaching them to prepare for interviews.
Investors in People Accreditation
In June 2014 we successfully completed our 4th accreditation to IIP (Investors in People). The assessor was so
impressed with the work that we have been doing and by the staff engagement levels that we have been
approached by IIP to act as a case study for other organisations aspiring for accreditation. We were delighted
to accept this invitation and we are in the process of working with IIP to prepare the necessary information.
Tangible and measurable examples that can be monitored and reported during framework
Achieving accreditation from external sources shows credit for the effort that we are putting into developing and growing
our business to be one of the most aspiring organisations to work for. The continual effort that we put in to activities out
with our business and industry highlights the moral values that we stand by and the involvement of our staff in these
activities show that they too, are keen to be involved.
How we demonstrate we take engagement and empowerment of our staff seriously
Engagement and Empowerment of staff
To continue our commitments to employee engagement we work to inspire our people. Those who are inspired and have
the opportunity to innovate with that inspiration are the people who want to stay and grow with an organisation. Below
are some specific examples of how we promote a high performing culture and ensure staff engagement across our
organisations:
Great to World Class
Harvey Nash is an employee-driven programme. We conducted one-to-one consultative sessions with every
single person in the business, which (REDACTED)
Thought Leadership and Events
Another part of creating better and brighter futures is to go beyond simply providing recruitment solutions and
being an active part of our community of clients and candidates. We are passionate about creating forums to
debate the most pressing issues in our industry, and give every consultant the opportunity to create their own
forums, from local Tech Meet-Ups to HR Leadership roundtables.
We do this through the support and backing of our Marketing & Events Team, as well as through our industryleading thought leadership publications, like our (REDACTED)
Tangible and measurable examples that can be monitored and reported during framework
Much like the office wide surveys, we also undertake smaller surveys specific to projects and account teams to
measure and monitor our levels of engagement. Analysing these results allows us to continually improve our
levels of engagement, and focus our efforts on areas of potential weakness. Our (REDACTED).
How we demonstrate a positive approach to skills and training
Within the UK we have Harvey Nash Talent, a dedicated function set up to empower and develop our people.
Working closely with business heads across the group, Harvey Nash Talent delivers the following programmes
either directly or through local management:

Talent Academy
We launched the Talent Academy in 2007 to meet the growing training needs of the business. Our mission at
Harvey Nash is to make sure that the Talent Academy provides all staff with tailored, relevant, up-to-date training
opportunities. We work hard to continually develop the programme both in terms of the number and variety of
courses on offer. (REDACTED).
Hogan Assessment
We understand how people can influence an organisation’s culture and accomplishments. Having the right
leaders, in the right place at the right time, is pivotal to any organisation’s success. We also know that diligent
decision-making is part of a culture of achievement. Selecting and developing talent, especially at a senior level,
should be no exception. We make use of our internal service that we offer to clients; Harvey Nash’s Leadership
Consulting to support our decision making for our future leaders giving an in-depth insight to guide their
decisions, remove the risks associated with unconscious bias and the assurance that they have invested in the
very best for their business.

Our experienced consultants help our clients assess and develop not only new leaders and talent, but also their
existing leadership. Harvey Nash Leadership Consulting provides expertise and support to boards of directors,
executive management teams, and HR in many of the critical phases of leadership development.
Career management
The career management programme at Harvey Nash helps employees unearth hidden skills, decide what they
really want to do and supports them in doing it. The process begins with setting personal goals/objectives in line
with current job responsibilities and aspirations. To support this process we have clear examples of defined
career paths and case studies of how others have achieved success. We also use (REDACTED).
Group Mentoring programme
We set up this global programme to offer employees the opportunity to work with experienced individuals and
senior leaders from across the Group to support and develop specific skills and knowledge that will enhance
their professional and personal growth. A mentoring partnership creates a safe learning environment for taking
risks and challenges the mentee to move beyond their comfort zone, as well as giving them access to networks,
resources and expertise to facilitate total development in their job role and wider career aspirations. The
Programme has been running for over seven years now and the feedback we receive from both mentors and
mentees is testament to its success and standing within the business.
Leadership development / Global Leadership Forum
This is designed to engage and develop high potential future leaders across the business. It provides training,
development and an identification process for future high potentials based on their aspiration, ability and
commitment. This is also linked in with our leadership criteria.
Strategic Management Team
Senior Leaders from around the Group with a shared responsibility to help the Harvey Nash Group become
more successful by taking responsibility for the development and implementation of strategic, group wide
initiatives.
Coaching
Coaching is a particularly powerful tool in the modern workplace, a highly effective way of developing individual
and organisational performance by unlocking capability. It helps managers get the most from their teams, boosts
employee engagement and develops high performing workplaces.
At Harvey Nash, we have a bank of handpicked Executive and Life Coaching individuals and companies who
we engage with on a case-by-case basis.
Based on a three-way discussion between the employee, manager and Talent manager, a short list of coaches
is drawn up and ‘chemistry meetings’ held to select the ideal match based on both personal and professional
objectives. Employees who have benefited from coaching programmes feel they have gained clarity about
bridging the gap between where they were and where they wanted to be along with gathering strategies and
techniques, which have helped them to reach their goal faster.
Tangible and measurable examples that can be monitored and reported during framework
When a new member of staff joins our business we invest a lot of time and resource to ensure that they are given the
best training and support available. The mentoring scheme that we run is extremely valuable in this setting and the
feedback provided is passed on to the business to ensure that we are doing as much as we can to make the joining process
as smooth as possible. The same rules apply for staff that have been with the business for several years and are looking
to further their career within the Group. All career progression and refresher training sessions are recorded and
monitored for continuous improvement.
How we propose to ensure service continuity within our account team
The Account Team will be made up of experts in their fields - experienced recruiters who know exactly where to find a
continuous stream of available and suitably skilled and qualified staff. We use a range of methods that all Account Team
members are well versed and familiar with. Anyone brought on to fill specialist or nice roles will also follow the same
processes to ensure service continuity.
In addition, whether the consultants have been trained by the Harvey Nash team in house or are new to our business
they are required to go through our own bespoke Public Sector training program to ensure they are fully aware of the
expectations of delivery to this framework. Refresher training sessions are carried out when necessary. We have
performance management policies in place to assess the output and on-going success of the Framework, which are
directly linked to our consultant’s bonus schemes.

Combining the training with highly motivated happy staff, thorough and robust processes and cutting edge technology
we believe we have the right measures in place to ensure service continuity to the framework. We understand that some
staff turnover is healthy however we do maintain a very low attrition rate, which speaks volumes for the environment
that we have built over the years. We are always pro-actively looking for talent, not just when we have a vacancy, which
allows us to stay ahead and maintain our high levels of service continuity.
We believe that our robust staff recruitment processes and our firm commitment to the engagement and empowerment
of our people will ensure that we both recruit and retain the strongest possible account team to support the requirements
of the Framework.
Tangible and measurable examples that can be monitored and reported during framework
The management information that we provide the Framework Authority Strategic Manager will clearly show our high
levels of successful output. This will allow us to monitor our performance and measure our successes and really see
where we stand against our own objectives and the frameworks expectations.

Section 2 – Temporary Workers/Candidates
How our organisation will ensure the availability of suitably skilled staff / temporary workers
We are, by nature, an innovative and creative organisation and we use a range of techniques to source high calibre relevant
candidates. We focus our efforts on proactive networking and headhunting techniques to identify the best available
candidates right now. We will take a very personal approach to attracting the right interim / contractor talent for the public
sector to ensure that we maintain a strong database in all of the relevant skills and geographic areas which are important
to the Framework. We have a dedicated in-house Marketing, Digital & Events team who support us to create innovative
attraction tools where needed. We focus a huge amount of time and effort on candidate attraction, particularly as the
economy improves and the job market for IT candidates becomes increasingly buoyant.
Our approach to recruitment is underpinned by a strong sense of partnership: our model is based upon providing
an effective, streamlined recruitment strategy that’s, above all things, tailored specifically to the Scottish
Procurement Framework and the challenging needs of the Framework Public Bodies within the Scottish market.
We understand the vast difference between sourcing quality candidates for the private and public sector which
is why our approach to recruitment is not a one size fits all, but a thought out bespoke methodology suited to
the Framework.
Providing temporary workers to the Scottish Procurement Framework means our approach is suited to the
industry and our recruitment methods match the demands of a highly competitive public sector. Due to the
challenging nature of recruiting into the public sector we have a range of innovative and creative techniques to
source high calibre and relevant candidates, making sure we search every corner of the market. We will use the
tools below to source candidates for the candidate pools that will underpin our service delivery to the Framework.
Candidate Database: We understand that the strongest candidates for a given
role may not be actively searching online for a new contract, and therefore one
of our key sources of recruitment is our database, which has been built up over
the last twenty-five years. We hold an extensive number of pre-vetted ICT and
Professional Services candidates on our database (Microdec Profile), with over a third of them (300,000) based
in or wanting to work in Scotland.
We have recently moved to a world known, market leading database giving us faster access to the right
candidates. This change has been the catalyst for cleansing and updating our system with quality candidates.
As a result of this new database launch we have over 35,000 up-to-date, pre-vetted qualified candidates at our
fingertips. Within this database we are able to index, via specific coding on individual records, those with
particular skills or clearance levels, such as BPSS, relevant to our clients. This gives us ready access to a wide
pool of relevant local candidates at short notice for any assignment, ensuring delivery within tight timescales
where required. We constantly keep in touch with these candidates to ensure we know when they may next be
available and track this against the projects they are delivering. This smart tracking gives us the ability to
manage our clients’ needs more accurately and provide advice on when they may wish to go forward with the
projects they have in the pipeline, ensuring the best possible outcome.
Microsites: The cornerstone of our marketing tools is our Microsite capability. For large
recruitment campaigns we can build unique, bespoke Microsites that provide extensive
information on the role, along with the company history, brand, and management
structure. We can also use the Microsite to track Equality data from the start of a
campaign. Microsites provide a continuous standard of excellence to our candidates. We
have the ability to manage responses from these sites, directly to our database.
Tbay: is Harvey Nash’s unique online tool to increase its pool of diverse candidates. Governments and global companies
are increasingly looking to broaden their talent pools to include diversity; of gender, ethnic minorities, different faiths and
disabled candidates who are under-represented on Boards and in companies generally. Harvey Nash has recently been
selected by a Fortune 500 global US based group to undertake a research exercise in relation to diversity.

Tbay is an online portal where members of one of these groups can register so we can advise them of opportunities relevant
to their skill mix. We always ensure we advertise using diverse websites/media and we can use our own Tbay website to
support our clients.
Social Media: Experience has taught us that social media is one of the best avenues available to source talented
individuals. In an increasingly digital world many candidates are moving away from the traditional means of recruitment
and we know sticking solely to job boards just isn’t enough anymore (REDACTED).
Harvey Nash Scotland has built up some of the largest invite-only LinkedIn groups for Technology Professionals in
Scotland. For example, our IT Network Scotland Group has over 3,000 members and contains a large proportion of Interim
Professionals and IT workers, while our Finance Group closely follows. Many of our consultants have been invited to be
LinkedIn contributors, and our discussions attract lots of interest and debate. It’s also a great forum for us to raise
awareness of our charitably initiatives which also serves to attract further attention and support for these great causes.
These groups are also a fantastic way of promoting our clients’ vacancies and engaging with a really wide talent pool. In
addition, we utilise a premium version of the site to source and network with a wide range of candidates who may not be
actively looking for a new job.
Followers of our Twitter account include our candidates, clients, industry experts and networking groups, from as local as
Edinburgh and as far afield as San Francisco. We tweet regularly about business news, technology innovations and
vacancies and as part of the Scottish community we also like to engage with our followers about local events such as the
Commonwealth Games and the Edinburgh Festival. Over the last three months alone (REDACTED).
We also have a dedicated Harvey Nash Scotland Facebook page, where we invite our candidates and clients to engage
with us. It’s also where we post photo albums from our events, team charity initiatives and trips as we find we can engage
more with the viewers than simply directing them to our website. Since May ‘likes’ on our Facebook page have
(REDACTED).
We will make sure that the Account Team members for the Framework for the Provision of Interim IT Staff Services are
experts on the use of social media to access and maximise candidate pools.
Using our social media channels we can set up LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter groups specifically to alert candidates
interested in public sector contract opportunities.
Networking: The Account Team will regularly attend public sector technology events and seminars relevant to the Framework
Public Bodies. This enhances our knowledge of specific technologies and in demand skillsets, as well allowing us to keep upto-date with issues for debate in the Scottish market. Some examples of previous events we have attended/hosted include:
(REDACTED)
Harvey Nash and Client Candidate Events: We often work in collaboration with our clients to organise joint events that will
help attract candidates. An example of one such event (REDACTED).
(REDACTED)
Market Mapping / Direct Headhunting: This is a major component in our candidate sourcing strategy for hard-to-fill and
niche technical roles. We employ consultants who are experts in their specialist fields, whether ICT, Finance, HR or Marketing.
They will map the market and make targeted approaches to relevant candidates. In the past, headhunting was only used for
very senior roles, but we now use it to fill niche roles a lot. Harvey Nash will use its extensive research resources and
experience to identify target candidates that we believe could benefit the Framework.
Candidate Screening Expertise: We employ a thorough process in the qualification and screening of candidates to ensure a
high quality of shortlisted candidates. We pride ourselves on working with you as true partners, and will seek to constantly
improve the quality of our shortlists as we work with you and get to know your needs. Each quarter we will measure the
ratios of candidates we put forward. We always strive to produce the best shortlists possible in order to save hiring managers
time. A particular example of our achievements in this area is that within 6 months of being added to (REDACTED), we were
the top performing agency, and achieved the same after 6 months working with (REDACTED).
All potential Interim IT Workers must be screened against the following criteria:
 Check a minimum of 2 written references (validated by the contractor), relevant to the job role and be the most
recent places of employment.








Validate all relevant qualifications and skills relevant to the temporary role they will be carrying out.
English fluency – speaking, reading and writing.
We will test basic skills relevant to the particular role.
Where required, a Disclosure Scotland (or equivalent) check will be carried out in line with public bodies’ policies.
Should an enhanced Disclosure Scotland certificate may be requested, we will ensure this is checked.
Proof of identity, and eligibility to work in the UK.
All relevant confidentiality agreements to be signed.

Local Community: To ensure that we are recruiting candidates across rural and urban Scotland we think it’s vital to build longterm relationships with local agencies and community groups. This will include local schools, colleges, universities, job
centres, clubs and associations. At Harvey Nash we have a strong and flourishing CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) strategy
that consistently sees our consultants going out and engaging with local communities. Our Employability Workshops, CV
writing sessions and fundraising for local charities means we’re always engaging with our local communities.
Candidate Pools: One of our most important sources of candidates will be our dedicated candidate pool(s) which will be
constantly reviewed and replenished by the account team, and database. The size and make-up of this pool of candidates
will be heavily influenced by the information we gather from clients regarding skill sets used and expected locations,
which we will then be able to produce instant lists from our database based on this information. We can set up various
candidate pools to ensure we have a base of available candidates across both urban and rural geographical locations. This
gives us ready access to a wide pool of relevant local candidates at short notice for any assignment, ensuring delivery
within tight timescales where required.
Market Knowledge: This is never more important than with the public sector and it’s the responsibility of the designated
Delivery Team to keep up-to-date with all changes and developments across the public sector. We pride ourselves on being
local market experts, as well as specialists in particular areas. The team dedicated to this Framework will be made up of
consultants who are immersed within the public sector, have been through our in-house bespoke training course and truly
understand its nuances and structures.
Press – Local and National
We utilises a variety of National and Local Press to secure top talent, (REDACTED)
Online Advertisements
To ensure that the maximum number of candidates is reached and we have suitable candidates ready, we have
preferential agreements with a number of (REDACTED).
Innovative methods to source available candidates
HarveyNash.com
Our website attracts 30,000+ visitors every month and our award winning online portal allows us to uniquely target high
quality candidates.
Mobile Jobs Channel
Through Harvey Nash Mobile Channels candidates can search, view and apply for our latest jobs on their mobile phones.
SMS Texting
(REDACTED)
On-Line Appointments Magazine
Our online appointments magazine
http://www.harveynash.com/oam

has

(REDACTED)

active

subscribers

and

can

be

accessed

via

Through Apple iPad
We were the first recruitment company in the world to launch an application on the Apple iPad.
Through Google Android
Through the Harvey Nash Android applications candidates can apply for vacancies, view our online appointments
magazine and access our most recent CIO Survey.
Through Harvey Nash Twitter/Facebook
Our latest jobs are advertised via our local and global Twitter and Facebook pages and candidates can directly apply for
jobs they see advertised here.

LinkedIn Recruiter
Harvey Nash utilise a premium version of the professional networking site to source and network with a wide range of
candidates who may not be actively looking for a new job.
Thought Leadership:
We produce a host of Thought Leadership publications and events that keeps us at the forefront of our industry.
We conduct annual Technology and IT Leadership surveys and present the results at a series of high-profile events
throughout Europe (including Scotland) as well as linking it up to social media channels.
Harvey Nash Scotland are also currently publishing the very first ‘Women in Technology’ survey, a piece of thought
leadership that combines the thoughts, opinions and inspiring ideas of over a thousand industry professionals and leaders.
We advise on the ICT Curriculum for Scotland through skills development Scotland. This helps us engage with the most
switched-on ICT professionals out there.
Tangible and measurable examples that can be monitored and reported during framework
Positive feedback from the Public Bodies that we work with will be excellent ways of measuring the tangible and
measureable examples. Through regular meetings with them we will be able to assess our performance and see the
impact that we have in supporting their organization first hand with the temporary workers that we provide.
A lot of our candidate attraction is done using some form of digital platform, which is excellent for giving us real time
analytics. For example we can easily analyse the number of clicks we have had on an advert, then drill down on that data
to see where the response came from and track that candidates application from start to finish. This information is then
stored on our CRM and used to improve our future recruitment/attraction methods.
How our organisation will ensure the retention of suitably qualified staff – temporary workers/candidates
Engaging with people, listening to their needs and wants and then implementing those changes and processes is not just
a tick box exercise for us, but instead a strategy we live by.
Harvey Nash are fully committed to doing everything possible to ensure that we are regarded as employers and agency
of choice and show we truly value our staff and affiliates. This directly impacts on our ability to find and retain talented,
motivated and engaged temporary workers. We have continually focused on the training and development of our own
people and measure our success via temporary workers loyalty, client’s loyalty and the recurring business that we get
from them year on year. Having Investor in People (IIP) accreditation proves our level of commitment to external sources,
giving them confidence in our ability.
Some initiatives that we have used to show we value our temporary staff and retain their custom:
 Regular communication, regardless if we have work for them
 First to call them about new work opportunities
 Offer multiple ways to communicate, easily
 Invites to all of our relevant events
 Invites to mentorship programme
 Seasonal and Occasional cards sent; Christmas / Birthdays
 Newsletters
 Invites to our CSR work
 Participation in exit surveys
 Share our business performance
 Ask them to contribute to our thought leadership surveys as we value their opinions
Tangible and measurable examples that can be monitored and reported during framework
The key tangible and measurement here is directly linked to the performance of the temporary worked onsite with a
public body, where we are given in-depth feedback via the exit surveys primarily, but also through regular communication
with the contract managers. We also measure our ability to retain suitably skilled temporary workers by recording how
often they come back to us/continually use our services. We also use the ‘recommend’ feature on LinkedIn which allows
us to showcase personal recommendations.

How we demonstrate our commitment to being a best practice employer for temporary workers/candidates

Whilst the majority of temporary workers/candidates are not employed by Harvey Nash but work through a Limited
/Umbrella company we do have a contract of services with those companies. The provision of a good service to the
Limited/Umbrella company ultimately impacts on the temporary workers/ candidates which in turn reflects the overall
service which we provide.
 Honesty
 Consultants take ownership of problems and see them
through to effective resolution
 Select the best candidate possible for the job based on specific
criteria provided by the contact manager, there is no bias or
discrimination, all is based on merit
 We always work to facilitate reasonable adjustments on client
sites for disabled candidates
 Simply easy to use online timesheets (CMS)
 Clear and regular communication
 Above and beyond when issues may affect the late arrival of payment
To ensure robust diversity and equality policies are not just implemented but that objectives are exceeded, we also have
a strong belief that as a supplier to the public sector in Scotland we need to innovate and bring added value initiatives to
ensure we engage with and been seen as a best practice organisation with a diverse mix of candidates and don’t just wait
for them to approach us. We have specific strategies and initiatives for different areas which are made available to
candidates, and whilst this list is by no means exhaustive, we hope it gives a flavour of what we are doing.

Established in 2008, the purpose of Inspire is to provide a business forum in which senior board-level women can share
and exchange ideas and experiences with their peers. The network facilitates innovation, strategy and learning for
professional and personal development. Inspire membership comprises board-level, like-minded, inspirational
Individuals, from all areas of industry both in the private and public sector. Founding members work at Board
Director/Chair level, both in the UK and globally. Each year, Inspire hosts private and intimate events in the Spring and
Autumn in each of its global locations In the UK, nearly 1000 women in the business community who have significant
influence in FTSE250 companies, privately owned, entrepreneurial, fast growing / high visibility businesses, Whitehall and
across the public sectors have already become a part of the network to meet like-minded professionals from other sectors.
We have also launched a joint venture with Hong Kong University to provide a Women's Directorship Programme.
Through Inspire we have been able to increase the amount of women appointees to Board-level roles.

Established in 2012 and supported by Harvey Nash, Aspire is a unique executive business network for C-suite, Director
and VP level women aimed at helping progress to Board-level positions both Executive and Non-Executive.
Aspire works in close conjunction with Inspire, Harvey Nash's Board network targeted at the most senior board women
throughout the Europe, the Americas and Asia, which was launched in 2008 and has over 4,000 members across four
continents. Aspire members enjoy networking events, where members can share knowledge and hear from industry
leaders, as well as being matched with a mentor from the Inspire network.

Girl Geek is a community for women interested in computing, business and creativity, aiming to inspire and support
women in their career development. Girl Geek dinner events provide an interdisciplinary forum for people working in the
industry to develop a new social and career network and learn from leaders in the field at the same time. Harvey Nash
Scotland have representation on the board of GirlGeek Scotland, and help organise a broad calendar of events.

Produced in partnership with ComputerWeekly.com, our third Women in Technology survey was released in June. We
surveyed 2,152 techonology professionals to get their views on gender diversity within the industry, as well as gathering
informative statistics on the number of women currently working in this traditionally male environment.
Produced in partnership with ComputerWeekly.com, our third Women in Technology survey was released in June. We
surveyed 2,152 techonology professionals to get their views on gender diversity within the industry, as well as gathering
informative statistics on the number of women currently working in this traditionally male environment.

We give our time to help Interconnect – a network for women studying science, engineering, technology and the built
environment across Scotland. We often run “what employers want” workshops and promote contract and Interim Public
Sector opportunities to attendees.
Women in Technology in Scotland
We are passionate about trying to improve diversity within Scotland’s technology sector and recently organised a roundtable for the Secretary of State for Scotland, Alistair Carmichael, and policy advisors to help them understand how
government could help improve things.
Age Diversity Initiatives
Whilst many roles released through this framework require candidates with a degree of work experience, we do try and
consider candidates early in their careers – an example is we support initiatives such as the Procurement People of
Tomorrow programme and give careers advice for free to all main Scottish Universities and colleges and workshops to
parents who have taken a career break and are looking to return to employment. Harvey Nash’s services to school leavers
and graduates is aimed at bridging the gap between education and employment.
Harvey Nash provides information, advice and guidance to young people from the age of 16 upwards, enabling them to
hone their skills and prepare for working life.
We provide advice on:






Applying for jobs
CV writing
Interview Skills
Confidence Building
What employers look for – key skills for the working environment

Harvey Nash’s support for young people continues after they have started work. Our post-employment support service is
tailored to suit each candidate’s individual needs. Advice and guidance throughout the entire work placement is provided
– face to face, over the phone, by text and by e-mail.
Our candidate acquisition strategy has been tailored to ensure we effectively market opportunities to School Leavers and
Graduates.
We have built strong relationships with many schools, colleges and Universities and regularly present to pupils and undergraduates. We regularly attend careers fairs at Universities and more recently have begun to attend “virtual graduate
recruitment fairs”. We would look to promote temporary IT opportunities within the Public Sector at all these events.

Ethnic Minorities

As previously mentioned, TBay saw the re-launch of our BME online community this autumn. We have devised our own
proactive and innovative approach to obtaining BME and a diverse pool of candidates in advance. All public sector
temporary jobs would be promoted on Tbay.
In addition to Tbay, we would look to enage with and market opportunities through organisations such as;
Black and Ethnic Minority Infrastructure in Scotland (BEMIS) – www.bemis.org.uk are a national umbrella body for over
800 Black and Ethnic minority organisations and community groups in Scotland
The Network for Black Profesionals – http://www.nbp.org.uk The Network for Black Professionals is a social justice, notfor-profit organisation committed to supporting Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) professionals to achieve their
full career and civic potential.
Disabled Candidates
We engage with a number of organisations in this area, including;
Remploy – http://www.remploy.co.uk Remploy is the UK's leading providers of employment services and employment
to people experiencing complex barriers to work.
ENABLE – http://www.enable.org.uk ENABLE Scotland is a dynamic charity run by its members . They campaign for a
better life for children and adults with learning disabilities and support them and their families to live, work and take part
in their communities.
Capability Scotland - http://www.capabilityscotland.org.uk campaigns with, and provides education, employment and
care services for disabled children across Scotland.
Leonard Cheshire Disability’s Suitability Programme – http://www.lcdisability.org.uk Building on the success of their
workability programme, Suitability is designed to enable Leonard Cheshire to deliver a wider range of services to meet
the needs of disabled jobseekers and entrepreneurs.
At its core, it is a powerful online resource backed by a team of Advisors that identifies the skills, talents and experience
of disabled jobseekers and matches them with employers as part of an online recruitment service. It also enables them
to work collaboratively with partners and statutory agencies. We would look to advertise vacancies through the site.
Harvey Nash are a trusted recruitment partner to the Leonard Cheshire Trust.
Sexual Orientation/Gender Reassignment
It has been unlawful to discriminate against workers on grounds of gender reassignment since 1999 and on grounds of
sexual orientation since 2003. These laws echo earlier laws banning discrimination on grounds of gender and race.
Increasingly, employers are recognising that LGBT workers have specific, legitimate concerns and are incorporating LGBT
issues into their equal opportunities policies.
We would promote opportunities through organisations such as;
LGBT Youth Scotland – http://www.lgbtyouth.org.uk LGBT Youth Scotland is a national youth organisation working
towards the inclusion of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender young people in the life of Scotland.
The Scottish Transgender Alliance - http://www.scottishtrans.org works to improve gender identity and gender
reassignment equality, rights and inclusion in Scotland.

Highland LGBT Forum & Social Group http://www.gay-ness.org.uk promotes the LGBT community in the Scottish
Highlands & Islands.
Harvey Nash passionately believes in equal access to opportunities for all, and work with clients and candidates to ensure
they receive a positive experience during their employment search. The following is an unprompted Linkedin testimonial
sent to a consultant in Edinburgh by a male to female transgender candidate we recently represented ;
“I found (REDACTED) to be friendly, helpful, and patient in dealing with both myself and the company he was sending me
to interview with. He always explained as much as he could about what was happening in the recruitment process, was
always willing to talk about any concerns or issues and genuinely seemed to care. I wish I could put into more eloquent
words how much I appreciated the help and support from (REDACTED), I would have no hesitation at all in recommending
him to others.”
Additional memberships and links
(REDACTED)

Surveys
(REDACTED)
Guidance
We offer free career counselling and CV guidance to contractors and interims, whilst also providing them with
interview skills in preparation for their next role.
CSR
In addition to our own contribution to CSR, we invite and engage our candidates to participate in these initiatives
and to date they have been extremely generous.
Tangible and measurable examples that can be monitored and reported during framework
Our large active and recurring candidate pool is testament to the work we do, with a large number of temporary
workers frequently choosing Harvey Nash as their agency of choice. Respondents to our surveys offer an insight
to the adoption of overall interest in what we feedback to them.
How we demonstrate we take engagement and empowerment of staff seriously
We constantly engage with our candidates, building strong communities of technologists and business leaders.
Throughout the year we have a host of events that we invite our candidates to, even inviting them to speak at
our events. We design and run events around some of our candidates who are particularly passionate about
public speaking and engaging with the technology community. This lets our candidates know we value their
input and engagement ensuring they feel valued and empowered within Harvey Nash.
As a company known for staying ahead of the market, instead of relying on others to keep us informed, we
inform ourselves, and you. We hold a number of events each year targeted at IT and Interim Professionals
including;
The launch of our yearly (REDACTED).
These events are a great way for us to network with Public Bodies and introduce them to a wide range of other
clients and candidates, and to keep ourselves and our guests informed of any market updates and trends. It also
allows us all to get to know each other in a less formal setting
We also do talks to undergraduates at all the major Universities to ensure we have an equally strong pool of more
junior candidates and the next generation of top talent.





We regularly send out surveys to our present and past temporary workers and the feedback is acted on
Invite them to relevant events
Ask them to contribute to our thought leadership surveys and value their opinions
Get them involved in our CSR initiatives like the most recent one we did Christmas 2013 where we
managed to source and deliver presents for c60 children at Action for Children centres across Scotland.

In terms of empowerment of our temporary workers/candidates, we give them a detailed role profile and set
clear expectations before they commence. We then do regular client satisfaction checks – early in the contract
and on an on-going basis to ensure the candidate is aware of any issues and has a chance to remedy.
Tangible and measurable examples that can be monitored and reported during framework
The response that we get from both candidates and clients alike are outstanding, which is measureable through:
 The number of people that turn up to the events
 Trending #tags on social media sites
 New and continued business requests
 Feedback from attendees

How we demonstrate a positive approach to skills and training
The majority of the temporary workers / candidates which we provide on this framework will already have
completed some form of further education/ professional qualification. However, we provide them with regular
communications on Social Media and at events regarding popular training courses and new qualifications.
(REDACTED).

A tremendous aid for building on and creating new skillsets with likeminded people, established in 2008, the
purpose of Inspire is to provide a business forum in which senior board-level women can share and exchange
ideas and experiences with their peers. The network facilitates innovation, strategy and learning for professional
and personal development. Inspire membership comprises board-level, like-minded, inspirational Individuals,
from all areas of industry both in the private and public sector. Founding members work at Board Director/Chair
level, both in the UK and globally. Each year, Inspire hosts private and intimate events in the Spring and Autumn
in each of its global locations In the UK, nearly 1000 women in the business community who have significant
influence in FTSE250 companies, privately owned, entrepreneurial, fast growing / high visibility businesses,
Whitehall and across the public sectors have already become a part of the network to meet like-minded
professionals from other sectors. We have also launched a joint venture with Hong Kong University to provide a
Women's Directorship Programme. Through Inspire we have been able to increase the amount of women
appointees to Board-level roles.

Aimed at helping progress to Board-level positions both Executive and Non-Executive Aspire is a unique
executive business network for C-suite, Director and VP level women. Established in 2012 Harvey Nash are big
supporters of Aspire. Aspire works in close conjunction with Inspire, Harvey Nash's Board network targeted at
the most senior board women throughout the Europe, the Americas and Asia, which was launched in 2008 and
has over 4,000 members across four continents. Aspire members enjoy networking events, where members can
share knowledge and hear from industry leaders, as well as being matched with a mentor from the Inspire
network.
Mentorship
We have mentoring schemes available for contractors to be a mentee or mentor someone else to offer
employees the opportunity to work with experienced individuals and senior leaders from across the
Group to support and develop specific skills and knowledge that will enhance their professional and
personal growth. A mentoring partnership creates a safe learning environment for taking risks and
challenges the mentee to move beyond his or her comfort zone as well as giving them access to
networks, resources and expertise to facilitate total development in their job role and wider career
aspirations. The Programme has been running for over seven years now and the feedback we receive
from both mentors and mentees is testament to its success and standing within the business.
Guidance
We offer free career counselling and CV guidance to contractors and interims, whilst also providing them with
interview skills in preparation for their next role.
Tangible and measurable examples that can be monitored and reported during framework
Real case studies are the best way of monitoring the tangible and measureable benefits that these training and
development initiatives provide. The people who take part in them always keen to provide us with their
feedback and we record these for continuous development.

How we propose to ensure service continuity with regards to temporary workers/candidates
We pride ourselves on being local market experts, as well as specialists in particular areas. The team dedicated to
this Framework will be made up of consultants, who are immersed within the public sector, have been through our
in-house bespoke training course and truly understand its nuances and structures. With frequent refresher courses
and legislation update courses we invest heavily in our staff to ensure a continuity of service to this framework.
We encourage people to take on more tasks so that in the event of holidays/sickness/maternity leave etc we
have skilled staff who can pick up the work in their absence without the client knowing this has even happened.
The technology we use to work collaboratively allows us to generate handovers very quickly, we have thorough
handover templates that when used alongside this technology allows us to transition seamlessly behind the
scenes.
One of our most important sources of candidates will be our dedicated candidate pool(s) which will be constantly
reviewed and replenished by the account team, and database. The size and make-up of this pool of candidates
will be heavily influenced by the information we gather from clients regarding skill sets used and expected
locations, which we will then be able to produce instant lists from our database based on this information. We
can set up various candidate pools to ensure we have a base of available candidates across both urban and rural
geographical locations. This gives us ready access to a wide pool of relevant local candidates at short notice for
any assignment, ensuring delivery within tight timescales where required. In the event of a requirement coming
out with a very short lead time, or a replacement candidate being needed, we have services that allow us to
target suitable candidates via a number of communication methods such as SMS and eMail inviting them to
speak with us about new opportunities. We study the exit reports completed by temporary workers to pick up
on points they raise that could be of use to us or the public body they are leaving, to support our continuous
improvement. These are extremely effective ways of working, and ultimately will give the best possible service
to the Public Bodies.
Tangible and measurable examples that can be monitored and reported during framework
Through the regular meetings we have with Public Bodies and framework managers we are able to assess our
performance through the Management Information that is requested of us and additional variables that we
measure against such as tracking candidate’s right from initial contact to aftercare.

Q1.4.2 Tenderers must provide details of how they will deliver continuous improvement throughout the
duration of the framework. Your response must describe details of any measures to achieve greater
efficiencies, simplify processes, and minimise errors and generally improve quality of service for the
framework duration. (Question Weighting – 50%)

Details of how we will deliver continuous improvement throughout the duration of the framework:
We understand that being great at what we do is a continuous journey of improvement, a movement that never
ends. We have a system that delivers continuous improvement over the framework agreement. To make sure
that our service is always the very best, we will introduce a flexible model that is built on rapid response and
change to business improvements:
The cycle of improvement is driven by the following factors:


Findings from client satisfaction surveys /exit reports are monitored and our processes continually
evolve to meet our clients’ needs, as well as the Statement of Requirement's job fill rates
 Candidate Satisfaction Survey: issued to all placed candidates
 Formal regular reviews of Management Information with Scottish Procurement and Framework Public
Bodies. We will work with the Framework Public Bodies Contract Manager to assess reviews and
Management Information, taking on any recommendations as to how we can improve our service and
how we deliver exceptional candidates to the Scottish Procurement Framework.
We’ll always collaborate closely with Scottish Procurement and the individual framework Public Sector Bodies
to ensure value is added at every possible opportunity. Below is a continuous improvement model that we
adhere to:
(DIAGRAM REDACTED)
Measuring framework user satisfaction
Our customers on this framework are Scottish Procurement, the many Framework Public Bodies and the
individual hiring managers and candidates. We will measure customer satisfaction of all these groups in
some detail both qualitatively and quantatively and then use the feedback gained and reports generated
to come up with service improvement initiatives we can implement. Some of the ways we will collate user
satisfaction are as follows;










Feedback from the formal bi-annual meetings with the Strategic Contract Manager
Feedback from less formal conversations with nominated individuals within each Framework Public
Body to ensure the level of service provided on a local level is satisfactory
Feedback from regular (at least quarterly) meetings between the Framework Public Bodies
Contract Manager and our Account Director/Manager to review performance against the agreed
service levels as measured through Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
End of contract feedback questionnaires sent by e-mail to all hiring managers and contractors
Account Manager targeted with making customer satisfaction calls to a random selection of all
placed candidates and hiring managers to check all aspects of service delivery including invoicing
Candidate and client feedback is used in quarterly and annual staff appraisals
Any candidate or client complaints are fully investigated following our documented complaints
resolution process and learning outcomes fed into the cycle of continuous improvement
Any process or procedural changes identified are updated in our user manual to ensure they are
implemented by all team members.

Review of Management Information
As well as the Indicative Performance Indicators set out in the Statement of Requirements, we set ourselves
more detailed KPI’s around ratios of things like CV: Interview and Interview: Offer and Offer: Acceptance.

We set targets to improve on these ratios and monitor the impact of any changes to account team, processes
or procedures to check if they have resulted in improvements.
All members of the account team have individual targets on KPIs and SLAs and coaching and additional support
is available for any team members who do not meet required levels. (REDACTED).
Service Levels can always be improved, and the success of any service level improvement is measured using the
following metrics:


Customer General Satisfaction.
Regular Customer Satisfaction surveys are sent to client hiring managers and candidates to ensure our
service is well monitored and is continually evolving to meet client and candidate needs.



Performance Statistics
(REDACTED):



Requirement Analysis
(REDACTED):



Time Management
(REDACTED):



Finance and Administration
(REDACTED):

Has the change in the facilitation or promotion of best practice across the Framework Public Bodies?
Has the change brought about a reduction in whole life costs to the Framework Public Bodies?
In general, has the change achieved greater economy, efficiency or effectiveness?
Details of any measures to achieve greater efficiencies












We will reutilise candidates who have specialist knowledge of a client / public sector process to ensure
time/cost saving saved during induction period
Pre-cleared candidate pools – to save time when an order comes in and deliver the service more quickly
Generally develop and hone our knowledge and understanding of exactly what all stakeholders want
from the framework. We will do this by maintaining regular contact with key decision makers and
stakeholders through formal and informal communication methods. This will allow us to better
anticipate future demand, specific niche skills requirements, geographical requirements and busy
periods in the year. By building our knowledge bank we can achieve greater efficiencies as we can focus
in advance on requirements before they become urgent
We have implemented a new CRM system to provide accurate real-time online MI which will allow us
to better measure areas where we could focus to offer greater efficiencies
Best Practice Promotion – we will organise a series of events around topics of shared interest to Scottish
Public Bodies and Third Sector Bodies that promote efficiency
(REDACTED)
Client Satisfaction/Quality - we will focus on improvement in the ratios of key aspects of the
recruitment process, such as: accuracy of candidate CV match, CVs: Interviews, Interviews: Offers. This
in turn will shorten our requirement to placement timescale & save line managers time
Finance and Administration – (REDACTED)
We will have a core framework delivery team that can scale up and down on demand (and
supplemented by consultants working in niche markets). Because the same team work on this
framework all the time, they build up a great deal of knowledge of framework requirements which has
a positive impact on service consistency. Having provided temporary staff through the previous
framework since 2009 we already have a significant core team with expert knowledge








Consistent processes & documentation – to maintain service consistency, we have templates for all
stages of framework service delivery. These are agreed with each Framework Public Body and cover
everything from interview confirmation e-mails to contractor contracts. The use of standard
documentation ensures that all orders are processed consistently utilising our CRM system which also
generates accurate MI. We currently have user manuals for the existing framework which we will
update if we join the new framework. These user manuals are used daily by consultants and when
training new team members and cover everything pertinent to high quality service delivery on the
framework – details such as information on locations of staff premises, key points of contact, typical
requirements by skillset, times in the year where there are often peaks in demand etc. Thorough
recording and documentation of all information pertinent to this framework means that there is no dip
in service if a team member is on holiday, paternity leave or sick leave. If a team member leaves, we
have a handover document which captures all their specialist knowledge prior to their departure
Training and development – through our training department “Talent Academy” we will deliver ongoing training to all account team members. The user manuals will be regularly updated and best
practice will be shared at weekly team meetings
Finance – our UK Finance Director fully supports delivery of this framework and sets her team service
improvement targets on speed and accuracy of invoices
We will focus on efficiencies which will generate greater value for money for Framework Public Bodies.
We will do this by (REDACTED).

Details of any measures to simplify processes
We will simplify processes and streamline our operations over the duration of the framework.
We will do this by;


(REDACTED)

Details of any measures to minimise errors
We have robust internal controls in place across all our business functions from the resourcing team, to the team
who collate MI, to our compliance team who ensure candidates are security cleared to our finance team who
ensure accuracy of invoices.
We have a culture and management style which promotes an ethical business environment with an expectation
that account team members seek out best practice and ways of working to avoid errors being made. However,
we also expect and encourage openness and honesty in the case that errors are made and have clear
management guidelines in place to provide feedback, suggestions on ways to improve and a documented
disciplinary process if necessary.
Before commencing delivery on this framework, we assess risks and areas where mistakes could happen and
will develop a control system to address risks that could lead to mistakes. We will then establish and maintain
control activities such as reconciliations, approvals and reviews of operating activities. We will ensure that only
the relevant people in the framework account team who have been fully trained work on framework tasks and
that there are sufficient numbers of staff to meet demands without over-stretching them. The fact that we can
scale-up our account team easily in periods of high demand minimises the risk of errors.
Types of Internal Controls


(REDACTED)

Types of Control Activities we will use on this Framework


(REDACTED)

Details of any measures to generally improve quality of service for the framework duration

We will improve the quality of service for the framework duration by:


(REDACTED)

1.5.1 - Tenderers must provide details of proposals to support Scottish Government to meet overall
Sustainable Procurement Policy through this framework agreement. This may include schemes such as:

• Electronic invoicing;
• Video conferencing for meetings;
• Green travel policies;
• Promoting careers in the Temporary and Interim Staff industry;
• Providing training opportunities and support to achieve qualifications;
• Supporting local communities e.g. sponsorship of local clubs etc.;
• Using social enterprises to support delivery of services.

At Harvey Nash sustainable procurement isn’t just about being ‘green’. We recognise that we have a duty of
care towards our community and wider world which is why our purchasing and business practices are always
socially and ethically responsible. We know how important it is for the Scottish Government to engage with
suppliers who share their own sustainable development strategy and their vision for a ‘Greener Scotland’. With
our proactive approach to sustainable procurement and the efficient use of resources to ensure we are
considering our social and environmental consequences, we know that we are the right partners for Scottish
Procurement, working together to help build a stronger Scottish economy.

Our Community

We recognise that helping shape the future of our community isn’t just about money in a bucket. Donating time,
effort and caring to those that need it is as valuable as other contributions. Our consultants tirelessly give up
their time to run employability workshops for young school leavers, CV writing sessions, food packaging for
homeless shelters, as well as spending time at various charities and youth clubs. If we can help a young adult
write a winning CV that will open doors to them, we think we’ve helped change their future and given them
more than perhaps a monetary donation ever could.

Byte Night
In the UK, we support Byte Night, the annual sleep-out by the business community to raise funds for Action for
Children. Through ByteNight, Action for Children raises funds and awareness of youth homelessness and tackles
the root causes of why young people find themselves on the streets.
(IMAGES REDACTED)

(REDACTED), Director of Harvey Nash Scotland, is Chair of the Scottish Byte Night Board while many of our
Directors across the UK sit on the Board.
For the sixth year running, our Harvey Nash Scotland team, as well as the other Harvey Nash offices all over
the UK, slept exposed to the elements for a night to raise sponsorship and awareness for Action for Children's
vital work.
We also got involved with static bike rides, bucket collections, Olympic-style triathlons, and bake sales.
(REDACTED)
We work with young people in Action for Children projects across both rural and urban Scotland (projects are in
places like Haddington, Alloa, Dundee and Inverness) to give CV and careers advice, mentoring and coaching.
We were also particularly proud of our Christmas project for Action for Children.
(IMAGE REDACTED)
We set up (REDACTED).
Employability Workshops
Across the country, we partner with local schools to provide advice, career guidance and mock interviews in
order to help decrease youth unemployment which currently stands at an all-time high. A particular success
story is (REDACTED).
Christmas
We (REDACTED)
We also organised (REDACTED)
(REDACTED)
Several of our consultants have attended mentoring days (REDACTED).
(REDACTED)
Our consultants (REDACTED)
(REDACTED)
(REDACTED)
Being part of our surrounding communities also means we are aware of the struggles some groups within those
communities may face and are well positioned to help. As members of (REDACTED)
Our Environment
Harvey Nash’s operations, being services, are inherently less damaging to the environment than other business
sectors. However, we recognise that we must minimise our impact on the environment, and we follow
recommendations from the Carbon Trust to reduce our carbon footprint. Our environmental policy statement
commits our company to:
•

Recycling - reducing the overall amount of waste being sent to landfill by separating out materials for
recycling. We operate a ‘paperless office’ policy across all of our sites, last year removing all bins from
individual workstations and replacing them with communal bins placed around the office, separated
into general waste and recycling, to encourage reduced waste.

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Water – making use of mains water supply for personal consumption through on site water filtration
and purification
Efficiency - optimising the operation of building cooling and heating systems
Energy - introducing low energy lighting wherever appropriate and feasible
Technology hardware and software - software which automatically shuts down computers to reduce
power consumption and heat output. We also pass on used and surplus computer hardware to relevant
charities
The introduction of ‘eco-fonts’ – these use less ink on printed matter, with only a marginal impact upon
quality
Travelling - promoting the use of public transport and increased use of video teleconferencing and
online webinars to reduce the impact of business travel upon the environment. All cars in our car fleet
run on unleaded petrol.
Procurement – processes are in place to ensure that the procurement of goods, services and material
capital items such as property include a review and rating of the carbon impact of these acquisitions
seeking wherever possible to reduce the Group’s footprint. Further to this, (REDACTED)
Electronic invoicing – where possible, we utilise e-invoicing in our dealings with our clients and suppliers

Staff Development
Like Scottish Procurement we believe that happy and empowered people make a happy workforce that in
turns deliver a higher quality of service than any other workforce and because of this, a central element of our
culture is empowerment. Individuals are entrusted and encouraged to continually self-assess their
performance against current job description and competency framework. Understanding the skills we have,
the skills we need and how to close the gap is critical to self-awareness and continued development.
We recognise that people are the key to success and they’re also the people of our community. We want to
invest time and effort in them. A happy workforce makes a happy and engaged community.
We have a dedicated Talent Academy that is responsible for the attraction, training and development of staff.
This team works with our employees to discover and facilitate whatever training is required to enable them to
reach their potential.
We engage our workforce at all job levels, investing in learning pathways to ensure that everyone has the
continuous opportunity to develop their career. We have established programmes for New Starters, Associate
Directors and Consultants.
We also offer coaching, specialist training design and delivery as well as engaging with outsourced suppliers for
any relevant accreditations. Each manager within our organisation has clear objectives to ensure they are
providing their staff with clear guidance and support for training opportunities in order to nurture talent and
help their staff fulfil their potential. Many managers also take on apprentices and interns, often hiring them at
the end of their placements.
Our training menu includes:
Systems & Tools





Beginners Guide to IT Recruitment
CRM System Training - Beginners & Advanced Users
Introduction to the Harvey Nash iSuite
Making the most of IT

Developing Skills for the Job



















Communicating the Harvey Nash Message
Taking and understanding a job specification
International research and Candidate development
Professional Selling Skills
Objection handling
Biographical interviewing skills
Competency-based interviewing skills
Arranging and completing a client meeting
Excellence in presenting
Team leading and Management
Leadership and Motivation
Coaching Skills
Everyone needs a mentor
No more cold calling
Working the room - Networking Techniques
Personal Branding
Public Speaking
The CIO’s view point

Legal Requirements







Avoiding discrimination in Recruitment
Discrimination in the Workplace
Employment Law - Contract Recruitment
Employment Law - Permanent Recruitment
Contracts induction for Recruiters
Performance Management

As well as providing comprehensive training opportunities for our staff we work hard to ensure that they enjoy
a healthy work-life balance to keep them well-motivated and satisfied. We have adopted flexible working,
working from home, flexi-time and career breaks to support our staff. (REDACTED)
In addition to supporting our own staff members to develop and grow, our Framework Director, (REDACTED),
gives free talks to Schools and University careers advisors in conjunction with (REDACTED) and makes sure to
highlight opportunities. A number of our staff give free talks to undergraduates at a number of Universities, and
we highlight the framework and opportunities it provides for young people to enter the workforce.
We highlight opportunities to all candidates who register with us.
Social Enterprises
We use (REDACTED).
We (REDACTED).

Q1.6.1
Tenderers must include a statement on their full consideration of whether the Transfer of Undertakings
(Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006 will apply in respect of this framework, including details of any
perceived implications and/or risks and how these will be mitigated. (This question will NOT be scored)
(REDACTED)

